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peer Sirs, 
It i. a plaaaure to report to you on the quality of sound that was 
provided to this 23rd Now England Square and Bound Dance Convention. 
Twelve of the halls, including Worcester Auditorium, utilised Clinton 
equipment set up by Jim Harris. The efficiency of this equipment con-
tributed substantially to the success of the progras. 
Cn behalf of the convention, both committee and dancers, I'd like to 
thank you for your generosity in providing systems for our use. 
Squarely yours, 
, 1  
Garrett Mitchell Jr. 
General Chairman 
"A Barret Of Fun In '81" 
• 
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It in ASD (Credit BUffliCA) 
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February's deadline came on New Years Day. 
During all the holiday festivities, it seemed 
especially difficult to find a February message. 
Having written "Y'Gotta Have Heart" several 
years back for February and had it reprinted wide- 
ly in local publications, we think we have to top 
that and can't seem to. So we arrived at New 
Years Day without a word on paper. 
Gradually, however, we collected several small 
items that needed to be shared. So now this space 
is providing a "clearing house" for a quick chat 
with you, our readers. 
This February issue, you'll notice, has 88 
pages and quite a few ads. And all of your favorite 
features are still included. Our "good news" is 
that subscription prices remained stable at $9 per 
year. (What else can you buy at last year's price?) 
The "bad news" is that to balance the budget, ad 
space must increase. More "good news" is that 
we will keep all our regular features (and have ad- 
ded one, highlighting round dance leaders). Some 
"bad news" may be that occasionally features 
are run in condensed type. 
Note the difference: 
Regular: Now is the time for all good... 
Cond.: Now is the time for all good men to. . 
If you find this difficult to read. please let us 
know and we'll search for other options. Right 
now this does seem to be one way to beat infla-
tion! 
One local publication ran a notice that the staff 
was not responsible "for non-delivery due to the 
Postal Service. Once the mailing is in the hands of 
the Postal Service. we lose all control of it and we 
can assume no responsibility for anything not 
under our control." We've always struggled with 
this situation, too. and have felt that much of our 
time and correspondence with readers consisted 
of explaining the vagaries of the postal service. 
We mail all magazines. bundled by zip code. at 
one time about the 23rd of each month. Some 
move quickly but one issue last fall took 12 days 
to go from our office to the Mainsfield sectional 
center and back to our office. We promptly called 
this to the postmaster's notice, and urge you to do 
the same when magazines are late or missing. 
One subscriber in California has managed to 
secure better delivery by constant vigilance and 
assertiveness. It's a struggle, it's frustrating but 
it does produce results. 
If you don't receive your magazine, complain to 
the postmaster. expecially if you're a regular 
subscriber who hasn't moved or recently renew- 
CO-EDITORIfil 
ed. If you're a recent renewal, drop us a line. We 
make mistakes. too. and are glad to correct any 
omissions. Hoever, more and more. we check 
cards here only to find an up-to-date subscription 
card with the correct address. Then the problem 
lies with the postal service. 
Important: When writing to us please include 
your zip code. especially for a present address if 
moving. We can't renew or change a card if we 
can't find it! We hate to imply that you are just 
numbers to our office. but the postal system has 
forced that on us; it is no longer economically effi-
cient to maintain a separate alphabetical file. 
Another note to those who "research" material 
from ASD. We're flattered to be reprinted but we 
hope you'll request permission for whole articles. 
(Once in a while we print with a permission ex-
tended only to us.) and we hope you'll give credit 
to ASO when you reprint. It is for this reason that 
ASD is copyrighted. 
Well, this is not a very heart-warming message 
for the heart-y month of February but bear with 
us. Any family sometimes has to take care of the 
nitty-gritty details— this was our time' Have a 
lovely Valentine fling for us' 
Country & Western Ties 
231 N. Porter St. 
Cleves, Ohio 45002 
SPARKLING TIES 
Jewel Stone Western Bow Tie of 
Peasant or Metallic Trim Braids. 
Non-Sparkling Ties Also. 
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What more fitting theme for a February issue than PEOPLE? In a month when we 
honor great national leaders and remember loved Valentines, we can also take a look at 
our relationships with other square dancers and other friends. As often as happened, 
we didn't plan this theme; the theme planted itself among the articles in the February 
folder and emerged as we began to typeset them. Bev Warner. our caller's wife/cor-
respondent from Michigan, sent a "loving" idea. Even some of the news articles, 
especially the one about training sessions for dancing in rest homes, followed the "peo-
ple" idea. Dan Martin's presentation deals exclusively with people-to-people relation-
ships. We'd like to suggest that the organization officers among our readers take Dan's 
article, use the first section as background and the second section as discussion for a 
meeting. Dan is a LEGACY trustee, past-president of the Georgia State Association and 
very active leader in that state. He will be a panelist at the Leadership Seminar in 
Detroit, June 1982. 
At the Ohio Mini-LEGACY last fall, a lengthy discussion of "competition and 
dancing" was part of the program. Mary Fabik, a LEGACY trustee and member of the 
ASD staff presented her views on 4-H square dancing, as a square dancer and mother 
of 4-H members. Since competition is another aspect of social relationships, this issue 
seemed a fitting location for her thoughts. 
The PEOPLE theme carries through Al Eblen's discussion of color blindness and, of 
course, through Jay Bennett's easy-to-digest Rules of Order, designed to implement 
orderly meetings and exchanges of ideas. 
Look for a new feature on PEOPLE— round dance cuers— called "Facing the L.O.D." 
It's only fair that cuers have equal time— and space! 
Enjoy "Valentine Verse" and the rest of February, too! 
tiS &cILS  
CP4%\1 	 C‘'  
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NEED RECORDS 
IN A HURRY? 
Call Toll Free: 1-800-237-2442 or -2443 
I MEI my • 
t 	.  
ANHURST's TAPE AND RECORD SERVICE i'.;? 
3508 PALM BEACH BLVD. 	Office Phone 
FORT MYERS, FLORIDA 33905 (813) 332-4200 
The very finest "audio catalog" of the newest sounds and dances. to keep you current. The 
"original" subscription tape service used by discriminating callers and cuers the world over. We are 
in our 10th year of service to leaders worldwide and we welcome your inquiries. 
• Fast Service on In-Stock Records 
• 3-Year S&R/D Calendars Available. 1982. 1983, 1984 
• 8'/2"x11", 3-ring Yearly Refills Available through 1985 
FOR RECORD ORDERS OR INFORMATION. CALL OUR TOLL-FREE NUMBER 
IT DOESN'T COST TO HAVE THE VERY BEST— IT PAYS! 
THE "ORIGINAL" SUBSCRIPTION TAPE SERVICE 
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PARRISH RANCH 
A WORKING CATILE RANCH 
5 nnles N and 5 Intlen W ot Longrnont, Colorado 
50 nnles NVV of DffIVII. 
The Rocking Rooster Square Dance 
Club wishes to thank you for placing our 
20th Anniversary article and picture in 
your November edition. I was very 
pleased. Thank you for the extra issue. 
Marjorie Humiston 
Waterbury, Connecticut 
Enclosed please rind check for a two-
year renewal to ASD. We really enjoy the 
magazine. Very informative. We are 
members of North Country Squares, 
Plattsburgh, N.Y. who, with several local 
clubs, are having an Apple Blossom 
Festival on May 14, 15, 16, 1982, our se-
cond. It is promoting square dancing 
and friendship between clubs. As 
secretary, chairman, for the second 
year, we would hope other clubs are in-
terested in doing something like this to 
keep our dancing active. 
Loretta & Larry Clukey 
Morrisonville, New York 
We would like to draw the attention of 
dancers and tour leaders heading to the 
South Pacific during the period 13 Oc- 
tober through 26 October 1982 (to the 
fact that) they have the opportunity to at-
tend two relatively large functions dur-
ing that time. There are the Australian 
National Convention in Brisbane on 
15-16-17 October and the Christchurch 
International Convention in New Zea-
land on 22-23-24 with Dick Houlton of 
Stockton, Calif. as featured caller. 
It is possible to attend both and see a 
great deal of Australia and New Zealand 
during the visit. With a direct connection 
to Townsville, Queensland, from San 
Francisco, one could see the Great Bar-
rier Reef before the Australian National, 
then see Brisbane and Sydney following 
and fly to Christchurch for the Interna-
tional, then see the sights of the South 
Island before seeing the North Island 
and returning home via Honolulu. 
'Twould be a grand 21-day holiday. 
Art & Blanche Shepherd 
Christchurch, New Zealand 
Thank you tor your letter of December 
3 in which you urged me to cosponsor 
H.J. Res. 151, legislation designating the 
square dance as the national folk dance 
of America. 
I appreciate your taking the time to 
share your thoughts with me. While I 
generally try to avoid cosponsoring the 
numerous (but usually very well-
intentioned) commemorative days and 
weeks that are often proposed, I admire 
square dance participants and I will very 
likely support h.J. Res. 151 if it is 
brought to the floor of the House of 
Representatives. (Since I do not sit on 
the Post and Civil Service Committee 
which considers such bills before they 
are presented to the full House, this 
would be my first opportunity to vote on 
it one way or another.) 	Don Pease 
Member of Congress 
offers the feeling you would like 
about A 
SQUARE & ROUND DANCE 
VACATION 
Class, Institutes & Club Dancing 
Through the Plus Program 
VAUGHN & JEAN PARRISH 
Parrish Ranch. Rt. 2, Parrish Rd., Berthoud CO 80513 (303-494-6922) 
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Aloha! As you read this, your co-
editors have taken a couple of giant 
steps westward aboard a 747— from 
Cleveland to L.A., and on to Hawaii for a 
couple of weeks of fun in the sun. Tour-
ing with square/round dancers. Lots of 
fresh pineapple. First class hotels. A lit-
tle (just a little) dancing and calling. 
Can't beat that providential paradisiacal 
proposition to restore one's inlook and 
outlook. by hook! Try it sometime. More 
on that next month. Meanwhile. back to 
past explorations 
We've gotten sorrowfully delayed on 
these tripping trip tips mainly because 
of the long England discourse of the last 
two months, so now we'll go way back to 
the end of October and pick up all 
unreported hops through the end of the 
year. 
Anderson, South Carolina— On the 
fourth weekend of October (there were 
five that month) I jumped on a jet for Co-
lumbia. the capitol city, and drove a big 
bug (That's like saying "jumbo 
shrimp"— Co-ed.) northward, first to 
Anderson and then back to little 
Newberry, for a pair of subscription 
dances. Helen Pate (that little lady of 
great stature in Southern circles) hosted 
me again, and the Pacesetters created a 
new and better sound (sure as chutin) in 
that church hall. Thanks also to caller 
John Brookshire for setting the sound, 
plus Gist and Carol Brown for hosting a 
most gracious post-dance toast to boast 
about. 
Newberry (Prosperity) South Caroli-
na— Hardly an hour away (southward 
again toward Columbia) was my next 
stop. a very special first time visit to 
Newberry and great caller/hosts Earle 
and Fran Merchant who booked me for 
the Smilin' Swingers. What a handsome, 
smile-some, swing-some son-of-a-gun-
of-a group it was! And what a good job 
they've done to convert a li'l old 
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schoolhouse to a dance-house in the far 
South. Touch of class, kids! Fact is, they 
just finished the second restroom hours 
before I arrived. 
Toledo, Ohio— All in the same 
weekend (It was Sunday now.) I flew 
back to Cleveland, stopped a while at 
home. and drove west to Toledo, where 
the annual Toledo subscription dance 
draws a couple hundred dancers each 
year, thanks to caller Jack May, with 
whom I split the stage strategy, and we 
have a heckuva ball. Gotta tip the old 
ASD stetson also to Lil May, Velda and 
Lee Swift, Maggie Nelson, Jim Schaeder 
and Jessie Britt for assisting in various 
ways. 
In order to wrap up October with a 
beautiful Indian summer flourish, I flew 
to the twin cities of Minneapolis-St. Paul 
on Northwest (My agent would say CLE-
MPS via NW.) and hired a Grenada to go 
eastward to Greenwood. 
Greenwood, Wisconsin— This little 
town may not be on your map, but the 
Black River Twirlers put it on the map for 
me. The rafters of the local high school 
rang for ten minutes after the dance con-
cluded, I'll wager, or at least during the 
after-dance spread set out by the agri-
business homemakers (farmer's wives, 
that is), who can make a snack into a 
banquet in jig time. Lots of good buddies 
from Thorp and Withee and Menomonie 
popped in. 
Belleville, Illinois— After Rotarouting 
in Edina and Judy-jawing at the 
Palomino. I flew off to St. Louis, where 
Don (His taw is Mary Ann.) Steinkamp 
picked me up in his Rabbit and we hop-
ped to host/caller Joe and Marilyn 
7 
Obal's home in O'Fallon. The ASD with 
the Dandy Dancers was a sellout again. 
Joan Keesor rounded out the program. 
Next year I'll march to the arch in mid-
October, just as sure as it rains in In-
dianapolis and snows in Minneapolis. 
Whattaya know! October is over. And 
as we cast a sidelong glance at the 
November calendar, we shudder a bit—
booked solid, and everything far from 
home. It was almost a welcome relief 
when suddenly a Sioux City Saturday 
was scratched due to poor planning, and 
at the same time a Georgia Leadership 
Clinic was bypassed due to too few 
signups. So I stayed home at the start of 
November and traded the mike for a 
brush and the turntable for a paint can. 
(Three days and three gallons— a toot 
for a twosome— remake and roll.— a 
pallor for the parlor— a coat of Latex vs. 
the coat that "Tex"-stitched— a broad-
side instead of a flipside— Co-ed.) 
Pollock (Mound City) South Dakota—
Approaching colder country in early 
November can hold some surprises. This 
time I was surprised that it was so warm, 
as I landed in Bismarck and rented the 
little compact that was to shuttle me 
over a hundred miles of lonesome road 
southward to the ND-SD border. This 
was the start of a fly-drive fling of ten 
days of dances, with days spent yodel-
ing an "Ode to an Odious Odometer 
(with an Odontoidal gleam)" that 
relentlessly clicked off a 2,000-odd mile 
odyssey before the car and I parted com-
pany. (Is that "Ode...." available in sheet 
music?— Co-ed.) 
Meanwhile, back to Bismarck. I broke 
bread and had a very short sleep-over 
with caller/hosts John and Ginny Craven 
before going my way (John had to call a 
dance elsewhere that night.) and had a 
good one in the tiny town of Mound City 
for the Campbell County Stars. (Thanks, 
Art Dienert.) 
North Platte, Nebraska— Onward I 
rumbled to "Wild Bill" country where the 
Cody Squarenaders roam in that "high 
level" Promenade Hall, and the Western 
Nebraska S/R Ass'n whomped up a 
whoppin' good subscription dance 
again. Thanks to caller/hosts Jess and 
Nell Miller, plus Dave and Vada Hauman 
and the rest. Nice to yack 'n yuk a bit 
with Claflins. Hendricks. Nozickas, etc. 
Bartlesville 	(north 	of 	Tulsa) 
Oklahoma— Today was a moanful Mon-
day, since I had to drive over 500 miles 
(10 hours) on the longest leg of this 
month's circuit "circus" in order to ar-
rive alive (Barely, I'll bet— Co-ed.) to call 
one for the Swingin' Squares. The 
Peasters, Scotts and Jensens always of-
fer an "okay" Okie welcome thataway. 
and I'll hope to be back to Sooner coun-
try more SOONER than later! My heavy 
Chevy got its fillup of Phillips down 
there where spice is nice, dancin' is fan-
ciful. and gas is a-guzzlin' from the 
ground. Good to see the Oldhams (ASD. 
Dec. '81, p. 9) from England at that 
dance. 
Dodge City, Kansas— Thank my stars. 
this was not a bad dodge today from 
Bartlesville to this good "auto" city, 
where I did a first-time ASD dance for 
the Wrong Way Thars and the Pairs & 
Squares combined, in that 4-H building. 
Caller/hosts Les and Betty Houser 
cooked up a corker. 
Kansas City, Missouri— If you're 
checking me out on a map, you can see 
today's jaunt was again an easy one, 
moving east toward KC and the heart of 
the nation, where the KC area callers set 
one up once more. Smaller crowd this 
year, but we had some competition. 
Thanks to caller Richard Anderson, who 
nicely "limo'd" me. motel-to-dance-and-
back, and to Thomases, Jeffries, and 
others for "Rooster Booster" efforts 
anyway. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota— Aside from 
a mixup on dance location (my fault— I 
assumed again) this was a super good 
trip straight north to the twin-city area 
where caller/hosts Warren and June Ber-
quam had arranged a benefit dance for 
their wonderful wheelchair bunch, the 
Perfect Squares. You've seen them per-
form at the Nationals. I even called some 
hash once for them that night, and got 
more mixed up than they did. A night to 
remember (along with similar occasions 
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for similar groups in both Vancouver and 
Denver) and cherish. The Berquams have 
quite a shop in the city, a farm and 
dance hall in the country and lots of 
friends both here and abroad. 
St. Cloud, Minnesota— Probably this 
was the shortest trip on the schedule. 
Less than 50 miles northward. 
Caller/hosts Tom and Sally Allen (and 
Christopher) made me feel most 
welcome in a new spot on my map. 
Lucky Friday the 13th dance for Beaux & 
Belles. Dinner party with Earl and Beth 
Thompson (RID cuers), and Tom and 
Sally, and Ruth Larson, whose husband 
was off hunting. And so I got a handy 
handle on some more memorable 
memories (...and too much redundan-
cy— Co-ed.) 
Sioux Falls, South Dakota— Time to 
turn tail from northerly pursuits and 
head my hood to the southwest, all on a 
sunny Saturday. I'd called for the Dakota 
Bandits before, in their ideal all-wood 
Elmwood hall, but there was a special 
cozy atmosphere tonight. Hope they 
never lose the hall or the feeling. Thanks 
DuWayne Anderson. Nice to meet Paul 
and Pat Molitor and others. Short night 
in the motel. Had to rise early for 
another long day. The life of a traveling 
caller can be summed up in a word—
bittersweet. 
Centralia (Salem) Illinois— Check this 
location on the topmost tip of a typical 
topographical Toledo-to-Topeka or 
Tripoli-to-the-tropics titanic traverse-o-
graph (or just a plain old map, kids) and 
you'll see that I "came a long way, 
baby." And considering that I flew home 
the same night to end the trip after that 
afternoon dance— whattatrip! It was an 
ASD dance in Salem, thanks to Dave and 
Stella Schilling (who are soon moving 
west, I hear). Special thanks to cham-
pion ticket sellers Bill and Eileen Bruns, 
plus the Curly Q's and Promenaders. 
Fontana Dam, North Carolina— Work-
ing with Cal Golden and Tex Brownlee at 
the Fontana Village Callers College for a 
week (starting the next day) was 
pleasure enough, but to give a steer or 
two (That's a lot of beef— Co-ed.) to 
eleven really fine top-drawer (bureau-
cratic?— Co-ed) callers, from fledglings 
to vets, was a distinct privilege for me. 
Beautiful bunch, believe me (see People) 
and that super-special week in 
November is to remember forever! 
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Berlin, Pennsylvania— I shot home on 
the airways after the College for a quick 
overnight stay, then drove past Pitts-
burgh to Berlin for an afternoon ASD 
dance with a whoppin' 74-couple crowd. 
Thanks to Ruth and Roy Romesburg, 
caller Al Schwinabart and all the others 
of the Wheeler & Dealers for a snowy 
Sunday swingeroo. 
Charleston, West Virginia— Humble 
apologies to the Kanawha Valley SID 
Ass'n for my being late to this one the 
next day. Due to an oversight, I ended up 
driving to Charleston (the usual location 
I've known for years) and this particular 
"Plus II Special" was held in Marmet, fif-
teen miles east. Caller Keith Angle, 
Association president smiled through 
his teeth at me, bless his heart. 
London, Ontario— A brief rest over 
Thanksgiving and off I flew to London 
(No, not England, Aunt Hepzibah!) to call 
again for the Centennial Beavers (Those 
Beavers have built a dam good club!) 
after renting a cool car at the airport. 
Caller Ken and Mary Brennan 
hospitalitized me nicely (Is that like be-
ing Bazonganized?— Co-ed) and the 
dance was a "banner" one; thanks, too, 
to Stan and Ruth Melling. 
Pointe Claire, Ontario— My hosts this 
year, Charles and Jennifer Norman, met 
me at the Montreal airport, and the 
Circles & Squares put out the welcome 
mat and flew the Maple Leaf for a fun-




Chicago, nois— To wind up a busy 
month, I flew to Chicago to meet with 
some of our ASD-WGT tour caller-hosts 
for a two-day orientation for our upcom-
ing Swiss-England '82 tours. Very pro-
ductive session. In all, there will be more 
than thirty caller/cuer hosts joining our 
tour programs next fall. More later on 
that. 
Doggone. Outa ink again. (Good 
thing— Co-ed.) This is already a 
voluminous columnous (That's Latin.) I'll 
cover December, my Florida trip, and all 
the rest next month. Now, with little ado 
about "adieu," I'll say so long for now. 
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NEW CHAPARRAL RELEASES: LP, E Track & Cassette 
CAL 7003 Direct From Lighted Lantern 
by Beryl Maln 
CAL-7004 Cooked Up Texas Style 
by Gary Shoemake 
CAL.7005 Chaparral Presents A Solid 10 
by Jerry Haag 
ROADRUNNER 
RECORDS__ 
NEW ROADRUNNER RELEASE 
RR-503 Set Out Tonight for New Orleans—
Randy Dougherty 
NEW ROADRUNNER HOEDOWN 
RR.550 Rhythm Sticks— Randy Dougherty 
RECENT RELEASES 





,e- B;'. ...e, 	J erry Haag 	 • 
* 
• 




C-311 Louisiana Saturday g C,310 For What I Been Thinkin' About You—
Gary Shoemake 
• 




CFI-701 I won't Go Huntin' With You Jake— Roger Hill 
CR-501 A Love That Just Won't Die— Bob Newman 
CR-601 This Is Gettin' Funny— Tom Roper 
CR-401 Let's Do It Right— Darren Canine 
• • 
• • 
• • • 
Darren Gallina 







WHAT'S IT LIKE TO 
BE COLOR BLIND? 
by AI Eblen 
Mercedes, Texas 
Somehow people learn that I am color 
blind and often ask the question, "What 
is it like to be color blind?" Most people 
will accept as truth anything you tell 
them. You can say everything is black 
and white (which is not true) and they ac-
cept that as a fact. You can say that red 
looks blue, and most will accept it. Ac-
tually to a color blind person, everything 
looks normal. Often my sweet wife will 
insist on my changing neckties, when 
the one I'm wearing looks fine to me. A 
strange thing about color blindness is 
that I can often see animals in the 
woods and fish in the streams that 
others can not see. 
My first inkling of being different was 
in a third grade art class. My teacher 
looked at my landscape and just yelled 
at me. "Red grass, are you stupid or col-
or blind?" 
The next thing was just before World 
War II. I was taking examinations for Air 
Force Cadet. Part of the group passed 
and part failed. I was kept there for more 
tests. After some time looking at circles 
with dots and colors arranged in various 
patterns, many with numbers showing, 
the blow came. "Fellow, we can't use 
you because you are color blind!" I 
found out later that the Navy wouldn't 
take me either. The Army accepted me 
but would not let me into Officers Can-
didate School. This was quite a blow to a 
twenty-one year old man who was 
healthy and normal in other ways. I was 
heartbroken. 
Sometimes in later life I had fun with 
the color blind problem. One time a 
group of us fellows were going to the 
lake on a fishing trip. I left late and one 
of the guys, who was somewhat of a 
stranger, rode with me. Suddenly there 
was the question, "What is it like to be 
color blind?" I gave him the usual 
banalities, and decided to try to trick 
him a little. As we approached a green 
traffic light. with no other traffic around, 
I stopped dead still. He said, "Hey --- that 
light's green." I said. "Oh," and drove 
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on. At the next green light, I stopped 
again. He got about half frantic and, 
said, "You are going to get us killed." I 
ignored him and drove on. At the next 
signal, a red light was showing, and 
after making sure there was no other 
traffic near, I pretended to run the red 
light. Boy he screamed, "Stop, stop, that 
light is red." I skidded to a halt while he 
turned rather pale. Then he wanted to 
drive, but I wouldn't let him. He ranted 
and raved all the way to the lake, that the 
state shouldn't issue drivers' licenses to 
these dumb color blind people. Needless 
to say, he rode home with someone else. 
Many of us are handicapped in some 
way or another. I certainly admire people 
who can rise above their handicaps. 
Many people with severe handicaps are 
still active in the square dance pro-
grams, and the world in general. One of 
our winter dancers had a knee joint 
replaced last summer, yet he is an active 
and excellent dancer. Another lady who 
had two artificial hips and one artificial 
knee danced with us for a while. At the 
National Conventions I have been im-
pressed with the wheel chair dancers. I 
guess the person I admire most is Bill 
Wright of Lawton, Oklahoma. Although 
he was born badly deformed, he has 
become a dancer and caller. He is 
dwarfed, with no fingers on his hands. 
However, he changes his own records 
using both hands. He tunes and sets the 
controls on his sound set. He holds the 
microphone in both hands or under an 
arm. He is a handsome young man. If 
you want to hear one of the best callers 
in the business, just stop in Lawton, 
Oklahoma and dance with him 
sometime. 
What's it like to be color blind? Well 
compared to what other people have 
overcome, it's just not bad at all! 
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You simply sew the side seam and 
finish the casing for a perfect fit! 
PETTICOAT FEATURES: A SLIGHTLY-CRISP NYLON TRICOT 
FABRIC, DOUBLE-LAYERED CONSTRUCTION AND A SMOOTH 
NON-CURL BOTTOM EDGE. 
CUSTOM MADE 
STYLE SWEEP KIT PETTICOAT 
Not too full 40 yards $16.95 $24.95 
Full look 80 yards $25.95 $34.95 
Extra full 120 yards $34.95 $44.95 
COLORS: white, black, red, candypink, yellow, light blue, orange, 
orchid, royal, mintgreen, and white petticoat with colored bottom tier. 
STATE WAIST MEASUREMENT AND PETTICOAT LENGTH.  
PLEASE INCLUDE $2.00 PER KIT FOR HANDLING 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT 
$1.00 per kit for two or more kits per order. 
SEWING SPECIALTIES 
7429 4TH AVE SO , RICHFIELD, MN 55423 
612-869-2650 
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Square dancing is an activity that 
combines many elements. Square dan-
cing is enjoyed not only for the choreo-
graphy. the challenge and the physical 
experience, but also for the interrelation-
ships encountered on the dance floor 
and the opportunity to share in a suc-
cessful team effort achievement. These 
are social aspects of the dance because 
dancers do not perform alone or with on-
ly one partner as in a disco or ballroom 
setting. Square dancing with others in a 
set of eight and the changing of that set 
every 15-20 minutes require that square 
dancing be a social experience. Because 
square dancing is by design and by prac-
tice a people-related activity, its social 
aspects must rank high in importance. 
But the social interaction available to 
square dancers takes place under many 
different conditions and in many dif-
ferent settings, not just on the dance 
floor. Interaction of a square dancer with 
one or more other square dancers takes 
place at all times and places where they 
meet. Most of these close friendships 
would not even have been formed if it 
were not for square dancing. 
Interaction of a square dancer with 
non-square dancers in a square dance 
setting may take place at a charity 
benefit, art festival, hobby fair, exhibi-
tion, in any public place where the 
square dancer is dressed for dancing 
and in any place where friends share in-
terests. The interaction of a square 
dancer with the general public may take 
place at times listed above, but also 
when being observed but not in direct 
contact, i.e. as performers on TV or at 
half-time of a sports contest. 
In all cases, the common denominator 
for square dancing is its people. All 
square dance affairs, its performance, 
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its integrity and its future depend on the 
actions, interactions, and general con-
duct of the dancers. Square dancing is 
its people, so the activity has strong and 
important social implications. 
The recent LEGACY study confirmed 
that the vast majority of dancers who 
responded to the poll were affected by 
one or more types of social contacts for 
the initial exposure and final successful 
persuasion that led them into becoming 
square dancers. The vast majority con-
tinue to be square dancers because of 
the social opportunities that are offered 
as an integral part of the activity. If we 
can project the responses of these 
dancers to the whole of square dancing 
(and I believe we can) then we can show 
that over 8 2 % became initially involved 
as a result of social contacts. The three 
top-rated reasons for continuing to 
dance are all social. This leads us to the 
conclusion that the primary important 
element in square dancing and in 
recruitment/retention is the social fac-
tor. 
LEGACY V was programmed to lift out 
four of the more important elements of 
square dancing for in-depth discussion 
and development. Each was examined 
because it had universal application in 
square dancing and was considered vi-
tal to its sustained health and growth. 
The four were Leadership, Recruitment/ 
Retention, Social Aspects and Auxiliary 
Programs. 
Concerning Social Aspects, we 
should focus exclusively on the impor-
tant ingredient of people. The emphasis 
is on the interaction of people with peo-
ple, for which many opportunities are 
found in phases of the square dance ac-
tivity and beyond; the friendships, the 
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pleasure of being together, working and 
dancing together. Social areas of the 
dance activity include trips, raids. 
decorations, newsletters, refreshments, 
kitchen activities. Do these social ex-
periences have value to the participants 
and to the total square dance program. If 
we reach agreement that the interaction 
of people has a highly important role in 
the square dance activity, perhaps we 
can go beyond that and agree on some 
specific social action that may be used 
to enhance, strengthen and advance the 
whole program. 
I would like to share a personal belief 
and some examples that tend to confirm 
the validity of that belief. I believe that 
the social element of square dancing is 
so important to the program that it may 
possibly be the most important aspect 
in the total activity. Looking first at 
social courtesies and actions as we en-
counter them on the dance floor, my ex-
perience tells me that even though we all 
recognize the importance of knowing the 
calls, practicing our floor performance 
and improving our ability to respond, the 
social aspects of the dance far exceed 
the physical and mental factors. The 
very nature of how the dance is entered 
into, choreographed, performed and 
ended reflect a very important incor-
porated factor of close personal rela-
tionships. 
Have you ever noticed how much more 
fun a well-attended dance is than one 
having only one or two squares? Given 
two hypothetical dances, same great 
caller, same fine round dance cuer, 
maybe even scheduled in the same hall 
by the same friendly club on the same 
regular dance night, maybe even the  
same season of the year. Everything is 
the same — almost. Everything except 
the size of the crowd. Invariably the 
larger dance was the one of greater en-
joyment, and the smaller dance seemed 
slow. Your floor performance was fine, 
you danced as well as ever. but the 
dance dragged, and deteriorated into an 
event when you tired easily and perhaps 
left early. Another night or two like that 
and you may not return. Frequent similar 
experiences could cause you to seek 
another recreation. Compound the ex-
perience and clubs fail. Compound club 
failures and we have a troubled square 
dance program. 
Some interesting questions for 
discussion at club, association or 
federation meetings might be: 
How important do you think the social 
aspects of square dancing are to the 
participants and to the activity? Does 
sociability serve more than to merely fit 
into the program because we need eight 
people to fill a square? 
What parts of the social aspect are good 
and need to be retained and enhanced? 
What parts are problems and what can 
be done to resolve them? 
What has been your experience, good or 
bad. with trips, raids, banner-stealing, 
newsletters and communications? Do 
these enhance the sociability of square 
dancing? 
The square dance movement seems to 
be breaking away from the refreshment 
break. Is the break a viable means to 
help improve the sociability at dances? 
Discuss the reasons for discontinuing 
and for continuing. What might we sug-
gest to replace the refreshment break to 
achieve the same purposes? 
YOUR OWN CLUB STICKERS 
FOR EITHER SIDE OF GLASS 
THESE ARE DECAL TYPE STICKERS 
Wet the decal and transfer to desired surface 
THE MAREX COMPANY 
6061/2 W. Columbia Ave. 
Champaign, Illinois 61820 
MINIMUM ORDER 10 
LESS THAN 100 — 506 
100 OR MORE — 45e EACH 
Send three 15s stamps for catalog 
on badges, stickers, accessories, etc. 
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Positive Position on Competition 
by Mary Fabik 
Milan, Ohio 
Let's discuss competition in 4-H and 
how it relates to square dancing in 4-H. 
We've had children in 4-H for the past 
eleven years and have been assistant 
advisors for four. 4-H young people 
prepare projects for their county fairs 
and winners compete on the state level 
at the state fair. Competition can be a 
very helpful learning experience, since 
the 4-H motto is "to make the best bet-
ter." 
The ability of people to get along with 
each other receives one of its greatest 
tests in competition. Certainly, the term 
sportsmanship may be applied to life in 
general. We like persons who win with-
out boasting and lose without offering 
excuses. 
Some of the good points of competi-
tion are: a desire to cope with a challeng-
ing task, accomplishing a goal and hav-
ing the ability to win, learning to work 
cooperatively together in order to win. 
Sure, someone may get upset when he 
doesn't win but usually very briefly. No 
one wins at everything he does. Usually 
the kids say, "Just wait 'til next year- I'll 
show that judge. He'll be so impressed." 
If they blame the judge and say he 
was unfair, we usually ask them if there 
is any part of their projects that could be 
better or if they could have worked a lit-
tle harder. Most of the time they agree. 
Learning to cope when young and re- 
silient is a good thing. There is no way 
anyone can escape from competition in 
adult life and I believe that thisearlier ex-
perience is helpful. The demonstrations 
of projects, speaking contests and 
junior leadership programs are all good 
training. 
Now for the square dance part. Each 
county may enter one set of teen 
dancers and their teen caller to compete 
on the state level here in Ohio. Styling is 
very important. The girls must make 
their own outfits. (The only thing I see 
wrong with this: Why shouldn't the boys 
make their shirts, too?) These young 
people seem to enjoy their dancing and 
preparation for the state level very 
much. 
If they don't continue their dancing 
after the judging is over, perhaps later 
on in life when someone mentions 
square dancing to them, they will re-
member the fun and companionship and 
will be receptive to lessons and club 
dancing. 
So our favorite set of dancers and 
their very good young caller didn't win 
first place in Columbus— can you say 
they "lost?" They made new friends, had 
fun learning to dance, and had a new ex-
perience performing before an audience 
and the judges. 
My opinion is that competition has a 
place in square dancing at the 4-H level! 
Newest 
Creative Square Dancer Catalog — G" 
Lseeetal y to( the ,ttly who Square Lances deo Sews 
The newest square dance patterns from Charelle • Authentic • C & C Originals 
• and our own Doge Doe Interchangeable Pattern Pieces • 
Notions to ease and speed your sewing chores— Basting glue • Elastic pull-
through • Fusible interfacings • Mark o Magic la marking pence whose 
marks disappear in 48 hours) • and more 
Apparel including ladies shoes. petticoats pettipanls skirts *louses belts 
men,  shuts IIPs !Dwell iewelry Novelties 
50c plus 25c post. 
SHIRLEY'S SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE, 
BOX 423, Hughsonville NY 12537 
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Mike Callahan 
147 North Ave 
Hilton NY 14468 
Weekends & Festivals 
Mainstream thru A•2 
Dave Stuthard 
1227 Frisbee Drive 
Columbus OH 43224 
614-367-4796 




3795 Pamela Drive 
Gahanna OH 43230 




Florence SD 57235 
Any Time, Anywhere! 
Bob Barnes 
2717 Chambers DI 
Zephyrhills FL 33599 
813 788.4171 
Bob Daye 
3390 Torrington St. 
Hilliard OH 43026 
Traveling Weekends & Holidays 
Gordon Fineout 
2512 Delta River Drive 
Lansing MI 48906 
1517.321,0820) 
For the Fun of it! 
Jim Davis, River View Mob 
Sp. 257, 3611 "I" St. NE 
Auburn WA 98002 
206-852.5733 
Now Calling Full Time! 
Walt Cole 1801.392-9078) 
944 Chatelain Rd.  
Ogden UT 84403 
Contra Caller Clinics 
Calling Full Time 
Jim Harris 
RFD 5 Box 182 
Norwich CT 06360 
Square 'em up with the 
Clinton Man!  
Paul B Fox 1216-762.5597) 
501 Gridley Ave 
Akron OH 44306 
Dance to the calls of the 
"Silver Fox," Booking 82.8184 
Ed Fraidenburg 
1916 Poseyville Rd., Rt. 10 
Midland MI 48640 
Now Traveling Full Time 
Willie Harlan 
PP Box 338 
Vinita OK 74301 
For the Best in Square Dancing 
Dave •• Hash" Hass 
PO Box 37 
East Hampton CT 06424 
Now booking 1982.83 
Ramon Marsch 
10222 Bundyburg NW 




Emerson, Manitoba ROA OLO 
Weekends, Festivals 
Wes Taylor 1614-2612015) 
4391 Belcher Ct.  
Columbus OH 43224 
Weekends & Holidays 
Gene Webster 
1803 Heather Lane 
Port Clinton OH 43452 
Now Traveling Full Time 
Francis Zeller 
Box 67 
McCracken KS 67556 
All New Spiral-Bound Calendars - 
$3.50 each, 1982.83-84 
Don Malcom. "The Missouri Maverick" 
RR2. Sheldon MO 64784 
417-884.2464. Available Year Round 
FestivalsfWeekends/Caller Clinic 
Vern Weese 
529 NW 22nd St 
Grand Prairie TX 75050 
Now traveling lull time 
Become a VW Bug 
	4 
PO BOX 216, 
	 GRENN 	BATH OH 44210 
GR14306 TANGO BRIOSO by Gordon & Thelma Meisel 
(Ref. 14145 Esprite D'Tango) 
OLD TIMES, Two-step by Nancy & Max Nosker 
(Ref 14220 Old Tymes) 
GR15029 ROUND DANCE TEACHING SERIES 
Ex. 29. Box/Twirls/Turning: Ex. 30. Scissors Thru 
Vocal Instruction & Cueing by Frank Lehnert 
FTC 
• A CALLER'S LIFE, Flip Square by Paul Hartman 
ROBERTS RULES OF ORDER 
Presented by Jay Bennett 
From the Carolina Caller, 
South Carolina 
Category I— Ritual 
A. The form— or format— of the meeting. 
B. The procedure of the meeting must be consistent. 
C. Suggested officers: D. Suggested Form: 
1. 	President 1. Call to order 
2. Vice-President 2.  Treasurer's report 
3.  Secretary 3. Read minutes of last meeting 
4. Treasurer 4. Take care of old business 
5. Federation Representative 5. Take care of new business 
6. Reporter 6. Announcements 
7. Adjourn 
Category II— Parliamentary Procedure 
A. Two categories to be used 
1. Nominations 
a) Nominations will be conducted according to guidelines set forth in club constitution 
2. Elections 
a) Decided by a majority vote 
B. Conduct of business 
1. A simple business motion 
a) Purpose— to present the opinion of. or action proposed by. one member for the 
consideration of the entire organization and ultimately for their vote. 
b) Must be seconded— to make sure that the opinion or proposed action has the support of at 
least two members: otherwise, the motion dies for want of support. 
c) Is debatable— discussion of the motion offers opportunity for members to express their 
opinion either in support of or in opposition to the proposed action and to assist all members 
in arriving at a decision. either favorable or opposed to it. 
d) Vote— to secure the opinion of the majority with reference to the proposed action. since the 
principle of majority rule dominates the action of practically all democratic organizations. 
2. Motion to amend 
a) 	Purpose-- to change the intent or purpose of the original motion and secure a vote on this 
change. 
b) Must be seconded. 
c) Is debatable if original motion was debatable. 
d) Can change motion in 1 of 5 ways 
1) By adding words 
2) By striking out words 
3) By striking out certain words and adding others 
4) By substituting a different motion on the same subject 
5) By dividing the question into two or more parts so a separate vote can be taken on any 
point 
e) Requires a majority vote. 
3. Rise to a point of order 
a) Purpose— to guard against a break of any rule and to insist upon enforcement of all rules 
b) Person must be recognized— then he must state the rule that has been violated 
c) Not debatable 
d) Requires no vote— decision is made by chairman 
4. Motion to table a motion (Lay motion on table) 
a) Purpose— to delay consideration of a motion 
b) It requires a second 
c) It is not debatable, therefore, cannot be amended 
d) Requires a majority vote for passage 
5. Motion to re-consider 
a) Purpose— to bring up a motion that has already been voted on. for re-consideration. This 
action can be taken only by a member of the prevailing side. when the last vote was taken. 
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unless the previous vote was by secret ballot 
b) Must be seconded 
c) May or may not be debatable. depending upon whether the first motion was debatable 
d) Requires a majority vote 
6. To suspend the rules 
a) Purpose— this motion is desirable at times when the best interest of the organization is 
served by a temporary suspension of the rules. 
b) Must be seconded 
c) Not debatable 
d) Must have two-thirds majority for passage 
7. To direct an appeal from the decision of the chair 
a) Purpose— to safeguard majority rule and to prevent the chair from controlling the action of 
the organization 
b) No second required 
c) Is not debatable 
d) Requires a majority vote 
1) The vote must be counted 
8 Vote to adjourn 
a) Purpose— to terminate the meeting 
b) Requires a second 
c) Is not debatable 
d) Requires majority vole 
e) Motion to adjourn is a motion of privilege. which means that it can be brought before the 
organization at any time. and takes precedence over any business before the organization. 
NOTE: Since the purpose of a square dance organization is to provide enjoyment for its members, and not 
to conduct lengthy business sessions. we suggest handling matters through an executive committee. We 
suggest that this committee be made up of all current officers and the immediate past president. After mat-
ters have been considered by the executive committee. they should be brought before the club in the form of 
recommendations. But in no case does the executive committee have any authority except that specifically 
designated by the membership. In all matters. the vote of the membership is the final authority 
C & C ORIGINALS 
SQUARE DANCE DRESS PATTERNS 
New square dance dress patterns from C 
& C ORIGINALS. All patterns are multi-
sized (5-7-9. 6-8-10, 12-14-16, 18-20-40). 
Patterns are complete with layout, cut-
ling and assembly instructions. Ask for 
this pattern and other C & C ORIGINAL 
patterns at one of your local square 
dance shops. If unavailable, order direct. 
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME 
Mail to: C & C ORIGINALS 
Rt. 8, Box 78, Harrison AR 72601 
Pattern # 	Size 
Amount per pattern $3.50 No. ( )$ 
Add $1. per order for 
postage & handling. 
Complete brochure, 50c ea. 
Total amount enclosed 
Name 	 
Address 
City 	State. 	Zip 	 
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STATE LINE ) 
The Folk, Round and Square Dance 
Federation of North Carolina is an active 
organization of square dance leaders 
with considerable accomplishments to 
log in their historical annals. An account 
of their activities was published in ASD 
in April, 1980. Both Peggy Bradshaw, 
publicity chairman, and Bob and Mo Har-
relson, state chairmen for the charity 
drive, sent updates on recent activities. 
In November, 1980, the Federation in-
ducted its second and third members in-
to the Hall of Fame: Ruth Jewell, cuer 
from Raleigh, and Garland King, caller 
from Burlington. 
Ruth Jewell cues a round.  
At the time of Ruth's death in May. 
1980, she was editor and publisher of 
Promenade, the Federation's bulletin, 
with which she had been associated for 
19 years. Ruth had been a 26-year mem-
ber of the Federation and missed only 
three meetings until her death. She 
served as round dance chairman for 12 
years. Ruth was also associated with 
several other round dance associations 
on the state and national level. 
Garland King, who will be 70 years old 
on his next birthday, has been a caller 
for 30 years and served as Federation 
president in 1957 and 1965. He was the 
first chairman of the Tar Heel Square-Up 
and the first chairman of the callers 
clinic. 
Garland is a charter member of the 
federation and still active in calling 
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Garland King, thirty year caller 
(about six nights a week). He is always 
willing to donate his time calling for 
demonstrations for charity events or to 
help promote square dancing. 
Garland served on many federation 
committees. attends all federation 
meetings and appears on all the pro-
grams, plus holding a full time job. 
Garland King is truly a caller at heart 
and has greatly helped the cause of 
square dancing in North Carolina. 
The Federation celebrated its 30th 
birthday at the May meeting in 
Greensboro. 494 people watched Mable 
Smith cut the first piece of cake. Mable, 
who was with the recreation department 
in Greensboro, helped organize the 
federation in 1951. Other charter 
members on hand to help in the celebra-
tion were Lib Bennett and Garland King 
from Burlington and Mack Kernodle 
from Greensboro. All three are still ac-
tive in the federation. 
MORE ON NEXT PAGE 
Left to right.  J. Howard Swanson. President of the 
N.C. Federation: Ben Moore. Director of Inpatient 




At the fifth annual convention of 
Roundalab, the International Assoc. of 
R/D Teachers, Inc., in San Antonio, Cor-
ky and Paulette Pell were elected 
honorary members. For over 25 years, 
until their recent retirement. the Pells 
have provided exceptional leadership to 
the round dance activity. Living in 
Europe for many years, the Pells not on-
ly introduced round dancing there, but 
saw the need for, and helped develop, 
more leaders through teacher training 
courses. The Pelts helped formulate the 
dancer and leader organizations in 
Europe which are still active and con-
tinue to contribute to the promotion and 
improvement of square and round dan-
cing. Wherever the Pells have lived, they 
have been active members and leaders 
in their local and area dance organiza-
tions. Charter members of Roundalab, 
they drew upon their vast overseas ex-
periences when appointed Chairmen of 
the Overseas Operations Committee. 
Other couples honored in previous 
years were Frank and Carolyn Hamilton. 
Ralph and Eve Maxhimer, Dorothy Stott 
Shaw. Jack and Na Stapleton, Manning 
and Nita Smith and Forrest and Kay 
Richards. 	 Doc 8 Peg Tirrell 
Publications Committee Chairmen 
The procedures for establishing a 
Roundalab Classic List were adopted at 
the fourth annual Roundalab meeting in 
1980. Bruce and Roberta Bird and the 
Classic List committee compled a listing 
using every known and available classic 
list. Ballots were then mailed to all 
Roundalab members who were asked to 
vote for ten easy level dances (up to 125 
on the Fleck Point System), fifteen in-
termediate dances (126.250) and ten ad-
vanced dances (251 and higher). Stress-
ed was the fact that members were to 
vote only for those dances used fre-
quently and regularly. 
The results of this balloting were 
discussed at the recent fifth convention 
in San Antonio. Insufficient advanced 
dances met the initial criteria for an ad-
vanced list to be published. The mem-
bership also decided that the judgment 
of Roundalab members would be used 
along with the point system to deter-
mine the level assigned to a dance 
within the lists. The first Roundalab 
classic list reflects these modifications. 
ED. NOTE. Pu/se Pollsters will no longer 
be asked to vote biannually on a 
classics list. The above lists will be 
published as the chosen classics. 
EASY 
1. Dancing Shadows 
2. Tips of my Fingers 
3. Mexicali Rose 
4. Walk Right Back 
5. Tango Mannita 
6. Frenchy Brown 
7. Street Fair 
8. Hot Lips 
9. Take One Step 
10. Sleepy Time Gal 
INTERMEDIATE 
1 Birth of the Blues 
2 Answer Me 
3 Folsom Prison Blues 
4. Feelin' 
5. My Love 
6. Continental Goodnight 
7. Dream Awhile 
8. Green Door 
9. Roses for Elizabeth 
10. Spaghetti Rag 
11. Hold Me 
12. Moon Over Naples 
13. Neapolitan Waltz 
14. In the Arms of Love 
15. Patricia 
STATE LINE 
Mo and Bob Harrelson, state 
chairmen for the Burn Center Charity 
Drive for the Folk, Round and Square 
Dance Federation of North Carolina, 
proudly announce that the square 
dancers of North Carolina donated a 
check for $32.355.05 on November 21, 
1981, to the Burn Center at Chapel Hill. 
That brings the three-year total to over  
$88,000. A copy of the check was en-
closed with their letter. 
626 dancers attended the fall meeting 
of the North Carolina Federation in 
Jamestown and elected the following of-
ficers for 1982: Garland King, president; 
Bill Dobbins, vice president; Willie Nail, 
secretary, and Charles Luther, treasurer. 
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First row: Kevin (11), Jimmy (10). Judy (13): Second row: April (14), Sandra (15). Joyce. 
James. Annette (16), 
Suudet /4414 
Last summer, the Thomas family of 
Bristol, Tennessee, attended a dance 
called by Stan, who complimented the 
children on their fine behavior and good 
dancing skills and asked that they send 
a picture for use in ASD. Here it is. With 
it, father James sent along some of his 
thoughts on why the Thomases make 
square dancing a family affair: 
"In the eighteen years we have been 
raising our children, neither I nor my wife 
have ever smoked, drank any alcoholic 
beverages, or engaged in any adult ac-
tivity or club that did not include the 
family as a whole, unless it was some 
activity in which they could get hurt, or 
an adult adtivity such as driving. If it was 
decent enough for me to do, it was di-
cent for my kids. 
"I enjoy square dancing because it in-
volves clean, decent people who do not 
have to indulge in alcohol or indecent 
language to have a good time. It would 
rather wear my kids out on the weekend 
ti 
	
	square dancing with nice people than 
sitting home watching the trash that is 
shown sometimes on TV. 
"I feel that families that cannot share 
their spare time together, where parents 
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must meet one place to have fun and 
their children another, are more apt to 
find their children getting into trouble, 
not to mention all the fun they miss. I 
love children. I would love to see more 
children get involved in not only 
squaredancinq but any activity that 
shows them there are ways to have fun 
without alcohol, drugs and acts of van-
dalism. 
"I would like to see square dancing 
promoted in our area school system, 
especially the high school. I would like 
to see it promoted as a club instead of 
as part of the Physical Education pro-
gram. If any club has ever organized a 
club in the school system, I could use 
some tips on how to best organize it in 
our area." 
ED. NOTE:James would like to hear from 
clubs concerning the above school 
organization and the whole question of 
children dancing. He has heard some 
comments from adults who do not wish 
to dance with children. His address is 
James Thomas, National Enterpriser, 
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$395 95 spkr in lid 
5414 	, sen ,nir ,.• n c4tii 
NEWCOMB P.A. SYSTEMS for Every Purpose 












Plus Freight on all above prices. 
NEWCOMB 
RECORD CASES 
Newcomb Record Cases 
Mailing Costs, for U S 	Only 
Merrbach Music Volume Control will thid oil rinisic 
completely 	 $75 00 plus shipping 
Newcomb Music Volume Control Ills any mike 	$39 50 & shppg 
Car Caddy— A new concept rn hand truck Carries up 10 100 
pounds 40 lolds to 20 	 $29 95 8 $3 50 shipping 
Shock cord 	 $2 50 
Ouick Load 45 rpm Adapter 
59 95 
$7.95 
Plus SI 25 pst. 
in US 
RC-712W tw r 	 CALIFONE PA SETS: 
$49.95 
PP $6.00 
LATEST RELEASES on these OUTSTANDING LABELS 
BLUE STAR RELEASES: 
2154 Smoke on the Water, Caller. Nate Bliss' 
2153 Rodeo Romeo. Caller: Vernon Jones' 
2152 Cloggiyg Leather Britches/Ragtime Annie ICI 
2151 Help Me Make It Through the Night, Nate Bliss' 
2150 Older Women. Caller: Nate BlisS• 
2149 Put on your Dancing Shoes. Marshall Flippo' 
2148 Out Behind the Barn. Caller: Marshall Flippo' 
BOGAN RELEASES: 
1339 Walk Right Back. Caller: Tim Ploch' 
1338 Let's All Go Down to the River: 0 Davis. T. White' 
1337 Ribbon 01 Darkness, Caller; Tim Ploch' 
DANCE RANCH RELEASES: 
665 Morning of My Mind. Caller: Al StevenS' 
664 Mele Kalikimaka. Caller' Al Stevens' 
663 Rainbow Stew, Caller; Ron Schneider • 
LORE RELEASES: 
1199 Old Flame Burning, Caller; Bob Graham' 
1198 Up A Lazy River. Caller: Johnny Creel' 
1197 Good Old Girls, Caller: Moe Odom' 
1196 Bill Bailey. Caller: Johnny Creel' 
ROCKIN A RELEASES: 
1374 James Hold the Ladder Steady. David Cox' 
BEE SHARP RELEASES: 
116 Falling Again. Caller - Perry Bergh' 
115 This Thing Called Love. Toots Richardson' 
SWINGING SQUARE RELEASES: 
2377 There'll Never Be Anyone Else. Arnold Strebe• 
E.Z RELEASES: 
526 Smoke on the Water. Caller: Nate Bliss' 
525 Pretty Baby Quadrille. Caller: Jerry Hell' 
524 Celito Lindo Miner. Caller Jerry Hell' 
LP ALBUMS: 
507 E-2 34 Basics Called by Lem Smith 
1021 Blue Star, 50 Basics, Marshall Flippo 
1025 Blue Star. 75 Plus Basics. Marshall Flippo 
1034 Blue Star. MS Plus called by Marshall Flippo 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
P.O. Box 7309, Houston TX 77248-7309 
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DANCING IN EAST GERMANY 
A few days ago I received a telephone 
call from Hamburg and heard something 
very unusual. I was informed that there 
is square dancing in the German Demo-
cratic Republic. Someone noticed the 
well-known square dance stickers on a 
West German car in a parking lot at the 
Leipzig Fair and when the owner of the 
car came back, he was anxiously being 
expected by several people who wanted 
to talk to him about square dancing. And 
now the unusual or extraordinary facts: 
there are square dance groups in the 
East German towns of Leipzig, Magde-
burg, Plauen and Halle. However, there 
appear to be certain differences in what 
we do here and what they do there. At 
least in the town of Plauen they dance to 
German calls and to a live band. More in-
formation was not available at this time  
and over the telephone, but at least we 
now have a contact address in Plauen... 
We would, however, like to underline 
that great care must be exercised when 
contacting these dancers in order not to 
put them or their activity into any 
danger. For instance, the first thing is 
that one cannot simply send them infor-
mation material: it is prohibited to send 
printed material of any kind through the 
mail into the DDR. We do not know yet 
whether and how we will be able to ex-
pand this contact but at least it is grati-
fying to know that square dance is alive 
even there and we hope to be in a posi-
tion soon to report more to you on this 
unusual "find." 
Ilse Wersin, EAASDC Publicity 
EAASDC Bulletin 
CAL GOLDEN'S 
Open to all Callers: 
	
1982 SQUARE DANCE CALLERS COLLEGES 
May 17-21 
	
Cal with Carl Anderson. Hot Springs. Arkansas 
June 28-July 2 
	
Cal with Gene Trimmer, Hot Springs. Arkansas 
July 12-16 
	
Hot Springs. Arkansas. Cal's Sight Calling School 
July 18-23 Cal with Dick Barker. Jekyll Island. Georgia 
August 1-6 
	
Nova Scotia. Canada: Gloria. Bill. Joe and Cat. 
August 15-20 Cal with Ralph Trout. Vineland. New Jersey 
October 18-22 
	
Cal with Stan Burdick, Hot Springs. Arkansas 
November 15-20 Fontana Dam. North Carolina: Cal. Stan. Tex Brownlee 
THE CALLER COACH SCHOOL 
MGM Motel. Reno. Nevada: April 3.4.5. 1982 













Central Arizona Callers Association. Phoenix. Arizona 
Memphis Callers Workshop. Memphis, Tennessee 
Callers Seminar, Beaumont. Texas 
Southern California Callers Association. Southgate, California 
Albuquerque Callers Association, Albuquerque, New Mexico 
Michigan State Square Dance Leaders. Midland. Michigan 
Rainier Teacher & Callers Association, Tacoma, Washington 
FESTIVALS 
Winter Square Dance Jubilee. Phoenix, Arizona 
Golden Circle 8 Festival. Jackson, Tennessee 
S/D Weekend. Carrington. North Dakota: Cal & Norm Cross 
Lufkin Pine Squares Anniversary Dance. Lufkin. Texas: Cal & Loyd Phillips 
Show Your Colors Ball, Wakefield, Massachusetts 
Callers Assoc. of Southern California Dance. Southgate, California 
Albuquerque Callers Association Dance, Albuquerque, New Mexico 
Weekend. Myrtle Beach. South Carolina: Cal. Tony Oxendine & Pat Barbour 
South Central Square Dancers & Callers Festival. Wichita. Kansas 
For Information, Write or Call: SHARON GOLDEN 















April 16. 17 
April 24 
PO 
American Squaredance, February 19k2 
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For the best in... 
RECORDS 
1138 Moeby Road 




BC107— LADIES LOVE OUTLAWS. Mike loll 
BC1011— QUEEN OF THE HOP Gary Kincade 
qiCtIVT VLSI SF! I FRS 
BC101— BOBCAT RAMBLE. Bob Augusline 
BC105— DOWN ON BOURBON STREET Boh Abolish,* 
See your lavorde 
! 
BC109— VICKY LEE HOEDOWN. MS by Lee Swain 
BC111— DREAM OF ME. Lee Swain 
BC112— BABY WE'RE REALLY IN LOVE. Gary Kincade 






THE DO-SI-DO SHOP 
1138 Mosby Rd. 
Memphis TN 38116 
Send for free catalog... 
The DO-SI-DO SQUARE DANCE DRESS PATTERNS 
Single Size Patterns Only 
6-8.10-12-14-16-18 
SIMPLE TO SEW. Three different Skirt Ver-
sions. You can make one long with the 10 self 
ruffles, one long, one short. Be sure to use the 
gathered ruffle on the hem or gathered or 
pleated lace. The bodice has two necklines, 
one square, the other rounded. The dress has a 
front midriff. It can be made of a contrasting 
color or of the same material as the dress. Set 
In sleeves, gathered at the armholes. 
Dealer Inquiries Welcome 
Pattern No. 2 	$3.50 
Mail to. THE DO-SI-DO SHOP 
1138 Mosby Rd., Memphis TN 38116 
	
Pattern No 5 SI CO ea Size 	  
	awnwerrew 
Address 
City 	 State 	 Zip 
Add $1.00 per pattern for handling and postage 
Tenn Residents. please add 8% state lax 
Send for free catalog. 






















MIKES & ACCESSORIES 
We also have records that are hard to find 











A LOVE KIT 
by Bev Warner 
The unexpected gifts, whether they be 
material or physical deeds. are most ap-
preciated. We never cease to wonder at 
some of the square dance groups with 
which we are involved and the thought-
fulness displayed by so many of their 
members. 
Last Valentine's Day. I received a 
"love kit" from Dottie and Lennie Ecker 
that sustained my ongoing faith in peo-
ple. Many times you hear the expression, 
-fair weather friends," and we are ex-
posed to those who forget you when the 
going gets tough. The Eckers will never 
fall in that class. 
Imagine someone who would take 
time to shop for a special piece of velour 
fabric, sit down and sew it into a special 
heart shape filled with sensitive 
thoughts and articles, such as "a rubber  
band to remind you of hugging and 
those times you want to hold the world 
close, a package of tissues for when you 
are being a supportive community or are 
in need of supportive community your-
self. a candy heart to share with others, 
a piece of stationery and an envelope for 
a love letter. a recipe for a Valentine 
cake to make something special for 
someone special, a bandaid for healing 
hurt feelings, your own or someone 
else's, a magic penny, a paraphrase of 
the 23rd Psalm for your busiest days." 
Every once in a while this little bagful 
of treasures gets taken out of the drawer 
and reflected upon. I am reminded to 
slow down and enjoy these marvelous 
happenings along the way and the many 
square dance friends who have give so 
much of themselves to me. 
In this day and age. many say we have 
few ideal role models. Everyday I am ex-
posed to some of the finest models 
around. They are not internationally 
famous or world-renowned, just every-
day respectable, hard-working. good 
hearted, fun-loving people who set good 
examples and are leaders, the type of 
people anyone would be proud to know 
and pattern one's life after. 
REEVES RECORDS INC. 
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED 
P.O. BOX 17668 	 1835 SO. BUCKNER 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75217 	214 398-7508 
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Tom & Shirley Heyward 
Owners and Directors 
Tony Oxendine - 
Tom Heyward - 1.n, .4 PG A 
Golf Pro fr.somul 
NEW FOR 1982 
OCEAN DRIVE SQUARE & ROUND DANCE RESORT 
416 Main Street - Ocean Drive Section 
North Myrtle Beach, S. C. 29582 
(803) 249-3235 
GRAND OPENING — MARCH 7, 1982  
A Resort Package Plan for all Levels of Square and Round Dancers. 
Many Extras and Features woven in among Six (6) Days and Five 
(5) Nights Include: 
Ea) 
• Many National Callers • 
• Seafood • 
• Tours • 
• Swimming Pool / Ocean • 
• Coning Soon • Western Shop 
Limited Squares (15) 
Tennis, Fishing 
Moon Light Cruise 
Walk or Jog the 
World's Widest Beach 
CHATEAU/WAIPANI CONDOMINIUMS 
• Two Bed Room 	 • Two Full Baths 
• Complete Kitchen • Washer & Dryer 
• Color Cable T.V. 	 • Private Balconies 
• Linens Furnished • Maid Service 
SPECIAL FEATURE FOR RESORT DANCERS ONLY: Golf 
Lessons (Private and/or Group) by one of the Top Professionals 
in the Carolinas. Tom Heyward, Class A - PGA Golf Professional, 
has over 25 years teaching and playing tournament golf. For 
swing improvement or a round arranged at the nearby beauti-
ful Gator Hole Golf Course, Make Your Wishes Known and Bring 
Your Clubs! 
March 1982 
All Ocean Front 
Property 
GRAND OPENING SPECIALS —
Lodging and All Dance Sessions 
$129.00 Per Person 
( 2 to condo) 
$ 89.00 Per Person 
(4 to condo) 
FOR CALLER SCHEDULE & RESERVATION FORM 
Call (803) 249-3235 or Write: 
Tom Heyward 
P. 0. Box 198 • North Myrtle Beach, S. C. 29582 
"An Affordable Resort With Class" 
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HEM-LINE 
It is a family joke that when Sue 
Tobias was small she was very im-
presed with the "Western saloons" she 
saw on television. These outfits, with 
their old-fashioned Western look, show 
that the influence is still there. 
The material for both outfits is 21/2 
yards of solid cherry red and 4 yards of 
striped cherry red and cream. The cream 
stripes have little gold, pink, and blue 
flowers. The man's shirt is red and 
cream striped, with red contrasting 
yokes that have cream piping trim. Red 
snap fasteners instead of buttons com-
plete the shirt. The lady's dress has red 
and cream striped gathered sleeves and 
skirt. The bodice and 7-inch bottom ruf-
fle are of the solid red. The accent on the 
bodice is a pretty bib of cotton lace. (Sue 
saved the lace from a flannel nightgown 
that wore out!) To bring the bib and the 
rest of the dress together Sue trimmed 
neck, bib, sleeves, and hem with approx-
imately 8 yards of 1-inch cotton lace in 
the same cream color as the bib. 
The man's shirt is from McCall's pat-
tern number 6383. The dress is from 
Simplicity pattern number 6452 (slightly 
modified). The cost was $25.00 for both 
shirt and dress. 
Everqthin 
SquarelDancers 
Send $1.00 for Catalog 
4,700- Nylon Ruffles 	Refunded on First Order 
Meg Simiini 
119 Allen Street 
Hampden, Mass. 01036 
100 yards of soft nylon Tricot Ruffling is 
used to trim this very full three skirt nylon 
"horse hair" bouffant. This is not only a 
very durable. hut beautiful garment. Heavy 
elastic waistline is double stitched for com-








Pink. Blue & Yellow 
White/Multi-colored ruffles 
Red. White. Navy 
Red/Red ruffles 





Sizes: 	Small, medium & large 
Length. 19- 21" 23" 
Please give waist size & length desired 
Colors 
.10•!! 










1" heel, steel shank, glove leather, , 
lined, 5 thru 12 narrow, 4 thru 12 
med., 5-10 wide, half sizes. 
Black /White 	 $23.00 
Red/Navy/Brown 	 $23.00 
Gold/Silver 	 $24.150 
Wide width— Special Order 
SCOOP 
to heel. st shank, glove leather 
lined. sizes 4 thru 10 med . 5 thru 
10 narrow. halt sizes 
Black/White 	 324.76 
Red/Navy/Brown 	 324.76 
Gold/Silver 	 $24.33 





cottonpoly broadcloth / 
Panty-blouse. 











Add $1.50 handling. Md. residents add 5% tax. 
N-20 SISSY Nylon 




Colton / poly 
Mid-thigh length 












Ideal tor Rouhd Dancers: 11/2 " 
Heel, All Leather, Cushioned Insole 
for Comfort 5-10 Narrow; 4-10 Me-








Oat RED BOOT irterioeor ns 
Phone 815-638-7784 
Route 8. College Hills. Greeneville TN 37743 
Cal Golden 
Dance and hear the fabulous 
RED BOOT OUARTET calling and In concert 
by popular demand — January 29, 1982 











by Dee Smith 
Mike Hoose 
	
Johnny Jones Don Williamson Wayne McDonald 
DIXIE DAISY 1351 Odenton Rd.. Odenton, Md. 21113 
Elmer Shetteld. Jr 
RBS1262 ELVIRA (Back. voices optional) 
RBS TIGHT FITTIN' JEANS 
RBS TAKIN' IT EASY 





I've New Seen So Lowed 
Unwound 
Send tee One 
Wale Sleet lack 
Ned Asses ter a Illye Lady 
Mew York, New York 
Surveyed Me Wee Lowe 
I Rowell A Gym Woman 
Yea Den't Kee, Me 
Slone Lrve Seep Arm Die 
GS 403— Hoedowns 
BOILIN' CABBAGE DOWN/FIDDLIN' SMOKEY 
GS 713 JINGLE BELLS by Cal 
Coming Soon 




by Mef Merrell 
Highlights from Past Issues of this Magazine 
25 YEARS AGO— February 1957 
From the history of Social Dancing in 
America by Rod LaFarge: "Change in 
dance styles and the manner in which 
many dances are performed is a never 
ending process— to the despair of the 
'old time' masters who invariably set up 
cries of distress that all of the beauties 
of dancing are being destroyed. The evo-
lution of the formal quadrilles into to-
day's square dances is an example of a 
trend decried by the society dancing 
masters which, none the less. continued 
among the mass of the people. The end 
result of this activity was an accumula-
tion of dance forms sufficiently stable to 
survive in popular esteem after the quad-
rilles had passed into social oblivion." 
A Tribute— to Jesse Cosby of Water-
loo, Iowa, "an extremely proficient caller 
with high personal popularity," and to 
the dancers who honored him. After a 
long illness and hospital stay, Cosby 
was welcomed home with a "little 
party," which developed into a full-
fledged festival with twelve area callers 
volunteering their services for his 
benefit. The night of the dance turned 
out to be one which would plague the 
most adventurous drivers— rain, sleet 
and fog. But over 200 people braved the 
elements to pay tribute to a man who 
had done so much for them and for 
square dancing— to a black man who 
had untied the man-made bonds of 
racial prejudice; who had taught others 
to put fun and fellowship ahead of 
wealth, religion or the color of one's 
skin; a man who is a credit to his race 
and an example for all races. "Waterloo 
is proud to have a caller like that. 
Waterloo is proud to have dancers like 
that. too." 
10 YEARS AGO— February 1972 
Thoughts from the Bausches in "Dan-
cing Tips:" "Clothing of distinction has 
always been one of the attractions in 
American Squaredance. February 1982 
square dancing and I for one do not want 
that to change. More than once I have 
felt too tired to want to get ready for the 
next dance, but by the time I got cleaned 
up and into my square dance clothes I 
was in the mood for another dance. 
Clothes may not make the man; they do 
help make the mood." 
Since 1968 the Station Square Set has 
annually presented the Lucarini Award 
to outstanding and dedicated leaders 
(non-professionals) in the Northern New 
Jersey SID Association. First recipients 
of the award were Gene and Grace Luca-
rini. Other winners were Vi and Jim 
Cameron, and Helen and Lou Hardy. 
This year's award goes to Doc and Peg 
Tirrell. The Tirrells have danced since 
joining a square and folk dance class at 
the Hackensack Y in 1949. At one time in 
their S/D career, they were traveling 150 
miles every Saturday to square it up at 
Howie Davison's Merry Barn in Newcas-
tle. Maine, and repeating the trip on Sun-
days for round dancing! When tneir local 
clubs began to include round dancing, 
the Tirrells were asked to lead. They 
have introduced rounds into three S/D 
clubs, formed several round dance clubs 
and helped with round in the National 
S/D Campers chapter in their area. They 
are past presidents of the Northern New 
Jersey SID Association and are now edi-
tors of Grand Square. In their 22 years of 
dancing, the Tirrells have been on at 
least one executive board for 17 of those 
years. That's dedication. 
Round dancing as well as square dan-
cing is becoming popular in Japan. 
Motogo Asanuma at the Tokyo S/D Cal-
lers Association lists the most popular 
rounds there— #1, Dancing Shadows. 
Alabama Waltz. ranked third, is always 
requested by the president of the Japan 
Folk Dance Association and Prince and 
Princess Mikasa, who like to dance it at 
parties. 
29 
You asked and 
"SETS IN MOTION" offers 
31st NATIONAL — DETROIT in '82 
We personally visited to make arrangements for the finest tour 
packages available— you'll be glad you waited! Both packages 
offer the outstanding HOTEL PONTCHARTRAIN, directly across 
the street from Cobo Hall, where dancing is scheduled— nice 
when our feet hurt, right? Observation: Detroit is a clean, lovely 
city with fantastic convention facilities. It should be the best 
ever! 
Package #1 June 22 thru 26, 1982 
Hotel 5 nights; Convention Registration; Convention Program; Nation-
al Squares, 1 yr. Subscription; Transfers to and from airport; Full Buffet 
Breakfast Daily. 
1 Full Day Tour incl. Detroit & Windsor; Sets in Motion Badges; Hospi-
tality Room 
RATES: $339.00 per person Double Occup. 
$479.00 per person Single Occup. 
Package #2 June 24 thru 26, 1982 
Hotel 3 nights; Remainder same as #1 EXCEPT only 3 Full Buffet 
Breakfasts and omit full day tour (may be added as option). 
RATES: $225.00 per person Double Occup. 
$359.00 per person Single Occup. 
PLUS we offer lowest available air fares from your home city — we 
research for YOU. 
VERY LIMITED SPACE 
DEPOSIT: $50.00 per person; final payment due April 1, 1982. 
CANCELLATION CHARGES: 
$10.00 per person before 4/1/82 
$25.00 per person after 4/1/82 
Note: Tour may be taken any day of your stay and additional hotel 
nights may be available. Deletions of some items may be made if 
already prepaid w /registration. 
PLEASE PRINT 
NAME(S)• 	  
ADDRESS 	  
	 ZIP 
Package 1 	 Package 2 	 
Air From 	  
Inquiries and Checks KOP TRAVEL — SETS IN MOTION 
payable to: 
	
1706 Main St. 
Vancouver, Washington 98660 
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LADS AND PLAIDS CLUB 
Best pub Trick 
Dancers who have danced to caller 
George Clark while inside a large air-
filled plastic bag receive a "bubble 
dancer" fun badge from the Lads and 
Plaids Club of Beaverton. Oregon. A 
regular box fan is used to inflate and  
maintain the air inside, the idea of club 
member John Sheller. The pictures were 
taken by club member Tom Barrier. 
Ed & Mary Warmoth 
Cornelius, Oregon 
TWO LATE TO CLASSIFY 
RECORDS 
BILL BLACK'S COMBO— Greatest Fiddle Hits 10 
clogging or SO songs Bodin' Cabbage. Rocky Top. 
Down Yonder. Old Joe Clark & many more Send S8 per 
album to Bob Tucker. 5893 Foxbend Cove East, Mem-
phis TN 38115 Volume Discount to Dealers.  
BOOKS 
THE SIGHT CALLER'S TEXTBOOK— Second Edition 
25-page book with chapters on: Resolution. Forma-
lion Awareness, Programming. 2 Couple Calling Snap-
shot Sight, plus 11 other topics. Illustrated... $12.95.  
Add 13 for overseas & AIM .  
THE TOP TEN (1980)— Dictionaries of all 5 Levels. 
Callerlab MS thru C-2... Illustrated Formations & all 6 
APD Arrangements 56. Add St for AIM. 
DANCERS NOTES (Bimonthly Supplements)— All the 
new calls and concepts,_. 56./calendar yr.  












	SQUARE DANCE ASSOCIATION 
410 P' 
• 
Contact: George & Lena Hill 
j 907 Cannons Lane 	 'MS. Plus 1 & 2. Advanced. Challenge Dancing 
Louisville kY 40207 'Round Dancing 8 Programmed Rounds 
Ph. 502.897-6673 
	 'Exhibitors' Booths 
• 
	 'Fashion Show 
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
American Sguaredance. February 1982 
April 2,3,4, 1982 
Kentucky Fair & Exposition Center, Louisville, Kentucky 
NATIONAL CALLERS: 
ELMER SHEFFIELD, JR. CLINT McLEAN 
ROGER TURNER 	 KEITH GULLEY 
ROUNDS: 
JERRY & BARBARA PIERCE 
















Staff Ca lie rs 
NEW FOR FEBRUARY! 
PR 1053 OH, I HOPE THIS DAY IS GOOD by At 
PR 1052 DETROIT CITY by Johnnie 
PR 1051 TEXAS COWBOY NIGHT by Renny 
PR 1050 HEY JOE by Johnny Scott 
PR 1049 EVERYTHING'S A WALTZ by Renny 
JUST RELEASED 	 Ron Leyiriri 
PR 1048 14-CARAT MIND by Al 	 Our Fiddler 
PR 1047 QUEEN OF HEARTS by Vern 	 Nat'lGrammy Award 
PR 1046 DOWN THE WRONG ROAD AGAIN by Chuck 	 Winner 1981 
PR 1045 HILLBILLY GIRL (BOY) WITH THE BLUES by Johnnie 
PR 1044 RAINBOW STEW by Darryl 
PR 1043 BLAZE OF GLORY by AL 
PR 1042 FOOL SUCH AS I by Benny 
CALLERS— These were released just before or during last summer! Did you miss any? 
PR 1041 OL' SHOWBOAT by Darryl 
PR 1040 BATTLE OF NEW ORLEANS by Chuck 
PR 1039 I WON'T GO HUNTIN' WITH YOU JAKE. Al 
PR 1038 I AIN'T GOT NOBODY by Chuck 
PR 1037 COUNTRYFIED by Al 
PR 1036 POLKA ON AN OLD BANJO by Benny 
PR 1035 IT TAKES ALL DAY TO GET OVER 
NIGHT by Johnnie 
HOEDOWNS 
PR 2005 STAR WARS/DON'T DO IT 	All of our callers call lull time... 
PR 2006 FOGGY/GOOD BAD UGLY Contact us or check record jackets 
for addresses and phone numbers 
PR Prairie•Mountain Recordings 1170 2nd Street, Penrose CO 81240 	303-372-6879 owned and produced 	music production 	Balance Productions 


















PENROSE. CO INDEPENDENCE, MO 
DON'T MISS 
THIS ONE' 
NEW FOR FEBRUARY 
MR 17 FANCY FREE by Vern 
MR 16 SO IN LOVE WITH YOU by Karen & Gary 
MR 15 KNOCK ON YOUR DOOR by Mark 
JUST RELEASED 
MR 14 LIGHTS OF DENVER by Dean 
MR 13 RIDE THE TRAIN by Mark 
MR 12 RIGHT IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND. Mark 
MR 11 I'M GONNA LOVE YOU BACK TO LOVIN' 
ME AGAIN by Tom 
MR 10 GOOD GIRL'S GONNA GO BAD by Eddie 
MR 9 	I'M LOVIN' WHAT YOUR LOVIN' DOES TO ME 
by Mark 
Callers— Did you miss any of these. released during the summer' 
MR 8 IN AMERICA by Mark 
MR 7 LADY OF SPAIN by Don 
MR 6 GOODBY MARIE by Eddie 













1170 2nd Street, Penrose CO 81240 	303.372-6879 
owned and produced music production 	Balance Productions 





Square dancers who are presumptious enough 
to air complaints about their callers to their callers 
run the risk of inheriting the ire of those callers 
For everyone knows that on the dance floor the 
caller always has the last word. A wise old caller 
once said to me. "It they ain't dancin'. I ain't 
callin' " Reverse the thought and you have the 
same end 
"Ain't dancin' 	consists of being broken 
down by callers who constantly call above the 
floor. out-call a calling partner. or workshop the 
dancers to a woeful "whoa.'' 
Case or cases in point. 
One night recently. I drove to a special dance. 
an extraordinary number of miles away. to hear 
two lop-flight callers. both favorites and friends of 
mine Through the first couple of tips of MS-Plus 
dancing. the affair was a thing of beauty. The 
dancers flowed with fluid movement. Laughter 
and an occasional shriek of delight emitted from 
happy dancers 
Then it happened. One caller decided to 
workshop an experimental call. The fact is. he 
overworked it. and the dancers. leaving an 
unhappy group grumbling at the end of the lip. 
They had come for a fun dance. so their com-
plaints weren't too vocal at the moment Then 
came the second caller, and not to be outdone. he 
then workshopped his "favorite new toy.-  More 
grumbling followed. 
Seemingly. the first caller was taken aback by 
the second caller's efforts. and in his next lip. 
came up with one of those "trust me-  tips. On 
and on into the night. the callers bantered each 
other with unique movements which satisfied their 
egos but left the dancers cold. Two by two. the 
dancers drifted away or sat out tips. The point 
is— they didn't dance. and those who did were 
part of a majority on the floor who were in inactive 
squares waiting impatiently for the next left 
allemande. 
I suppose what I am trying to say is that I am 
being that presumptious person. by telling those 
callers and others what we as dancers want. and 
what we don't want It is. you know. the dancers 
who "pay the fiddler." 
'First. when a dance is advertised to be a "fun 
dance. -  let it be that. Callers should call what is 
advertised. That is what the dancers came for. 
One or two workshop tips will be tolerated. if they 
Continued on Page 81 
NEW CALLERS AIDS NEW 
JUST REVISED.' THE FUNDAMENTALS OF HASH CALLING. This book, written by Jay King and revised by Gene 
Trimmer, will leach you how to learn and use the Mental Image System of Calling This system enables you to learn calling and to 
Practice without having dancers before you 	 $18 00 Postpaid 
JUST REVISED! SINGING THRU PLUS. This book is now up-to-date with the recent Callerlab changes made to the Plus 
Level calls It is an aid to leaching the Plus Level and has at least three singing can figures for each one of the Plus Calls $7 00 Ppd 
Supplements to the old book Ito bring It up-to-date) available 	 $3 00 Postpaid 
NEW! INSTRUCTIONAL TAPES! 90 minute Cassette Tapes that will help your calling You can learn to use Zeros. 
Equivalents and Conversions with ease You can also learn to build singing call figures that flow smoothly and time out properly for 
good dancing flow Each tape 	 $8 50 Postpaid 
T001—HOW TO BUILD YOUR OWN SINGING CALL FIGURES 
T002—USING ZEROS. EQUIVALENTS AND CONVERSIONS 
MAINSTREAM FLOW— The callers' monthly note service Mal restricts itself to the CALLERLAB PROGRAMS OF BASICS 
THROUGH QUARTERLY SELECTIONS Eight pages of good. usable material forthe Mainstream Club Caller and Teacher No space is 
wasted on new experimental material and all of the routines flow smoothly Subscription 	 $16 00 per year 
($21 00 foreign Air Mail) 
ALSO AVAILABLE.' MATCH A MELODY. A book containing 196 singing call figures that progress from promenade 
through recycle This book will help you use singing cans in teaching classes or wOrkshopping 	 $5 00 Postpaid 
NOTE Prices are the same for Canada as U S For books and cassettes. add $3 00 for foreign Air Mall charges 
Send check or money order to:  
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Little did 13-year-old Steve Edwards 
know when he was being hauled to 
square dances at the age of two weeks 
that he would be offered the position of 
Official Page for the 31st National S/D 
Convention. Steve is now an accom-
plished dancer who has attended three 
state and national conventions since 
taking lessons three years ago. 
Steve's dad, George, started in the 
square dance field at a young age, call-
ing old time dances with his dad. George 
made the Air Force his career, but after 
retiring in 1973, he has devoted his time 
entirely to square and round dancing. 
Along with having three clubs and 
classes, George has been a member of 
Callerlab since 1978, is a past-president  
of Michigan SID Leaders Assoc.. a mem-
ber on the board of directors of the 
Michigan Council of S&R/D Clubs, and 
has just served as chairman of the state 
convention in Detroit. 
Steve's mom, Kay, teaches business 
and is just as involved as the "boys" 
in the square world. This is truly a family 
affair for the Edwards family, as you will 
see at the National Convention in Detroit 
come June, when mom and dad will be 
serving on the education committee as 
vice-chairmen of clinics. while son Steve 
is welcoming dancers and using his 1980 
state convention "Go-fer" badge to "go 
'fer' this and that." Plan on meeting this 
family: they are a big part of square dan- 
cing in Michigan. 	 Bev Warner 
Saginaw, Michigan 
SERENDIPITY 
Serendipity will present a new con-
cept in sewing and saving; a team of pro-
fessionals to show ways of creating tru-
ly beautiful designs and decorations for 
square dance outfits. The staff from Au-
thentic Patterns will show how to utilize 
their patterns to custom-design clothes 
to fit the size and shape of you. 
Demonstrators from Singer Company 
will show how to utilize all those dials, 
buttons and feet on your sewing 
machine. Next, personnel from Joanne 
Fabric Shoppes will display clothing 
constructed by Michigan women with 
talent, vivid imagination and nifty 
needles. 
Mary and Joe Shara, vice-chairmen of 
Sew and Save, want to assure you they 
have a handout that is a mini-
encyclopedia of ideas and directions. 
Your S/D wardrobe will be richer for a 
visit to their displays. 
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EXHIBITIONS 
Dora and Chuck Olsen, vice-chairmen 
of exhibitions, report the following line-
up of exhibition groups already on the 
program: Squarenaders. California; Na-
tional Cowboy Hall of Fame. Oklahoma; 
Heritage Dancers, Illinois; The Spirits, 
Texas; Random Tandems. Washington; 
Mac Wheelers, Michigan: Seattle 
Skyliters, Washington; Square Dancing 
Dogs, Michigan; Jim's Dandies, Col-
orado; Moore Mt. Cloggers, Tennessee; 
Air Cap Tappers, Kansas: Maycroft 
Square Tappers. Michigan; and Oil 
Kountry Cloggers, Oklahoma. 
SINGLES CIRCULATE... 
Singles will have a full-time dance pro-
gram at all levels from MS through In-
troduction to A-1 and rounds. Many are 
planning to stay at the Univ. of Windsor 
in Canada, the book Cadillac Hotel and 
the Congress Inn in Detroit, although 
Continued on Page 79 
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AVAILABLE THRU YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR SEND $7.95 FOR ALBUM $9.95 FOR 
8-TRACK OR CASSETTE (PLUS 51 00 HANDLING AND POSTAGE) TO 
JERRY HAAG ALBUM. 1425 OAKHILL DR.. PLANO TX 75075 
YOUR RECORD CABINET WILL NOT BE COMPLETE 
WITHOUT THIS TERRIFIC ALBUM! 
YOU'LL LOVE IT! 
cYlICGOI/GiN'S P.O.BOX 1967 MANKATO,MN 56001 
"111Nrily CLUB JACKETS  
CUSTOM PRINTED for YOU ! 
AS ieW as 6 5 Colors 	4 Sizes 
inanuteictur•d and printed In V.S.A. 
	 WRITE US FOR INFORMATION 
LEGACY is a non-profit International Assembly 
of Trustees representing all facets of square dan-
cing including dancers. callers and cuers. sup-
pliers. publishers and special interest groups. 
Trustees meet every two years to exchange ideas 
and formulate proposals and guidelines for the 
welfare of the overall square dance activity. 
LEGACY has been defined as a leadership-
communication resource center. 
The LEGACY idea was conceived by three 
editor/publishers of nationally known magazines. 
Charlie Baldwin of The New England Caller. Stan 
Burdick of American Squaredance. and Bob 
Osgood of Square Dancing. They envisioned a 
service-leadership organization and the develop-
ment of better communication among the many 
facets of the square dance activity. There have 
been five highly successful LEGACY meetings 
since its inception in 1973. 
Among its achievements are a nationwide dan-
cer survey for general guidance and information 
and provision of a forum for the formation of the 
National Association of Square and Round Dance 
Suppliers (NASRDS) and the International Associ-
ation of Round Dance Teachers (Roundalab). 
Trustees have been active in establishing mini-
legacies or local leadership training programs. A 
leadership manual has been developed and made 
available at cost. The LEGACY Education Commit-
tee will conduct two two-hour dancer leadership 
seminars at the National Square Dance Convention 
in Detroit. 
An affiliate membership was established in 
1981 for individuals and organizations wishing to  
support the concept of LEGACY Those desiring 
more information should contact John and Vivian 
McCannon. Membership Chairman. 2811 Chisolm 
Trail. San Antonio. Texas 78217 
Valuable suggestions for leadership training 
and all the steps involved. are embodied in a 
clear, concise manual offered by LEGACY. 
Besides a very helpful leadership outline. the 
manual deals with such topics as. Publicity. pro-
motions and communications. classes. duties and 
responsibilities of club officers. callers. cuers. 
and association officers. rules of order. and 
aspects and traits of leadership. 
A talent bank of LEGACY trustees. included in 
the manual. serves as a resource from which 
mini-legacies may draw 
The LEGACY Leadership Manual is available to 
associations. clubs and individuals for $5.00. 
plus $1 39 postage. from Don and Vera Chestnut. 
Executive Secretaries. 2149 Dahlk Circle. Verona. 
Wisconsin 53593 
An ideal gift for an officer, caller. or anyone who 
deserves recognition. is an executive briefcase. 
made especially by a square dance firm for square 
dance leaders. 
The case is legal size. 100% genuine cowhide. 
with an easy snap-open feature. It may be per-
sonalized in gold. with a 15 letter maximum. 
The executive briefcase may be ordered. 
postpaid. for $45. from LEGACY. 2149 Dahlk Cir-
cle. Verona. Wisconsin 53593. 
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( Dancing Tips 
by Harold & Lill Bausch 
Have you ever danced in an area 
where the dancers do extra things that 
are not called— hip bumps, skips, twirls, 
back twirls, skips, two-handed circles all 
the way around in the grand square, see 
saws that are not see saws? I haven't 
danced in such sets. but I had my eyes 
opened when I called for such groups. 
Here is what I found when I did some 
research to see why an area developed 
such wild dancing. They are accustomed 
to dancing basic level. Maybe one could 
say Mainstream, but some MS calls they 
really don't know how to do. They have a 
different caller each night so no one 
caller takes any responsibility for 
teaching them properly. The area gets by 
with ten or twelve nights of lessons. 
There are no trained leaders; officers 
usually consist of members of the last 
set of lessons. No one has suggested 
that they not skip, not overdo the twirls, 
not bump hips every chance they get, 
not cut across the square on a half pro-
menade. No one ever taught them the 
shuffle step for square dancing. 
Don't get this wrong— these are nice 
people and I would like to have them in 
one of my clubs. The problem is that 
they have never had a really good caller 
or leader to help them. I don't blame 
them: I blame the leadership in the area. 
If they were in one of my clubs, they 
would soon be smooth dancers. They 
would not short cut, because if they tried 
it, I would call in such a manner that they 
could not anticipate the calls. 
Here is a fine group of people whose 
enthusiasm has not been channeled. 
They have danced such simple calls over 
and over again that they started to make 
up new things to keep from being bored. 
All that good enthusiasm is going to 
waste. They lose dancers as fast as they 
teach them and the club never grows. 
What a shame! 
Callerlab and LEGACY have both been 
trying to improve our leaders, and you 
can certainly see why. It might be a good 
idea to try to assist these two fine 
organizations by attending their 
meetings. 
You see, anyone can learn to call, and 
many never advance to become really 
competent callers. They don't know 
enough to turn out really good dancers: 
they don't know how to challenge dan-
cers at the basic and mainstream levels. 
It takes an experienced caller to keep 
variety at these levels. You have to set 
up calls in new ways, position dancers in 
new ways, and still you must make the 
dancers succeed with the calls. Don't 
kid yourselves that people are content to 
dance mainstream all the time using the 
same set-ups, the same positioning. 
They will get bored and make up extra 
things to entertain themselves. Ex-
perienced callers need to call only one 
or two dances in an area to tell what the 
leadership there is. 
Now, I'm no prude who thinks that 
having fun is wrong: on the contrary, 
having fun is the name of the game. But 
fun is not to be had at other people's ex-
pense. Fun is not found in poor dancing, 
but in good smooth dancing— the feel-
ing that we danced to the music, we did 
the calls properly. we did it as a group. 
How many instructors have failed to 
remind the dancers to dance, not skip, 
not run. This must be repeated over and 
over again. Dancers should be compli-
mented on dancing well. When they 
graduate, both caller and club members 
want to be proud of them, not just at the 
club but at any gathering, anywhere. 
So come on! Callers, get some help, 
attend callers' colleges or seminars. 
Club officers. attend organization meet-
ings and find out what is right and pro-
per. Listen to experienced people. Find 
out what works and what doesn't. One 
caution: When someone tells you just 
how to do it, find out how much ex-
perience he/she really has, just how the 
club has grown and how the dancers 
dance. Some have been in the hobby a 
long time. but it's because they lasted 
while chasing away others. 
Find a successful club or caller and 
find out what was done. Pattern your-
selves after people you feel have done a 
good job. It does pay in the long run to 
learn from others. 
New Dancers' Tip: If you get confused 
on any call, don't turn around, don't 
back up. Normal movement in most calls 
is forward. If you turn around or back up, 
it is difficult for anyone to help you. 
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Calling Tips 
by Paul Greer 
DANCE: To perform a rhythmic and pat-
terned succession of bodily movements, 
usually to music. (Webster's Collegiate 
Dictionary). Rhythm from the Latin 
rhythmus and Greek rhythmos, to 
flow...More at stream. 
According to the above, it is correct to 
say dancing is a pattern performed in 
time with the music and flowing with the 
music— with the music! We must ques-
tion how a kick or jump, pull or yank is 
done with the music, or as Webster says, 
"more at stream," it must be a shoot the 
rapids or white water type thing. 
Since we do use music in square dan-
cing, the rhythmic movements are done 
to the music. Can anyone honestly say 
the rough movements we often see to-
day are done in time to music? 
In any gathering we have someone to 
guide, lead or control, such as a master 
of ceremonies, speaker, maitre'd. Who 
has this function in square dancing? The 
only possible person is the caller! We 
can then determine that someone does 
not have control or does not exercise 
correct guidance. When attending dan-
ces called by really great square dance 
callers, we seldom see outlandish devia-
tions from correct styling. When dancing 
with clubs taught by really great callers, 
it is evident they move with the music 
and demonstrate correct styling! The 
caller who does not teach or stress mov-
ing to the music is therefore leaving out 
a necessary element of the "cake." The 
caller who does not teach correct styling 
or at least safe dancing is failing as an 
emcee or director of the group. Too 
often we fail or shy away from 
statements such as this for fear of hurt-
ing an ego or making someone feel bad. 
We should say it! We should practice 
safe dancing! If is better that one ego 
suffer slightly than numerous people 
leave our activity. 
We have heard some callers state, "I 
let them do anything they want to as 
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long as they pay me." That's the caller 
who has to stay on the road and keep 
moving, for he or she would surely lose 
in one place, letting people really know 
him or her. The blame for this type of 
dancing must be placed squarely in one 
place— the caller— whether it be for his 
unconcern, his lack of knowledge or 
whatever; he gets the blame, and justly 
so! 
A book could be written on the sad 
results of rough or inconsiderate dan-
cing. How many new dancers have we 
seen slip from their first dance quietly 
after they have been grabbed across the 
set and spun around while the other two 
couples promenade? How many nice 
women were almost in tears after break-
ing the square because they didn't yet 
know how to recover after being swung 
instead of doing a proper do-sa-do? How 
many newcomers have had the feeling 
they don't know how to dance because 
they continually bumped into the rear of 
two hip-rubbing dancers? Dancers to 
blame? Hardly. You, Mr. or Mrs. Caller, 
are to blame! You let it happen! So go 
home and cry because you had three 
squares instead of ten! 
An old, experienced and very suc-
cessful caller recently said, "We have 
the same problems today we had 25 
years ago," and it is true! This will re-
main as true as we let it be, because 
most of our problems are not the fault of 
a wonderful square dance activity, but 
the fault of people. The people who can 
do more than anyone else are the cal-
lers. We have excellent guidelines in 
Callerlab and in our teaching and guide 
manuals! Why not use them? Let's not 
go on another 25 years and still have the 
same problems. This would certainly say 
little for the person on the stage who has 
the responsibility for making things bet-
ter! 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
For the Best in 	 • 
• 
CALLER EDUCATION • 
Satisfaction Guaranteed 
• 
For details, contact 	 • 
PARRISH RANCH 
Vaughn & Jean Parrish, Rt. 2. Parrish Rd. 
Berthoud CO 80513 Ph: LGMT 303-772-5118 
Or: VILLAGE SQUARE, Rt. 1. Downingtown PA 
19535 Ph: 215-269-2821 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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by Bob Howell 
easy leve\  
Hugh Macey of Bath, Ohio, alerted me to two fabulous long-play records that should be a part of every one-
night-stand caller's kit. The first one is "Jack Hansen invites you to his Party Plays" en Dance Along 
Records, DAL-51328. and features the following ever-popular numbers: Paul Jones Medley. A Groovy Line. 
Polka Medley. Leota (Miserlou). Charleston Daze. You Did It So Well (a called number). Mexir,in Hal Dance. 
Alley Cat, Hora Medley, Teton Mt. Stomp. Tarantella. Irish Jig Medley and March of the Dancers. It offers 
excellent music for the novelty and frequently requested dances in an evening's program. 1 he other album 
is entitled "Fun Dances" (FD LP101) by Shelby Dawson of California and includes Pala Pala. Hokey Pokey. 
Good Old Days Mixer. Irish Washerwoman (Jessie Polka routine). Patty Cake Polka Mixer. Amos Moses. 
Hand Dance to Wipe Out and the Virginia Reel. Verbal instructions for the dances are given on a separate 
band. The first dance of the album is: 
PATA PATA 
FORMATION: Individuals facing the front of the hall.  
ROUTINE: Right heel, close. left heel. close. 
Right knee up twice. swing left foot across in front of right as you turn a quarter right 
Back up three steps. left. right. left. 
Start dance again. 
Lannie McQuaide of Columbus, Ohio. has just recorded a really smooth contra, a gem named for her grand. 
children, which she calls: 
GRANNY'S PEARLS 
MUSIC: Shaw 323-324 (prompted by Lannie. instrumental only on flip side) 
FORMATION: Contra lines. 1. 3. 5. etc. couples active and crossed over. 
1-8 	Actives turn partners right. 	 33-40 Same couples right hand star. 
9-16 With the one below turn by the left. 	 41-48 Change hands. left hand back. 
17-24 Two ladies chain across the set. 49-56 Half promenade, 
25-32 Same couples right and left thru. 	 57-64 Two ladies chain. 
'Cross over every second and alternate sequence of the dance. 
Here is another one of those gems that Al Sheer of Littleton. Colorado, sends along for all of us to enjoy. It's 
a fast-moving, fun-type break. 
SASHAY PAST YOUR CORNER PAIR 
COUPLE #' (or any designated couple) sashay past your corner pair' 
And a right and left thru across the square 
Turn 'em around when you get there 
And sashay past your corner pair... until everyone is home. 
'In about four sliding steps the designated couple changes places with their corner couple. with the lead-off 
couple sliding in front. They then do a right and left thru with the couples facing them and are again in posi- 
tion to sashay past their original corner couple. This is repeated until everyone is home. 
Sam and Opal Clements of Wichita. Kansas. gave me the following dance quite a while ago. I pulled it out 
this past week and have used it twice with good success (lots of applause). 
WHISPERING MIXER 
MUSIC: Blue Star 3-1525 
FORMATION: Open facing LOD. inside hands joined. 
FOOTWORK: Opposite throughout, directions for man 
1-4 	Wait (intro) 
1-4 Two-step fwd; Two-step fwd; Turn away, 2; 3, 4 (Face RLOD); 
M starting L ft, do 2 two-steps fwd in LOD: release hands and turn away from partner (M L-face. W 
R-face) in 4 slow steps to end lacing RLOD. open pos.. join inside hands. 
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Keep em squared up with HI-HAT & BIDE RIBBON Dance Records 
Brand New on HI-HAT 
MH5037 NEVER BEEN SO LOVED by Ernie Kinney 
Brand New Hoedown on HI HAT 
HH646 ON THE BOULEVARD/FNp 
Two couples using some of Basic Program 
The entire HI•HAT & BLUE RIBBON stall wish you each a very Happy New Year ,,, 
PRODUCER Ernie Kinney Enterprises 3925 N TollhOuSe Rd Fresno CA 93726 
DISTRIBUTORS Corsair•Conirnenlal Corp Box 644 Pomona CA 91769 




HH5036 OCCASIONAL ROSE by Ernie Kinney 
1-11-15035 IF YOU WANT ME 6y Jerry Scheirer 
HH5034 OLD TIME FAMILY BLUE GRASS BAND Ernie 
HH5033 THE WAY I AM by Bronc Wise 
HH5032 WANDERING EYES by Tom Perry 
1 8 	Two-step fwd: Two-step lwd; Walk. 2: Turn in, 2 (Face LOD): 
Do 2 two-steps in RLOD. walk 2 steps in RLOD moving diagonally away from partner to arm s length; 
in 2 more walking steps turn in towards partner (In small arc Use full 2 steps to make the turn in), 
release hands and end facing LOD in open pos.. inside hands joined 
9-12 Two-step fwd: Step. Touch (back-to-back): Two-step around: Two-step to banjo: 
Two-step fwd in LOD. pivoting on last step to back-to-back pos.: step R to side in LOD. touch L, 
release joined hands. join M's L and Ws R. M starting L It.. turn 1.-face (W R-face) with 2 two-steps 
in small circle to banjo-butterfly pos. (R hips adjacent). M's back to COH (W facing COH) 
13-16 Two-step around: two-step around: walk fwd, 2: 3. 4(to new partner): 
Do Iwo two-steps around partner in banjo-butterfly pos to end M facing LOD. W facing RLOD. walk 
fwd I  M in LOD. W in RLOD) 4 steps to new partner. W turning R-face to face LOD on 4th step. ending 
in open pos. inside hands joined. ready to repeat routine with new partner. 
Dance routine a total of five times. 
ENDING Bow to new partner. 
FOUR BAR B RECORDS 
NEW R11 EASES 
4B-6049 MOUNTAIN DEW— Bob 
4B-6047 TIGHT FITTIN' JEANS— Mike 
4B-6046 NEVER BEEN SO LOVED— John 
48-6045 WHAT A LITTLE MOONLIGHT CAN DO— Bill V 
48-6044 HUMMIN' BIRD/TATERS— Hoedown 
4B-6043 BACK IN BABY'S ARMS— Bill 
RECENT RE, EASES 
4B-6042 GUITAR MAN— Bill Owsley 
4B-6041 I AIN'T GOT NOBODY— Bob 
4B-6040 SMOKEY MOUNTAIN RAIN— Mike 
4B-6039 SOUTHERN RAINS— Bill V 
4B-6038 SOMEBODY'S KNOCKIN — John 
4B-6036 LOOKIN' FOR LOVE— Bob 
4B-6035 GONNA SIT RIGHT DOWN 8 WRITE MYSELF A LETTER— Bill V 
48-6034 FADED LOVE— Bill 
4B-6033 THAT'S WHAT I GET FOR LOVING YOU— John 
4B-6032 CORNBREAD/HUSH PUPPY Illoedownsl 
4B-6029 ALONE WITH YOU— Bob 
413-6028 KAW-LIGA— Bill 
48-6026 A GOOD OLD COUNTRY SONG— Bill V 
4B-6025 EVERYBODY - S SOMEBODY - S FOOL— Bob 
48-6024 CHAIN GANG OF LOVE— Mike 
4B-6022 HOLDING THE BAG— Bob & Bill 
4B-6021 IT'S CRYING TIME AGAIN— Bill 
48-6019 ALL THE GOLD IN CALIFORNIA— Bob 
48-6017 THINGS I TREASURE— Mike 
QUADRILLE RELEASES. 
0.815 WATCHIN' GIRLS GO BY— Gray Mahnken 
0-814 OLDER WOMEN— Bob Osburn 
0-813 PENNY ARCADE— Gary Mahnken 
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WOW! WHAT A LINEUP! 
ASD TOURS 
FOR SQUARE DANCERS & FRIENDS  
SPONSORED BY AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE MAGAZINE 
in cooperation with WORLD GROUP TRAVEL & other agencies 
FOR 1982 AND EARLY 1983 
These are only capsule programs— 
Please ask for complete information. 




the world renowned Interlaken resort area— all for only $947. 
October 12-20 About 15 callers are hosting this tour from a dozen states. First 
class hotels, continental breakfast, flight costs, all included. 
October 14-26 ALPINE PANORAMA— 4 COUNTRY TOUR OF AUSTRIA, 
Or 
	
BAVARIA, ITALY AND SWITZERLAND. Best bargain in the world. 
October 21- 
	
All for $988. Each. 13 Days! Over 20 callers going from every- 
November 2 where. Unbelievable sights— Salzburg, the ''Sound of Music" 
City: Lugano. the "Rio of Europe:" Zurich, city of gold: and 
much much more. Memories for a lifetime. 
SEPT. 21-29 GREAT GREAT BRITAIN TOUR—Flight and first class hotel 
Or 
	 accomodations in London, full daily breakfasts included. 
Sept. 28- 	Many Optional Tours: Castles, Cathedrals, Country Cottages, 
October 6 Theaters, Pageantry— All for only $960. Each. 
January 8-15. SAIL TO THE CARIBBEAN out of Miami on the most beautiful 
1983 
	
ship imaginable— entertainment and fun aboard, food galore. 
several ports for shopping and sightseeing. Just over $1000 
each.. includes all food and extras. An unforgettable cruise. 
Stan and Cathie are hosts. Dance on board ship. Special flight 
rates offered to an from Miami to your town. 
NOTE: That's not all folks— Scandinavian Tour. September 1121. 1983. etc. 
Check with us. Ask for color brochure. 
WRITE AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE. PO Box 488, Huron OH 44839 
1 l 	1 1 1 	I 1 l 	Il11/11 
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FRANK & PHYL LEHNERT 
Frank & Phyl have been dancing for 23 years 
and teaching for 21 at 15 national conventions. as 
well as participating in clinics. panels and 
seminars at 12 They conduct round dance 
weekends in Ohio as well as serving on staffs in 
North Carolina. Indiana. Missouri and Georgia. 
The Lehnerts have been featured instructors al 
special events in 32 states and five foreign coun-
tries. 19 rounds have been authored by them, in- 
cluding ' 	of the Mountain.' ' 'C'Est Magnifi- 
que." "It Had to Be You." "Dixie Melody." 
"Take One Step.--  and "Blue Bayou." 
Frank is past-president of the Toledo Area 
callers Association and Phyl has served as its 
secretary. They write the record reviews for Pro-
menade (Toledo magazine) as well as American 
Squaredance. For 16 years they have published 
the Buckeye Poll with has coordinated the round 
dance efforts of the Ohio teachers. The Lehnerts 
are currently serving as chairmen of the Buckeye 
R/D Council. 
Frank authored Step Close Step. which now has 
a companion record series released by Grenn. 
with vocal teaching and cueing on one series and 
just music on the earlier series. By profession. he 
is a pharmacis and president of Bay View Phar-
macy. Phyl also works as a pharmacist techni-
cian. The couple has three married chilren and 
four grandsons. 
The Lehnerts' home program has round dance 
clubs at all levels. They teach at least one basic 
class each year. In 1982 they will be hosts on the 
13-day Alpine Tour sponsored by ASO. 
That right, we're going to start 1982 off with—
you guessed it—another CHRISTMAS. 
Lower prices than 
ever before on our 






"The Tall Caller" 
(221/2 x8' x8D) 
Most callers have never heard of us before now, because we stayed in the background 
manufacturing and furnishing raw materials to distributors and dealers. By eliminating some of 
the middlemen, these savings are now passed on to you 
WHAT MAKES OUR SPEAKERS SOUND BETTER IS OUR APPROACH TO SOUND 
For further information write 	 We accept VISA and Mastercard 
K.R.C. ELECTRONICS A Subsidiary of SOUND LOFT 
P.O. BOX 6082, 632 CANTON RD., AKRON, OHIO 44312 








There once was a caller of note 
Who never could read what he wrote. 
To those who complain 
His dancers explain 
When he says ''bxta shrdlif '— 
LOAD THE BOAT! 
Said a dancer to 
That this caller's 
I've notici 
He has two fey 
But there 
in his moul 
Tell St. Peter at the Golden Gate—
High Level dancing begins at eight! 
A caller very carefully expounds 
That taping his dance is out-of-bound' 
When up speaks the dancer 
With ego crushing answer 
"0. I don't want the squares— 
just the rounds." 
LOOK what he's dot 
How could he call 
 
Jr' 
Before the dance they went to dine. 
Then circled and squared to a caller fine: 
They loaded the boat 
And through rounds did float. 
She was his lifetime Valentine. 
It seems on February fourteen 
In a square-dancer-filled scene. 
Love is all around. 
In the contra, square and round. 
So at a dance it may be wrong 
To leave your partner for very long 
'Cause you may be overcome by the shock 
Of your corner's friendly Yellow Rock? 
A smart choreogr 
Showed dancers q 
But sure a 
T
For all* II 
than rl 
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Sistum, Sue Donym & Yeeds 
V 
to his wife. • 'I hear 
is decidedly queer 
oticed before 
feet on the floor 
ere's a third 
loath. I fear. • 
done to my song-
all it so wrong! 
Square dance taws are wearing 
Long skirts for awhile. 
But please don't let it bug you, boys. 
They're puttin' on the style! 
Every tone: 0 Prink 
refit title Awing I 	. 
That dance was psi feCorded 
ay some other goy 
rnere'll be a net toe 
In me old town tonight 
They're doing relay the IV 
tug and rdgIbl 
NE VERSE STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART... 
ographer named Bill 
s quite genuine skill, 
'e as shootin' 
scootin' 
more drill 
c3adrille. A dancer of the finest appearance 
Promoted such a male adherence 
That when the boys did run 
Their spouses spun 
To grant her a 
nine-foot clearance. 
Hello Dolly, On Hello Dolly 
It's nice to have you back where you belong 
You're looking swell, Dolly. 
I can tell. Dolly, 
You goofed the set 
right at the start of the song. 
 
,eclance. February 1982 
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OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO THE 
HIGH FREQUENCY OANCER 
6 ADVOCATE 41c ) 
& ADVANCED PROGRAM 
7.1  




+Red Cross. The Good Neighbor. 
We want to thank Ed Foote and the 
Benders for calling to our attention the 
fact that we inadvertently moved the 
Wieands from San Antonio to Houston 
in a previous column. We apologize to 
the Weiands and to those we offended; 
thanks for setting the record straight. 
We did know better but when it went 
down on paper, we must have been 
thinking of our good friends in Houston. 
In short, we made a mistake. 
One of the improvements to tape 
workshops that has come along is the 
use of white duct tape on the floor. You 
place sixteen pieces of the white tape 27 





When squaring up, you should be able to 
go forward to the next row and back. 
When in lines or waves, you should use 
the inside rows, leaving the outside rows 
for phantoms. The use of the white tape 
will help you see and use split phantom 
waves, split phantom columns, blocks, 
big blocks, O's, X's, and diagonals.  
Another advantage will be that your 
square will always be the same size and 
will be kept tight. If your workshop 
decides to try this, be sure you try it a 
couple of nights before you discard the 
idea. We found that it took some getting 
used to, primarily because it kept the 
square much smaller and you only had 
to move a small distance. The first few 
nights we found ourselves looking at the 
floor for our spots and not concentrating 
on the move to be executed. 
The idea was not ours and we must 
give credit where it is due. Some couples 
from our workshop were invited to Fred 
and Pat Scherer's lovely home in Troy, 
Ohio. during the recent Hoosier Week- 
end: they saw the sixteen matrices set 
up and had Fred explain the idea to 
them. They brought the idea and the 
white tape to 	next weekend. 
We've been asked to devote some 
space to a difficult subject: 
HOW TO BACK DOWN GRACEFULLY 
Square dancing by nature is a continu-
ous learning process. You start the first 
night in basics and you don't stop until 
your mind and body become saturated. 
We reach one level or plateau. and as 
soon as the fog lifts at that level, we 
move on up the ladder to the next 
plateau. Eventually we all reach a level 
that we choose to try to maintain. What-
ever level we choose is a highly personal 
matter, depending on many factors in-
cluding time, family. health, and the 
availablity of a higher level. After a 
while, there comes a time when we all 
must back down, again for reasons that 
are as varied and as highly personal as 
the reasons for moving up the ladder. All 
the time we are advancing, there are will-
ing people to help out; why can't there 
be as many who want to help on the way 
down? Several people have mentioned 
to us the fact that they don't want to 
quit, they just want to ease back for 
awhile. Remember to be kind and con-
siderate when squaring up, no matter 
what level you are dancing. As you ad-
vance, don't forget to pay your dues. 
These are not of the monetary nature. 
but come due in the form of a helping 
hand or a kind and considerate action. 
Remember the dancers who helped you 
along the way up, for one day it may be 
you on the receiving end, for whatever 




41,1•.+11:df. Semarederpro, faikruffiry row 
Seed for full Information and a newsletter today to: 
IR011/ moat 
eh IMAM) CA 0.‘  
-444 DANCE It°...gis. 'ter 
BOX 129 DILLARD GA 3053? 
WHERE'S THE PERFECT PLACE TO 
SPEND YOUR VACATION THIS YEAR? 
Vacation +Square Dancing = THE SQUARE DANCE RESORT 
at Andy's Trout Farms In the beautiful mountains of 
North Georgia. 
• Chooso hoes 30 one-weak programs, Apt Hers October 
• P.ofosal000l. satloaally knows staff 
Round and Rows Rama Itfortohope, ...aim domes, special spoors arcs party • sat CONDITIONED DANCE HALL MTN FLOATING HARDWOOD FLOOR • Illodom, comfortablo 111CLOIRMIOlietiell• 
• Dokkoss food soared lo an .4 amt sottlag 
• Monty of fro* Now to explore Nos coostrysido. 
Go rafting doors Nos Flaatatsats Rlrer 
T. tto• special excursion to the World's Fe* 
• IMs to 4%. top of Plckoos Nose 
. Go stooppast M fp•alnt Attie shop., over. on Alpine Moss 
Linitod partleigoodon - only too poor.. muds** Rao Ma spending • moo& oft% porfoct odours dame* club! 
* litsoclOod levels of dance, rooks Mains Mew Hwy CtioNsogs 
PACK YOUR BAGS AND START MAKING PLANS 
FOR A GREAT VACATION THIS YEAR. But please 
don't delay. 
The Square Dance Resort 
Andy's Trout Farms 
Box 125 
Mord &soros 30537 
Pfiono: 404-744-2134 (f:00 • SAO) 
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Elmer S heffield Productions 
Proudly Introduces 
A NEW, EXCITING SQUARE DANCE LABEL 
OWNER AND PRODUCER: ELMER SHEFFIELD JR. 
MUSIC BY THE "SOUTHERN SATISFACTION' . BAND 
Produced by Elmer Sheltield Jr. 
3765 Lakeview Dr.. 
Tallahassee FL 32304 
904-576-4088 or 575-1020 
FIRST RELEASES 
ESP-101 MIDNIGHT RODEO by Elmer 
ESP-102 JUST SEND ME ONE by Elmer 
ESP-103 MELANCHOLY BABY by Elmer 
COMING SOON 
THERE I GO DREAMING AGAIN 
HONKY TONK OUEEN 
GOOD 'N COUNTRY 
SLOW HAND 
Distributed by Corsair-Continental Corp 
PO Box 644. Pomona CA 91769 
American Squaredance, February 1982 
Attention All Square Dance Groups! 
Register now for the officially sponsored 
1982 U.S.-BELGIUM 
SQUARE DANCE & FOLK DANCE 
HOLIDAY EXCHANGE 
10 Days to Belgium — S515* 
All inclusive— round trip flight. lodging. 
meals. sightseeing. transfers and square 
dance evenings with your hosts— at a low 
price made possible only through this group 
exchange program with one of Europe's most 
beautiful and fascinating countries! For details 
and lull particulars. write to: 
Patricia Vandor. LANDMARKS & DISCOVERIES. Inc. 
175 Village Road. Roslyn Heights NY 11577 
`hrough May 1982. 5575 June/September 















JP109 SEE YOU IN MY DREAMS Boo 
JP209 COUNTRY WASN'T COOL— Joe 
JP108 MATADOR— Bob 
JP208 FRIDAY NIGHT BLUES— Joe 
ai 
LOVE HAS MADE A WOMAN 	0 
OUT OF YOU 
I FEEL BETTER ALL OVER 
COUNTRY/WESTERN 
JP1000 
ONE DAY AT A TIME/ 
GOD MADE LOVE 
{Susan Tomes) 
WHEN YOU SAY LOVE 
ALL I EVER NEED IS YOU 
FOUR IN THE MORNING 
(with Bob) 
ROUNDS: 
JP301 ALL OF ME— Loehrs 
JP302 NO LOVE AT ALL— Loehrs 
HOEDOWNS: 
FP501 JOPAT/JOLEE 
iR.502 COUNTRY CAT/CITY SLICKER 





p 40,  
Bob Vinyard 
) W Covered Bridge CT 
Fenton MO 63026 
1314) 343 5465 
2 BOB: 
JP107 SHE BELIEVES IN ME 
iP106 HEARTBREAK MOUNTAIN 
(;
(;




) 1P103 SELFISH 
iR102 RHYTHM OF RAIN 
P101 BLUE MOON OF KENTUCKY 




1616 Gardiner Lane Suite 2021:.  
Laisville KY 40205 
15021 459-2455 
I DON'T DRINK FROM THE RIVER irl 
GONNA HAVE A BALL 	 fr 







On Reel or Cassette 
INSTRUCTIONAL TAPES 
For Advanced, C-1. C-2 and C•3 
Levels of Dancing 
Minus a couple to make up a square') 
Try our brand New (3) 
TWO COUPLE TAPES 
Geared to Approved Callerlab Levet Lists 
Advanced Level — C-1 Levels — C-2 Level 
Plus (51 TWO COUPLE TAPES 
Using a Variety of Popular Experimentals 
Also Available 
GLOSSARY OF Sell) CALLS 
For Details. Write to LEE KOPMAN 




Description: Starting from a squared up 
set, on the command ladies lace, the 
four ladies quarter turn toward their 
partners; now all are ready to begin mov- 
ing with the second part of the com-
mand. When they begin, ladies take four 
steps backward, turning in 1/4 (right-face) 
on the fourth step. Then they move for-
ward four steps, turning in 1/4 (left-face) 
on the fourth step. They then walk for-
ward eight steps, turning in 1/4 (right) on 
the last step. 
On the command grand tour, men 
walk forward eight steps. turning in 1/4 
on the last step (right-face). They then 
back up four steps, turning in 1/4 on the 
last step (right-face); then forward four 
steps, turning 1/4 in (left-face) on the last 
step. 
Both men and women now repeat the 
entire sequence. At the end of the se- 
cond time through, the women turn an 
extra 1/4 (roll) to end in a squared up for-
mation. Everyone will have the partner 
he/she started with, but will be halfway 
around the square from starting posi-
tion. 
COMMENTS: When going forward eight 
steps across the center, both men and 
women must pass right shoulders as 
they go through the center. It may help 
the dancers if you direct them to go 
behind the person to their left, or if you 
tell them to make a momentary right- 
hand star in the center as they go 
across. 
The entire move (twice through) 
should take 32 beats of music. It should 
be called on and danced with the phrase 
of the music. 
The movement was intentionally 
created to be similar to a grand square 
except that it would end with all dancers 
on the opposite side of the square from 
starting positions. The reason is to pro-
vide a call for singing call breaks which 
will time out properly, yet allow singing 
much of the original song. When you call 
grand tour, allemande left, weave, pro-
menade, the dancers are at home when 
the promenade begins and have a full 16 
beats of music and a full 16-step pro-
menade, When grand square is used 
with this same sequence, the dancers 
get home 8 beats too soon and have to 
wait. 
Dancers become a little uneasy during 
the teaching of grand tour for fear it 
sounds impossible, but when they first 
try it with all parts together, their sur-
prise at the ease with which they did it 
brings much relief. The similarity to 
grand square makes it easy to pick up 
and retain, yet the differences give it 
enough of a different feeling to keep it 
from being more of the just the same old 
thing. 
Its intended use with singing calls 
works well if you remember not to put in 
a do-sa-do before the promenade. 
The choreographically obvious exten-
sion of men face, grand tour is not that 
obvious to the dancers because of the 
switch to a left shoulder pass in the mid-
dle. 
American Squaredance Magazine's Workshop 
features original material submitted to the editor. 
New ideas are presented each month. Mail new and 
creative material to Willard Orlich, Workshop 
Editor. American Squaredance, PO Box 788, 
Sandusky OH 44870. 
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Here is a continuation of last month's 
review of cast off three-quarters: 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Boys run, couples circulate, cast off 3/ 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, zoom 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Girls run, cast off three-quarters 
Star thru, trade by, star thru, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, zoom and pass thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, ocean wave 
Boys run, cast off three-quarters 
Reverse flutter wheel, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, zoom and pass thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Touch a quarter, coordinate 
Cast off three-quarters, slide thru 
Pass to the center, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Swing thru, girls run, cast off 3/4 
Pass thru, trade by, centers in 
Cast off three-quarters, ends crossfold 
Centers swing thru, turn thru, swing thru 
Recycle, pass thru, trade by 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, centers in 
Cast off three-quarters, ends crossfold 
Centers pass thru, centers in, cast off 3/4 
Ends crossfold, centers pass thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads pass thru go round to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers pass thru, centers in 
Cast off three-quarters, ends fold 
Centers turn thru, star thru 
Couples circulate, boys run, recycle 
Pass to the center, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande 	 
Heads pass thru, go round one to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, zoom 
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Centers pass thru, centers in, cast off 3/4 
Ends crossfold, centers pass thru 
Star thru, half tag, trade and roll 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers pass thru, centers in 
Cast off three-quarters, ends crossfold 
Centers star thru, heads lead right 
Left allemande 	 
Heads leads right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, outsides in 
Cast off three-quarters, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, centers swing thru 
Extend, boys run, square thru four 
Trade by, pass thru, trade by 
Left allemande 	 
Heads pass thru go round one to a line 
Swing thru, hinge a quarter, circulate 
Cast off three-quarters, pass thru 
Ends crossfold, star thru, partner trade 
Reverse flutter wheel, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, centers flutter wheel 
Sweep a quarter, others lead right 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Ocean wave, trade the wave, 
Single hinge, circulate, cast off % 
Turn and left thru, square thru four 
Trade by, pass to the center 
Square thru 34, left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Swing thru, cast off three-quarters 
Circulate, cast off three-quarters 
Boys run, girls trade, wheel and deal 
Sweep a quarter, left allemande 	 
Heads pass thru go round one to a line 
Touch a quarter, circulate, cast off 3/4 
Pass thru, girls fold, star thru 
Girls trade, girls circulate 
Wheel and deal, left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Touch a quarter, circulate, cast off 3/4 
Swing thru, recycle, half square thru 
Partner trade, left allemande 	 
Heads pass thru go round one to a line 
Swing thru, trade the wave, cast off 3/4 
Circulate, trade and roll, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, zoom and swing thru 
Turn thru, slide thru, ferris wheel 
Square thru 3/4 , left allemande 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Ocean wave, trade the wave, cast off 3/4 
Circulate, girls run, trade by 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, ocean wave 
Spin the top, trade the wave, cast off 3/4 
Circulate, girls run, circle four to line 
51 
I 	 
Crosstrail thru, left allemande 	 
NOTE: It is also possible to have some of 
the dancers facing the same direction 
while the others are facing opposite 
directions (3x1 lines). In this case, the 
same rules apply as for any other ar-
rangement and a new 3x1 line is the 
result. 
EXAMPLE: Heads touch a quarter and 
Spread, cast off three-quarters 
Centers circulate. ends star thru 
Clover and walk and dodge. pass thru 
Trade by. left allemande. 	 
ZOOM THE BOAT 
by Gene Tidwell 
From starting double pass thru forma-
tion. centers (leaders) three-quarter 
zoom and turn thru with the dancers 
they face: meanwhile, trailers (new 
centers) do the centers' part of load the 
boat (pass thru, quarter out, partner 
trade and pass thru). Movement ends in 
back-to-back lines. 
From standard (normal) couples in a 
double pass thru position, zoom the 
boat ends in "normal" back-to-back 
liens. In fact, from any starting double 
pass thru formation, all will end back-to-
back with the dancers who were their 
partners at the start of zoom the boat. 
EXAMPLES by Ed: 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru. wheel and deal. zoom tne boat 
Partner trade. reverse flutter wheel 
Crosstrail thru, left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Right and left thru, pass thru 
Wheel and deal. zoom the boat 
Chase right, boys run 
Reverse flutter wheel, crosstrail thru 
Left allemande 	 
Four ladies chain. heads lead right and 
Circle to a line, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Zoom the boat, boys run, girls trade 
Crosstrail thru, left allemande 	 
Four ladies chain three-quarters 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, wheeel and deal 
Zoom the boat, boys run, scoot back 
Boys run, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Pass thru, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, slide thru 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, zoom the boat 
Partner trade, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Pass thru. left allemande 	 
Sides flutter wheel 
Heads square thru four, slide thru 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, zoom the boat 
Partner trade and roll 
Right and left grand 	 
Heads half square thru, slide thru 
Pass thru. wheel and deal, zoom the boat 
Zoom, square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Heads pass thru, round one to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, zoom the boat 
Girls fold. star thru, wheel and deal 
Left allemande 	 
Heads pass thru. round one to a line 
Star thru, zoom the boat, partner trade 
Reverse flutter wheel, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, zoom, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande 	 
Heads pass thru. round one to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, zoom 
Zoom the boat, tag the line left 
Ferris wheel. square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Heads pass thru, round one to a line 
Star thru. zoom, zoom the boat 
Partner trade, square thru four, trade by 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, sides rollaway 
Swing thru, centers run, bend the line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, zoom the boat 
Wheel and deal, girls swing thru, extend 
Girls run, reverse flutter wheel, pass thru 
Wheel and deal. zoom the boat 
Centers trade as ends bend and star thru 
Trade by, circle to a line. crosstrail thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads rollaway, lead right, circle four 
Ladies break to lines. pass thru 
Wheel and deal, zoom the boat 
Wheel and deal, girls swing thru 
Turn thru, boys courtesy turn, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, pass thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Swing thru, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Zoom the boat, cast off three-quarters 
Star thru, trade by. square thru 3/4 
Left allemande 	 
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Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Grand swing thru. pass thru 
Wheel and deal, zoom the boat 
Ends fold, half square thru 
Wheel and deal, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, spin the top 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, zoom the boat 
Girls run, scoot back. split circulate 
Boys run, pass thru. wheel and deal 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Spin the top, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Zoom the boat, wheel and deal 
Pass thru. left allemande 	 
Heads pass the ocean. release recycle 
Zoom the boat, partner trade, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass the ocean, recycle, veer left 
Ferris wheel, centers touch 
Release recycle, zoom the boat 
Partner hinge. girls trade, recycle 
Pass thru. trade by 	 square thru 3/4 
Left allemande 	 
Starling 
Double pass thru 
Centers 3/4 zoom 
New centers pass thru 
Quarter out, partner trade 
Pass thru...  
Result 
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LINEAR FERRIS WHEEL 
by Jim Blackwood. Quincy, Illinois 
START: Lines of four facing out. 
A. Four couples lead right to form two-
faced line across center with couple in 
front of each couple in two-faced line. 
This is the linear ferris portion. 
n (A) nc) 
ci u ci u 
B. Four couples finish as if ending a fer-
ris wheel: i.e.. all four couples do their 
part of a wheel and deal. This is the 
wheel portion. 
40 a) 0) 
.L1 ci 
C. End in a double pass thru position. 
CI Ct. <DI 
C mil" LJ z_-1 
TIMING: Should take eight beats, four to 
do the lead right portion and four to do 
the wheel and deal ending. 
LEFT LINEAR FERRIS WHEEL: Same as 
linear ferris wheel, but from the lines of 
four facing out, couples lead left, then 
finish as in a ferris wheel. 
This figure is adaptable to the many 
variations of ferris wheel after the linear 
ferris portion, i.e. linear ferris, trade and 
wheel, etc. Left variations can also be 
used. 
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EXAMPLES by author: 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, linear ferris wheel 
Center ladies chain. pass thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads rollaway, all circle left 
Boys up and back, pass thru 
Separate around one to lines. pass thru 
Linear ferris wheel. outsides face in 
Left allemande 	 
Heads right and left thru. pass thru 
Separate go round one to lines. pass thru 
Linear ferris wheel, pass thru 
Slide thru, circulate, bend the line 
Pass thru. linear ferris wheel 
Pass thru, left allemande 	 
Four ladies chain, heads lead right 
Circle to a line, rollaway 
Centers rollaway, all pass thru 
Linear Ferris wheel, pass thru 
Slide thru, circulate, bend the line 
Pass thru, linear ferris wheel 
Pass thru, swing, promenade home 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, left linear ferris wehel 
Centers right and left thru 
Same ladies chain, pass thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads rollaway. all circle left 
Boys up and back, pass thru 
Round one to lines, pass thru 
Left linear ferris wheel. outsides face in 
All left allemande 	 
Heads right and left thru, passs thru 
Separate round one to a line, pass thru 
Left linear ferris wheel, pass thru 
Slide thru, circulate, bend the line 
s wheel 
and left thru 
Pass thru, left linear ferri 
Pass thru, dive thru, right 
Pass thru, left allemande 	 
Four ladies chain, heads lead right 
Circle to a line. rollaway 
Centers rollaway, all pass thru 
Left linear ferris wheel, pass thru 
Slide thru. circulate, bend the line 
Pass thru, left linear ferris wheel 
Pass thru, swing, promenade home 
EXAMPLES by Ed: 
Heads pass thru, go round one to a line 
Pass thru, linear ferris wheel 
Boys swing thru, extend, boys run 
Reverse flutter wheel, crosstrail thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, split two 
Round one to a line, pass thru 
Linear ferris wheel, centers pass thru 
Star thru, linear ferris wheel 
Pass thru, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four. curlique 
Walk and dodge, linear ferris wheel 
Pass thru, left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Curlique. coordinate, bend the line 
Pass thru, linear ferris wheel 
Pass thru, swing thru, boys run 
Half tag, walk and dodge 
Linear ferris wheel, pass thru 
Star thru, pass thru. wheel and deal 
Pass thru. left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain, sides rollaway 
Heads lead right and circle four 
Boys break to lines. pass thru 
Linear ferris wheel 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Swing thru, pass thru, linear ferris wheel 
Centers pass thru, swing thru, recycle 
Pass thru, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, spin the top 
Pass thru. linear Terris wheel 
Double pass thru. centers in 
Linear ferris wheel, girls swing thru 
Turn thru, boys courtesy turn them 
Left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain, heads pass thru 
U-turn back, heads lead right, circle four 
Ladies break to lines, pass thru 
Linear ferris wheel, right and left grand... 
(Ell  FIGURES 
by Ed 
by Don Malcolm 
Heads (sides) pass thru, both turn right 
Around two, make a line, curlique 
Single file circulate, boys run, star thru 
Pass thru, tag the line, face uut 
Wheel and deal, zoom, centers star thru 
Pass thru, cloverleaf, centers pass thru 
Touch to a wave, recycle 
Left allemande 	 
Heads (sides) curlique, boys run 
Touch a quarter, scoot back, boys run 
Pass thru, tag the line, face in 
Pass thru, tag the line, face in 
Curlique, single file circulate double 
Girls run, pass thru, grand right and left.. 
Heads (sides) touch a quarter 
Walk and dodge, couples circle half 
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Veer left, girls trade, boys circulate 
Couples trade. wheel and deal, slide thru 
Pass thru, tag the line 
Leaders U-turn back. do-sa-do to a wave 
Swing thru, girls run, girls trade 
Boys trade. wheel and deal. boys run 
Touch to a wave. recycle 
Left allemande 	 
Heads (sides) fan the top, recycle 
Pass thru, star thru, pass thru 
Tag the line, cloverleaf, centers in 
Pass thru. tag the line. peel off 
Pass thru. u-turn back, slide thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads (sides) flutter wheel 
Sweep a quarter, zoom 
Centers pass thru, circle half, veer left 
Boys trade. couples circulate 
Bend the line, pass thru 
Bend the line, pass thru 
Tag the line, leaders cloverleaf 
Centers U-turn back, pass thru 
Cloverleaf, zoom, double pass thru  
Face left, centers circulate (careful) 
Centers in. as couples both turn left 
Promenade 	 
Heads (sides) pass thru. U-turn back 
Star thru, slide thru, pass thru 
Tag the line. centers in, centers run 
Ends fold, cloverleaf, centers U-turn back 
Left allemande 	 
Heads (sides) square thru four, star thru 
Lines of four pass thru, tag the line 
Face in, lines back away 
Left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain, heads pass thru 
Partner tag, touch to a wave, fan the top 
Extend, partner trade. touch a quarter 
Single file circulate, boys run 
Touch a quarter, scoot back 
Girls extend to a wave, girls hinge 1/4 
Girls scoot back, girls walk and dodge 
Girls cloverleaf. swing, promenade 
THE COLLEGES 
ARE COMING TRAINING FOR CALLERS 
TURKEY RUN 
R/D LEADER SCHOOL 
Turkey Run State Park 
Marshall, Indiana 
July 18-23. 1982 
Staff: Clancy & Betty Mueller 
Basic principles of successful 
leadership. clarification of steps 
and figures. terminology. pro- 
gramming. cueing. teaching. 
Write Betty & Clancy Mueller 
112 Hollybrook Dr. 
New Whiteland IN 46184 
ESTES PARK. COLORADO 
Dance Ranch Caller College 
July 4-8 
For callers with 2 years 
or less experience. 
August 15-19: 
For callers with more than 
two years' experience. 
Frank Lane—Vaughn Parrish 
Write Frank Lane's Dance 
Ranch. PO Box 1382. 




July 18-23. 1982 
Individual Attention to 
Caller by Experienced Staff 
Dick Han — George Amos 
Write Dick Han, 513 S. Bluff 
Monticello IN 47960 
a 
HARTLAND, MICH. 
July 25 thru 28 
HARRISONBURG, VA. 
August 1 thru 4 
TROY, N.H. 
August 15 thru 19 
Sponsored by Earl Johnston 
& Al Brundage 
The Most Experienced Caller 
Training team in the Country 
Assisted by Top Notch Staff 
Al Brundage. PO Box 125, 
Jensen Beach FL 33457 
CAL GOLDEN'S 11th Annual 
CALLERS COLLEGES-1982 
April 1-3. Caller Coach. Reno NV 
May 17-21: Hot Springs, Ark. 
June 28-July 3: Hot Springs, Ark 
July 12-16: Hot Springs. Ark. 
July 18-22: Jekyll Island. Ga. 
August 1-2: Clement sport NS Can 
Aug. 15-20: Vineland N.J. 
October 18-22: Hot Springs. Ark 
November 15-20 - Fontana. N.C. 
Sharon Golden. PO Box 2280 
Hot Springs AR 71913 
ABC CALLER COLLEGE 
Silver Bay. N.Y. 
August 5-8. 1982 
Newer Callers 
Staff Stan Burdick 
Orphie Easson. Others 
FONTANA, NORTH CAROLINA 
CALLERS COLLEGE 
Nov 15-20. 195. 
Cal Golden. Stan Burdick 
Tex Brownlee 
Write: Stan Burdick 
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P.S.: MS/OS 
by Howie Shirley 
One and three pass thru, separate 
Around one to a line, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, girls in the middle 
Square thru four hands, step forward 
Now cloverleaf, boys pass thru 
Now star thru, wheel and deal 
Left allemande 	 
Two and four touch a quarter, boys run 
Everyone swing thru, with your right 
Cast off three quarters, boys run 
California twirl, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, centers pass thru 
Everyone pass thru, everyone turn back 
Everyone pass thru, everyone go 
Right and left grand 	 
One and three slide thru and roll 
Now slide thru and touch, spin the top 
Boys run, couples hinge 
Tag the line right, couples hinge 
Do a half tag, boys run, left allemande.... 
Two and four slide thru 
Everyone double pass thru 
Lead couples partner trade 
Right and left thru, do-sa-do to a wave 
Men run, men trade, partner trade 
Wheel and deal, sweep a quarter 
And a quarter more, touch and 
Centers cross run, others trade 
Left allemande 	 
One and three pass thru, partner trade 
Roll, touch, centers trade, singe! hinge 
And a quarter more, extend, do-sa-do 
To an ocean wave, single hinge 
Walk and dodge, boys trade, girls run 
All go right and left thru, star thru 
Pass thru, trade by, left allemande 	 
Two and four square thru, touch, fan top 
Single hinge, boys run, double pass thru 
Do a centers in, cast off three-quarters 
Star thru, centers pass thru, touch 
Recycle, go right and left thru 
Rollaway, touch a quarter, boys run 
Everyone square thru, on fourth hand 
Left allemande 	 
Four ladies chain, heads lead right 
Circle to a line, pass thru, tag the line in 
Star thru, trade by, slide thru twice 
Pass thru, left allemande 	 
Promenade and keep on moving 
All wheel around, promenade wrong way 
Boys run to a wrong way thar 
Back-a-long back, boys run 
All do a partner trade, boys run 
All veer right, left allemande 	 
Allemande left and go forward two 
Turn back one to a wrong way thar 
Back-a-long back, with the girl on right 
Do-sa-do, turn to corner 
Left allemande 	 
With corner do a do-sa-do, partner left 
Do paso, partner left allemande thar 
Girls run, couples wheel around 
Just the boys wheel around 
Left allemande 	 
RUTH & REUEL deTURK 
1606 Hopmeadow Street 
Simsbury, Conn. 06070 
Routes 10 — 202 





HOURS Mon . Tues . Wed Thurs 
Sal I -S. Fridays 11.9 




-ARE YOU TIRED OF STIFF 
SCRATCHING 'PETTICOATS ? (MEN ARE !) 
Join the Lovers of the NEW L eon- . . . . in a 
Feminine 
Floating Nylon Chiffon Petticoat with 100 yds. of Super Soft Ruffle on 
Bottom 
Flowing with Body to 
Flatter You and 
Feel Great!!! 	 Add $2.00 Shipping 
S-20" M-211/2 " L-23" XL-24" 
White, Red, Brown, Mint, Yellow, Navy, Lt. Blue, Lt. Pink, Peach, Orange 
Multi Pastel- Add $2.00 	CT residents add tax 
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Do you believe .r) mermaids? Do you feel that a certain chair at the bridge table is 
more lucky than another? Do you ever walk under a ladder? Have you ever seen a 
ghost? 
Poppycock? Maybe. But let's go a step further. 
Generally in the square dance world we pride ourselves on being mature or 
knowledgeable enough to discount mythical theories and spectors. 
But now and then a few myth-takes (pardon the pun) creep into our activity and 
need to be squelched by thinking leaders. 
For instance some folks believe that: 
• Callerlab is responsible for all the experimentals •New "basics" hurt our activity. (That what they 
we find today. (Quite the opposite is true.) 	said when square thru, wheel and deal and star thru 
• Callerlab is responsible tor all the confusion about were "invented." 
levels. (Actually Callerlab has done much to educate • It's easy to become a caller. (Ask a well- 
dancers on this program.) 	 established. well-known caller this question.) 
• Challenge-level dancers are "better" than Plus 2 • LEGACY was formed (and is led by) those with 
dancers. (Ridiculous.) 	 "Commercial'' interests. The new USDA (or any other 
• All dancers should ''aspire" to become local association) is run by "status-seekers." (Why 
"higher-  level dancers. (There is no such thing as a not admit that most volunteer square dance leaders 
-higher" level— only a "prior" level, it you will.) 	have only the best interests of the activity at heart?) 
If you believe any of the above leading statements, we're sorry, pal, you're going to 
be "mythed." 




iN THE NEWS 
Eleven new and not-so-new callers 
who spent a week at the recent Callers 
College at Fontana Village. North Caro-
lina (See Meanderings) came from a 
wide area and will be worth watching for 
their sharpening mike performances. Cal 
Golden, Tex Brownlee and Stan Burdick 
were the instructors of the annual event. 
Those attending were Les and Elsie Ball-
inger (OH). Blackie and Marian Bowen 
(WV). John and Martha Brookshire (SC). 
Ed and Darlene Butchart (MN). John and 
Gay Chevalier (OH). Gene and Rose King 
(NC). Ralph and Mary Ann Kornegay 
(NC). John Ross (FL). Drew and Frances 
Scearce, Jr. (VA). Carl and Maxine Warn-
sley (MS), and Scott and Susan Williams 
(SC). 
The Shamrock Squares Western SID 
Club of Dublin, Ohio, will be sponsoring 
the Ninth Annual Leprechaun Award 
Dance on March 22 at the Dublin Middle 
School. This award dance honors a per-
son(s) for outstanding service to western 
square dancing in central Ohio. The 1974 
award went to Mrs. Sara Carrot, dance 
editor of the Columbus Dispatch: 1975 to 
callers Bill Burnside and Bud Swisher; 
1976 to Dewey Hart, caller and editor of 
Cues and Tips: 1977 to Jim Teal, caller 
and instructor: 1978 to Bob and Betty 
Kral; 1979 to Helen and Larry Long; 1980 
to Ted and Lannie McQuaide, caller and 
contra prompter, and the 1981 award to 
Webb and Elsie Mills, caller. 
The Sandusky Register (Ohio) carried 
a photo page recently concerning the 
program of the Bellevue Scrambled 
Squares club. Pictured or quoted are 
caller Joe Chiles, round dance cuer Joe 
Burns, and others. 
A picture page also appeared recently 
in the Chicago Tribune entitled "Old-
Fashioned Hoedown Is On the Square in 
Chicago," highlighting "barn dance" 
, ..„,„„. 	RAMON 
MARSCH 
MAINSTREAM 
PLUS 1 and 2 
ADVANCED 
10222 BUNDYSBURG RD.. N.W. 
MIDDLEFIELD, OHIO 44062 
PHONE 1216] 632-1074 
MARSCH-MELLOW-SMOOTH 
Calling-Traveling Full Time 
MICRO PLASTICS 1 line "Slim Jim' 	$1 00 
Name only 
regular size $1 .10 
Name and town 
or design 81.25 
Name and town 
and design, $1.50 
State shape $2.00 
Name, town, design 
and club name 11 .75 
Club Badges 
Color— Black. White 
Red, Yellow. Walnut. 
add 154 per badge postage 
PLASTICS 






Order Any Badge i 1 Any 
Blue, Green. Brown, 
check with order, 
MICRO 
Box 847 Rifle, CO 
YOU GET A HALL— 
ii. 	7- I'LL DO THE CALL! 
-... 




1916 Posevville Rd., Route I 0 
Midland, Michigan 48640 
Phone (517) 835-9524 
AVAILABLE TO CALL IN YOUR AREA 
SQUARE 44.  DIRECTORY NATIONAL DANCE 
8000 square dance, round 
clubs In the U.S.. Canada 
the world. 
level of dancing, when and 
to contact concerning 
for traveling 
(plus St postage) 





edition 	lists 	over 
clogging and contra 
and around 
type of club. 
to dance. and a person 
the club. Great 
$6.00 per copy 
PO Box 54055, 
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by Bill Crowson 
by Bill Crowson 
FL 32605 	-J4-944-1472 
A Belco Distributing 
It 
Co 
Produced • ,IE ROOFERS 
4021 NW 
Alabama CO 
TRR-109 01(C IS MY 
TRR-108 SIMPLE SONG 
TRR-107 BLUE EYED 
IRR-106 GOLD AND 
TRR-105 CALL ME 
TRR•104 HONEY TONE 
TRR-103 GOOD GOSH 
IRA-201 ROOFERS 
























: 	PLUS 1 and 2 
27080 Cook Road 
Olmsted Falls, Ohlo 
Phone: 218-235-1519 




Plus 1 and 2 
4391 Belcher Ct. 
 
Columbus OH 43224 	1r  
614-263-2015 
Club Dates & Classes 
Festivals & Workshops 
Hilton & Mity Mite Sound 
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programming especially in the Chicago-
land area, and western style is also well 
described, with quotes from Donna 
Franciskovich, president of Flying 
Squares: Donna Rodgers, organizer/ 
promoter; caller Don Smith and others. 
Scuttlebut has it that as of January 
1982, Hi-Hat records will have a new 
owner. Best of luck and good fortune to 
Brian and Sharon Bassett of Bassett 
Marketing. Also, good wishes to Merl 
and Delia Olds in their future endeavors. 
The Rebel Roundup, a pioneer round 
dance club in the Memphis area, recent-
ly celebrated 25 years of club programm-
ing, and especially honored Bill and 
Elsye Johnson for their continued lea-
dership of the group. 
Elmer Sheffield has announced a new 
square dance record label called ESP. 
Elmer publicly thanks Don Williamson 
for his help and advice on the new ven-
ture. (See ad this issue and watch for 
future releases.) 
RECORDS RECORDS RECORDS RECORDS 
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Indiana Add 4% 
Sales Tax 
$21.95. 35 yd slips 
$19.95 plus $2. pstg. 
Send .75 pstg for each 
addi Slip. 
URDC NATIONAL RID CONVENTION 
Dance a wonderful weekend at the 6th 
URDC National R/D Convention in Grand 
Rapids, Michigan, July 22-24, and take in 
the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Museum 
and the Art Museum or fish in the Grand 
River. Headquarters will be the newly 
renovated Amway Grand Plaza Hotel, 
across the street from the Grand Civic 
Center convention ballrooms, with a 
glass-enclosed walkway between the 
two. A wonderful variety of restaurants, 
lounges and shows are also part of the 
hotel, which boasts parking facilities for 
over 700 cars. 
All the evaluation sheets from the 
1981 convention have undergone careful  
study and many suggestions have been 
heeded by the '82 committees in order to 
bring you an even greater convention. 
Think URDC in 1982. 
Herb & Harriet Gerry 
Boynton Beach, Florida 
CALLERLAB EMPHASIS CALLS 
For the quarter beginning January 1. 
the following Mainstream calls have 
been selected for emphasis: centers out, 
trade by. 	 John Kaltenthaler 
Callerlab Executive Secretary 
ADMISSION RATES REDUCED 
The National Polka Festival at Hunter 
Mountain in New York's northern Cat-
skills, has reduced admission for the 
1982 festival, August 6-15. Ticket price 
schedule will be the same as the 17-day 
German Alps Festival, July 7-25 (Mon-
days closed) and the International Celtic 
Festival. August 18-22. 
A top band line-up is in the making. 
The daily senior citizen talent contests, 
new last year under the direction of 
Leona and Henry Kreisl, will be expand-
ed. Also included will be free dance 
lessons, dance contests, exhibitions, 
Sunday polka Masses and various areas 
of entertainment. More personalities 
B. & S. SQUARE DANCE SHOP A FWREIEITECAFTALOG 
Billy and Sue Miller 	MAGNET, INDIANA 47555 	Phone: 812-843-5491 
DANCER 
Ideal for Round Dancers. 
11h" heel, all leather up-
pers, cushioned insole for 
comfort. 5-10 narrow; 4-10 
medium; 5-10 wide.  
Black/ White 
Red/ Navy/ Brown 
Silver/Gold 
Slim available 
Classics available in black/ 
white, all sizes. $13.95. No 
guarantee. 
Prices subject to change without notice.  
RINGO 
The shoe most square dan-
cers wear. 1/2 " heel with 
elastic binding around shoe. 
Strap across instep. 
Black and White 	MSS 
Yellow, Pink, Red. 
Hot Pink, Orange 
MAJES1 IC 	Silver and Gold 	521.85 
Glove tanned leather. Size Sizes 4-11— Med  
6 thru 12N 4 thru 12M, iiz and Narrow. 
sizes. Steel shank for sup-#2:und 
r 
	 Round 
Black & White Toe 
Navy, Red, Brown 323.00 
Silver & Gold 	$24.00 






POSTAGE ON SHOE ORDERS: $1.75 ea. plus .50 ea. edditIonal pr. 
MID-THIGH 	KNEE LENGTH 	STRETCH COTTON PETTI PANTS 
With 11/4 " nylon lace. The mid-thigh has 8 rows of 
lace and knee length has 9 rows of lace. These are 
made for us exclusively and they're made true to 
size. Colors are: white, lime, black, yellow, blue, 
pink, red, orange, purple, hot pink, multicolor, roy-
al, red, white and blue combination, brown, navy, 
lilac and kelly. Order mid-thigh or knee length in 
S-M-L-XL. Sissy Pants 6 rows of lace. Size, 
S-M-L-XL. 
Shorties — 3" legs, 
8 rows of lace. 
POSTAGE: St ea; 2 or more, .75 es. SLIPS — Made by B & S 
We have one of the finest 50 yd. nylon marquisette slips. Cotton top, wide elastic band, 
4 tiers on 18" and up. Our slips are stiff enough to insure long life. Order 1" shorter 
than skirt. 18-23" and other lengths by special order. All multi slips-$2.00 more 
Colors: white, black, blue, pink, yellow, red, hot pink, pale green, mint, lime green & 
multi-color, turquoise, orange, -bright yellow, lilac, royal, brown, navy, dark purple, 
kelly, red, white and blue combo or any other color combo of listed colors. 
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$8.00 
WIRINd 
37.60 37.50 or 2 pr. lot 514.00 
SHORTIE 
Rob Stutevous John Reo 
from Poland in the roles of working 
craftsmen are expected. The egg art 
show is being extended to include 
demonstrations. 
Hunter is located on Rte. 23A, a half 
hour off the New York Thruway. For in-
formation on rates, write National Polka 
Festival Inc.. Bridge St.. Hunter NY 
12442. 
ROADBLOCK UNSUCCESSFUL 
It is no news that the number of 
deaths resulting from drinking motorists 
is scandalous, and that recently the 
authorities in a large number of jurisdic-
tions have intensified their efforts to 
deal with this problem. In this connec-
tion the police in Montgomery County, 
Maryland, one of the world's most afflu-
ent areas, on the outskirts of Wash-
ington, D.C., have initiated the practice 
of setting up roadblocks at which drivers 
are stopped at random and tested for 
legal sobriety. 
As a rule the roadblocks are set up in-
discriminately, but at times the police 
select locations near establishments or 
events where liquor is known to be 
served, trapping many an unsuspecting 
tippler. 
Two enterprising Montgomery County 
police officers, following the misguided 
public belief in drinking at every square 
dance, set up their trap near a square 
dance just before its scheduled end. Im-
agine their surprise and amazement 
when they found not a single offender, 
even though they stopped a consider-
able number of the colorfully dressed 
participants. They still believe someone 
tipped the dancers off beforehand. 
Paul Hartman 
Wheaton, Maryland 
NEW OFFICERS FOR EDMONTON 
The Edmonton and District Callers 
and Instructors Association announce 
their current executive committee: Mur-
ray and Barbara Few, past president; Er-
nie and Charlotte Power, president; 
Clem and Doris Nadon, vice-president; 
Tom Dakers and Maureen Evers, secre-
tary treasurer. Any correspondence may 
be directed to Tom Dakers, 12232-131 
St., Edmonton Alta T5L 1M9. 
NEW RECORD COMPANY 
Don Williamson of Red Boot Records 
and Cal Golden of Gold Star Records 
have pooled their knowledge, experi- 
   
RECORDS 
   
Maihn Ha 
 
C-050 THE OLD LAMPLIGHTER by Daryl 
C-049 DIXIE ON MY MIND by Daryl 
C-048 ALONG CAME JONES by Daryl 
C-047 I'VE GOT YOU TO COME HOME TO by Jim Davis 
C-044 I WANT YOU by Joe 
C-043 YOU AND ME by Jim Hattrick 
ROUNDS.  
C•1005 WHAT'LL I DO by Bud & Irene Hornstein 
C•1006 CREAM AND SUGAR by Ernie & Mary Hovey 
HOEDOWN 
C-505 MAGMA. Patter by Daryl 
C-506 OREGON MIST 
Gordon Sutton 
    
HOEOOWNER RECORDS 
H-103 YOU ASKED ME TO. Bob Stutevous 
H-104 GIMME A LITTLE KISS, Gordon Sutton 
H-105 MUSIC OF HAWAII, Ery Parrish 
H-106 LOVING HER WAS EASIER, 
John Reitmajer 
Order Direct or from your Nearest Record Dealer 
Produced by Clendenin Enterprises, 7915 N. Clarendon, Portland OR 97203 
01 
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ence. talent and resources to form a new 
record company, G & W Records, for the 
sole purpose of recording callers who 
would like to make a record. 
As of November 1, 1981, the following 
callers have contracted to record: Arch 
Garlock, Wayne Smith, Ralph Trout, 
Dave Stuthard, Chuck Marlow. Wayne 
Erickson, Jim Mustain and Marty Van 
Wort. 
Callers who are interested in making a 
record for G&W should contact Cal 
Golden, PO Box 2280. Hot Springs AR 
71913 (Phone 501-724-7274) for further 
details. 
NORTHWAY SQUARES' NEW PROJECT 
To better prepare dancers to par-
ticipate in demonstrations in nursing 
homes, homes for the aged, and before 
other audiences, instruction and rehear. 
sals will be held on Wednesday even-
ings. April 14, 21, 28 and May 5, 12. 19 at 
the United Methodist Church on Aviation 
Road in Glens Falls, N.Y. These ses-
sions are sponsored by Northway 
Squares. No admission will be charged 
but contributions will be collected and 
given to the church in appreciation for  
its use. Anyone is invited to attend. Con-
tact Mary and Bill Jenkins, Mockingbird 
Hill in Minerva. Olmstedville NY 12857. 
EAASDC NOTES 
As of September. 1982, the European 
Association of American SID Clubs had 
a total membership of 110 square (102) 
and round dance (8) clubs. 94 clubs are 
in Germany, four in Belgium, one in Italy, 
one in Norway and ten in Holland. Eng-
land has its own association. A number 
of clubs exist in these and other coun-
tries, including Spain, Greece, Switzer-
land, Sweden and Finland, but do not 
belong to EAASDC. Thus it can be esti-
mated that the total number of clubs on 
the continent is 135. The southernmost 
German club is located in Bad Toelz, in 
the Alps. just south of Munich, and the 
northernmost is in Kiel, a coastal city 
famed for its fishing industry and for the 
man-made canal connecting the North 
and Baltic Seas. The largest number of 
clubs anywhere in Europe is in southern 
Germany, although a northern city, Ham-
burg. has the largest number of clubs in 




. . . for all pin-on badges! 
(A) DOUBLE SNAP-ON ... 
Snaps between, and to both, pocket and pocket 
flap of western shirt. 
(B) CLIP 'n SNAP... 
A clip-on for any garment. Snap off the clip—it's a 
snap-on for western shirt pocket. 
(C) SWIVEL 360°1 CLIP-ON LARGE .. . 
The clip swivels a full 360' —permitting badge to 
be clipped to any style garment. 
(D) SWIVEL 360" CLIP -ON SMALL.. . 
Same as 'C' above except smaller for pin-on 
badges as small as 1 inch high. 
At Your Square Dance Shop and Badge Maker! 
DEALERS: Write for brochure for full information. 
Don Hadlock, 24813 Broadmore Ave., Hayward, CA 94544 (415) 783-8724 
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OREGON SQUARE DANCERS 
The Oregon Square Dancers travel 
and exhibition group hosted a special in-
ternational afterparty during last year's 
National Convention in Seattle with cal-
lers and dancers from seven countries 
taking part. People who had met on trips 
to Europe, Japan, Taiwan and the Orient, 
Costa Rica, Panama and Guatemala met 
to talk and dance. Pictured second from 
left is Portland caller, Gene Noble, who 
was MC, with callers from Holland. 
Japan and Taiwan. 
The Australian visitors stopped in 
Oregon on their way to Seattle. The 
Oregon Square Dancers have tentative 
plans for a trip to Australia and New 
Zealand in 1983, with Bill and Barbara 
Radcliffe as chairman 
Dancers from other countries are in- 
vited to visit in Portland and other 
Oregon points including beaches and 
homestays. Contact the Radcliffes, 3020 
NE 17th, Portland OR 97212. 
Ed Warmoth 
Cornelius, Oregon 
FRONT LINE COVERAGE 
Our cover this month depicts some real sweet-
hearts— our future generation of square dancers 
from the Washington. D.C. area. Thanks to the 
Square Dancers Cooperative Association of that 
area and Calls and Cues. Here's how it happened: 
"More than 700 television stations in the nation 
will show the United States Department of Agricul-
ture's School Lunch Program ad. 'Be Bright. Eat 
Right.' featuring Mac McCall and six of the 
children from his camping square dancing club, 
Campfire Squares. They were David and Debbie 
Barber. David and Alice Kreitzer. Doug Streets 
and Maile Compton. The other two children in the 
square were from Terra-Centre Elementary School 
in Burke. Va where the filming was done. Carl 
Fowler, a local square dancer. was producer of 
the film. He was a big help to Mac and the group 
children during the six hours they spent on and off 
the cameras, 
"Square dancing was the main theme to pro-
mote the school lunch and importance of good 
nutrition. This film will be shown in the 
Washington area on channels 5. 9. and 20 as a 




SQUARE DANCE DRESS PATTERNS 
MuItI-Size Pattern 
313 Ladles' Square Denys Dress 
11 Places 
Square Dance Dress features 8-gored gathered skirt with three 
rows of ruffles accented with *vide lac*. Bodice has rectangular 
neck trimmed with lace and bows. View 1 has long puffed sleeves 
with elasticized wrist forming self-ruffle. View 2 has short olosti• 
died puffed sleeves with self-ruffle. Both slimy* versions are 
trimmed with lace. Multi-Size 5-7-9 6-8-10 12-14-16 18-20-40 
Dealer inquiries welcome. 
Mail to: AUTHENTIC PATTERNS, INC. 
P.O. Box 4560 Stockyards Station 
Ft. Worth, Texas 76106 
Pattern a 315 	$4.00 on. Slidfs)_ 
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED S 	 
Name 	 
Address 
City_ 	 Stets 	Zip 
Add 8 5cents per pattern for handling and postaga 
❑ Complete Western Brochure for only 50' 
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''If you're not a-doin• it with Leo's 
Clogs... you're just not a-doin' it!" 
Leo's Clogs are specially designed 
for that foot loose and fancy free 
feeling when you're clogging. 
They're made of supple, durable 
patent leather uppers with rugged 
I'4" heels and strong soles. Only $20 
pair, in White or Black Medium sizes 
4 to 10: Narrow, 6 to 10. For that extra 
sound to the call, add Stereo II double 
action Toe Taps, with Jingle Heel Taps. 
Call or write for the name of the dealer 
nearest you. 
890 A leader in dancewear since 1924. 
2451 North Sacramento, Chicago. Illinois 60647 
Steed a Zia& Peek 
DAVE CLAY 
Nottingham, England 
On our recent tour of England. your editors ask-
ed questions concerning the 80 or more callers 
and 120 or so clubs in that country. and dis-
covered that there are less than half a dozen full-
time callers. One of the most popular part-time 
callers who calls most every night is Dave Clay. a 
24-year veteran who works full time as a civil ser-
vant. To his credit are two European Jamborees. 
one English National Festival, fifteen North of 
England Conventions, and ten square dance vaca-
tion events. He calls regular classes. workshops. 
clubs and at levels through Advanced. He record-
ed on the 1981 SIO premium LP record. Dave was 
twice president of the British Callers Association 
and training director of the same for three years. 
On a trip to the states in 1980. he called in Kansas 
City. Fort Worth and Nasville. Dave and Leigh 
have two children. Susan (15) and Nicola 113). 
HOEDOWNS 
Mani() Hoedown— Melody 
Nice & Gentle— TNT 
Devils Dream— Chaparral 
Whatiamacallit— Kalox 
Skillet Lickin' — Blue Star 
Liquid Gold— Wild West 
Excelorator Special— Chaparral 
Roadrunner Romp— Chaparral 
SINGING CALLS 
Love You Tonight in My Dreams— Hoedowner 
You Decorated My Life— Red Boot 
My Own Kind of Hat— Hi-Hat 
You and Me— Chinook 
Hey Babe You're Looking for Me— TNT 
El Paso— Hi-Hat 
Sugar Daddy— Red Boot 
You're Sixteen— Chinook 
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ROUND REVIEWS 1) 
by Frank & Phyl Lehnert 
LOVE IS A SIMPLE THING— Inside Edge 1002 
Choreography by Buzz & Dianne Pereira 
Nice easy-going music and a nice. easy-
intermediate two step with a soft shoe sequence. 
FIESTA TANGO— Inside Edge 1002 
Choreography by Buzz & Dianne Pereira 
Good music and a nice. easy-intermediate tango. 
HIGH HOPES— Capitol 6027 
Choreography by Bob & Barbara Wilder 
Good Frank Sinatra music and an easy-
intermediate three-part two step with the Wilder 
flavor 
ENJOY YOURSELF— DAL 6101 
Choreography by Roy & Phyllis Slier 
Good Latin music and a slightly different high-
intermediate routine 
IF I COULD BE WITH YOU— Grenn 14304 
Choreography by Judy & G.B. Summit! 
Good music and a comfortable easy-intermediate 
two step. 
NORTHEAST DANCING TIME— Grenn 14304 
Choreography by Erte & Norma Findlay 
Lively music and a peppy. easy-intermediate two 
step with a sand step seouence 
FEEDBACK ) 
I got the October issue rather late but 
nevertheless would like to add a few 
words to the Straight Talk of Tom Potts: 
The antagonism of puzzle solvers ver-
sus dancers will be overcome that way: 
Someone will develop a computerized 
caller training program where the 
trainee must rearrange eight specks on 
a screen by as few commands as possi-
ble. This soon will become the craze with 
the puzzle solvers, and they will (stay) in 
their own home at their own keyboard 
before their own screen. There they can-
not infect others nor multiply, and con-
sequently square dancing will die out as 
a computer game, while folk dancing 
still goes strong with live dancers, prob-
ably live caller/teachers and perhaps 
even live music. 
Heiner Fischle 
Hannover, W. Germany 
or Rating Formula.  
Choreography Ratings iAsinforimi" 
F 
by Dave & Shirley Fleck, Toledo, Ohlo 




Cream N Sugar 
Forgive Me 






On my Knees 
I Am the Dreamer 
It s A Lovely World 
Makes No Difference 
Personality 
Edith's Waltz 
Let Me Call You Sweetheart 
Take It Easy #2 
Green Grass 
A&M 86245 


















Hi Hat 998 











P2 98/25= 123A 
No Pt Rating 
P2-117/to= 127A 






P2-122/25= 147  
taking It Lasy 	 (.0118 02188 




My Baby Just Cares tor Me Wndsr 4769 






Hi Hat 999 




La Petite Tonkinoise 
	
Roper 279 







Sunnyside 	 Hi-Hat 998 
HIGH-INTERMEDIATE: 251-299 
Lovely To Look At 	Tlmrk 894 
Around the World Roper JH405A 
All the Things You Are 	Tlmrk 940 
One Day In Your Life Mtwn M1512F 
Buenas Noches MI Amor 	0-Along 6060 




Only You 	 Timrk 939 

















P3-252/0 = 252 
P4-259/0-259 





EASY INTERMEDIATE: 126.175 
Somebody's Knockin' 	MCA 41309 




by John Swindle 
Our review dancers had an easy month with only 
16 flip singing calls to dance, and they were all 
impressed with the large percentage of good 
records the producers gave us. Another pleasant 
surprise was the number of interesting figures 
and really different openers. We welcome one new 
label to the wonderful world of square dancing. 
Happy Valentine's Day to each of you! 
HELP ME MAKE IT THROUGH THE NIGHT— Blue 
Star 2151: Caller: Nate Bliss 	 Key: 0 
This song is no stranger. A number of years back 
this song was released about the same time on 
two different labels. We are sure you will like this 
one as much as our dancers did. The music is 
nice just to listen to. Nate does a very nice job on 
the flip with a smooth-moving and well-timed 
figure. FIGURE Heads square Pim do.sa.do. swing thru boys 
run. half tag trade. roll. square thru three left allemande pro• 
menade 
DON'T THINK LOVE OUGHT TO BE THAT WAY—
Big Mac 036: Caller: Will Eads 
There was nothing really outstanding about the 
record that was one of our dancers' favorites this 
month. We mean that it takes certain things to 
make a good square dance record and not one of 
these stood out above the others The instrumen-
tal is pleasant to listen to, the beat easy to follow, 
and the called side easy to understand. Will did 
not get fancy with his figure but chose basics that 
flowed well with each other, timed well, and were 
relaxing as a singing call should be. FIGURE Heads 
promenade halt. right and left thru. square Wu right and left 
Ihru. swing thru swing thru boys run promenade 
TEXAS COWBOY NIGHT— Big Mac 037 
Caller: Ron Mineau 
This has that western swing sound that is nice 
just to listen to The beat is there: anyone who 
can't follow the beat on this record would have a 
hard time following the beat on any instrumental. 
Ron did not stray from the MS basics but put toge-
ther a well-timed dance that was not overtaxing 
but enjoyable. FIGURE Heads promenade hall right and left 
thru flutter wheel sweep a quarter. pass Ihru. right and telt thru 
touch a quarter wan, And dodge Oadne+t,ade reverse the flutter 
promenade 
OLDER WOMEN— Quadrille 814 
Caller: Bob Osburn 
This is the new label we mentioned, from the 
parent company of 4 Bar B. The instrumental 
sound heard on 4 Bar B is carried over to this new 
label. Bob used a grand square in his opener and 
closer, giving a caller the opportunity to sing some 
of the lines from this now-popular country western 
number. An eight chain four affords one the 
chance to echo some of these lines. The review 
dancers enjoyed this but felt that in some crowds 
the tag lines might not go over too well. FIGURE 
Heads promenade half right and left thru square Ifni do sa , do 
eight chain four swing promenade 
OLDER WOMEN— Blue Star 2150 
Caller: Nate Bliss 	 Key: E & 
This release was received by the dancers with en-
thusiasm equal to the other. The tune of the 
original song is there: the beat is there. The 
danceabilify of each release is equal. Nate 
changed his tag lines to be more in line with 
square dancing. His figure was interesting and 
well-timed. FIGURE Heads promenade three-quarters sides 
swing thru double ping pong circulate recycle. right and left Ihru 
,nua.e 	inree swing VfOrYlel,  Ode 
YOUR GOOD GIRL'S GONNA GO BAD— Mountain 
Records 10: Caller: Eddie Milian 
This CW song is currently right up there on the 
charts. After our dancers heard and danced this 
square dance version. they felt it should make all 
the square dance charts. The Western Swingers 
have the same sound on their cut as the CW ver-
sion. Eddie's breaks were quite different from 
most of the standards used. He went out of the 
MS program for his figure but the basics he used 
flowed, timed well and were enjoyable to dance. 
FIGURE Heads pass !Mu. around one to a line forward and back. 
pass thru. lag the line. cloverleaf right and left Ihru double pass 
!Mu track two swing promenade 
I' M GONNA LOVE YOU BACK TO LOVIN' ME AGAIN 
Mountain Records 11; Caller: Tom Trainor 
The dancers enjoyed the easy pace this song gave 
them With a smooth tempo, it was just relaxing to 
dance. Some felt the release recycle which was 
the Callerlab OS a while back might hurt the use of 
the record at most dances, but fell a quick review 
of the basic would not take long and could add 
variety to a caller's program. FIGURE Heads pass the 
ocean, release recycle pass thru. star thru pass Ihru wheel and 
deal pass thin 	•hru. boys run ferns whee. square thr. 
Ihree-quarter.t • 	mends 
DOWN THE WRONG ROAD AGAIN— Prairie 1046 
Caller: Chuck Donahue 
This song was released several years back on 
another label, but that should not hurt the accep-
tance of this release. The Western Swingers did 
an outstanding job on this instrumental, which 
should make it welcome in most callers' cases. 
Chuck used two figures on the flip, one from the 
Plus program and one from MS. both of which 
were well-timed. FIGURE Heads square thru. do-sa-do. 
swing thru. boys run, ferns wheel. pass Ihru. curhque. follow your 
neighbor and spread. swing. promenade ALTERNATE Heads pro-
menade hall right and left thru. square thru do sa do eight chain 
lour. swing. promenade 
WHEN YOUR HAIR HAS TURNED TO SILVER—
FTC 320039; Caller: Harold Bausch 
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This instrumental has a slight Dixieland sound. a 
big band sound and just plain jazz. Easy listening. 
pleasant to the ear and a fairly easy-to-follow beat. 
this record has two well-timed figures by Harold, 
one easy to use at class level and one on the Plus 
level. FIGURE Lett allemande do-sa-do heads square thru 
right and left thru dive thru square Ihru three swing. allemande 
promenade ALTERNATE Heads lead right circle. make a line 
forward and back load the boat. right and left thru. boys trade 
turn thru swing gromenatle 
LIGHTS OF DENVER— Mountain Records 14 
Caller: Dean Fisher 
Dean used last quarter's OS. star the route, in his 
breaks. The tempo of this release is nice and 
slow. at some times a welcome change. The in-
strumental is right in line with the good sounds 
Prairie and Mountain records are becoming known 
for. FIGURE Heads promenade halt. sides pass the ocean. ex- 
iegri 	thru. boys run ferris wheel. double pass Ihru. track 
nr1 promenade 
COUNTRY WASN'T COOL— JoPat 209 
Caller: Joe Porritt 
Now here is a song that tells it like probably is in a 
many cases. Joe uses an old standby figure but 
one that worked well with this song. which is well 
done instrumentally and has a hint of vocal on 
both sides. FIGURE Heads promenade hall sides right and 
left thru. square Ihru. de-Sa-C10. eight chain Our swing. pro-
menade 
RIDE THE TRAIN. Mountain Records 13 
Caller Mark A. Clausing 
This is the second lime this song has made the 
scene. Mountain Records used a different portion 
of the earlier release. which may or may not make 
it more desirable to a caller wishing to use this 
song. Mark used two figures, the second being an 
MS APO in which you do a left allemande with the 
same sex. Our review dancers enjoyed this but for 
newer dancers it could be confusing. The in-
strumental was straight until the closer, when 
voices came in and Mark was there as well, so a 
choir helped you finish the record. FIGURE. Heads 
pass thru. partner trade. roll box Ihe gnat pull by. do-sa-do. 
make a wave. ladies trade recycle. veer left. ferris wheel. square 
thru three swing. promenade ALTERNATE Heads square thru. 
curlique. scoot back, centers trade. spin the top. pass thru. boys 
told box the gnal pull by. left allemande swing. promenade 
14 CARAT MIND— Prairie 1048 
Caller: Al Horn 
Al chose for his release a currently popular CW 
song. The instrumental has a clean sound with a 
nice danceable beat. Al's figure was well-timed 
and interesting, using one of last year's OS. 
FIGURE Heads star thru Caidorma twirl. do-sa-do. make a wave. 
ladies trade_ linear cycle reverse the huller Dixie style to a wave 
boys trade swing. promenade 
SO IN LOVE WITH YOU— Mountain Records 16 
Callers: Karen Reynolds & Gary Horn 
Another fine instrumental done by the Western 
Swingers was nice to dance. The instrumental has 
vocal on it which does not interfere with a caller's 
Continued on Page 80 
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ENJOY THIS GREAT STAFF 
CARMEN & MILDRED SMARRELLI 





ASSISTED BY AREA CALLERS & LEADERS 
PLUS WORKSHOPS, DISCUSSIONS, & FASHION SHOW 
Info: Joan Fraser 
71 Roywood Dr. 
Don Mills, Ont., 
Canada M3A 2C9 
DANCE REGISTRATION $23.00 Couple; $11.50 Single 
Complete accommodation & meal package at 
McMaster University Campus. 3 Nights & 8 Meals 
$199.00 Couple or 599.50 Single 




WAITE'S SOUAREDANCE & 
WESTERN WEAR 
7925 Highway 90 West 




Apparel & Accessories 
6810 S. Central 
Phoenix AZ 85040 
602.268-6213 
CALIFORNIA 
ROMIE'S S/D & WESTERN WEAR 
3827 El Cajon Blvd. 
San Diego CA 92105 
1714) 2802150 
FLORIDA 
QUALITY WESTERN SHOP 
1894 Drew St., Clearwater FL 33515 
813-446-8791 
"Florida's Oldest 8 Best" 
Just 2 Miles West of ELS 19 
ELAINE'S KOLLECTION OF S/D 
ATTIRE. 2030 North 12 Ave 
Pensacola FL 32503 
904.433-4052 
New Catalog Sl. Refundable on order 
THE SQUARE FAIR SHOP 
7408 Atlantic Blvd. 904-725-2511 
Jacksonville FL 32211 
Sq. Dancers Serving Sq. Dancers 
ILLINOIS 
KATHLEEN'S SID SHOP 
508 W. Chestnut St. 
Chatham IL 62629 
3 Ways — Stop In. Write or Call 
217483-2627 
INDIANA 
B-BAR-B SID APPAREL 
6313-15 Rockville Rd. 1465 Exil 13B 
Indianapolis IN 46224 
See our own dress designs 
Sizes 3 - 24 Vr 
KANSAS 
THE SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE 
2527 West Pawnee (316.943-8594) 
Wichita KS 67213 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
DOROTHY'S S/D SHOP, INC 
3502'h Strong 
Kansas City KS 66106 
1.913-262-4240 
Master Charge/Visa — Catalog 35. 
MAINE 
WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP INC 
Rt. 115 Yarmouth Rd. 
Gray ME 04039 
Free Catalog Available 
MARYLAND 
DIXIE DAISY 
1355 Odenton Rd 




Detroit MI 48209 
Prettier, perkier petticoats 
pasta lelles 
THE ALLEMANDE SHOP 
1574 Hasten Rd 
Hasiett MI 48840 
The Place Designed 
With People in Mind 
MINNESOTA 
PALOMINO SID SERVICE 
7738 Morgan Ave.. So.  
Minneapolis MN 55423 
Send for catalogue — 81 00 
Member of NASRDS 
NEW MEXICO 
LEE'S CALICO COUNTRY 
1704 Moon N E 1505-294.2834) 
Albuquerque NM 87112 
Brochure SI 00 ($2 Foreign) 
Credited on First Order 
NEW JERSEY 
THE CORRAL. John Pedersen, Jr 
41 Cooper Ave Ph 201 229 2363 
West Long Branch NJ 07764 
S/D Apparel, Accessories, Patterns 
Member NASRDS, Visa 8 M/C 
NEW YORK 
WHEEL N DEAL SID SHOP 
RFD 4 Post Rd.  
Canton NY 13617 
Phone Orders 315 386-2457 
IRONDA SID SHOPPE 
759 Washington Ave (266-5720) 
Irondequort, Rochester NY 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
DO PASO 
203 Vermont St.  
Buffalo NY 14213 
Phone Orders 1-716 885 9473 
Catalog Available 
SKY RANCH SADDLERY 
109.111 S Main St (315-668.2644) 
Central Square NY 13036 
Western Store 8 Gift Center 
S/D Headquarters 
ROCHESTER SHOE STORE 
K Mart Plaza 
Mattydale NY 13211 
Discount Prices 
Send for tree catalog 
OHIO 
M 8 H WESTERN FASHIONS 
13002 Lorain Ave 1216.671-5165) 
Cleveland OH 44111 
Dancer's Shopping Delight 
DART WESTERN 
419 So. Arlington St.  
Akron OH 44306 1216.724.5441) 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
SQUARE TOGS 
11757 US 42 
Sharonville OH 45241 
Records Available Too ,  
OKLAHOMA 
COUNTRY SQUARE 
1705 N. Sheridan 
Lawton OK 73501 
Apparel 8 Accessories for 
the Square and Round Dancer 
PENNSYLVANIA 
TINGUE'S SQUARE WEAR 
1987 Yale Ave. 717.323.2543 
Williamsport PA 17701 
Only complete supplier in Central Pa. 
Mail orders prepaid E of Miss. River 
FORD'S FLUTTERWHEEI FASHIONS 
1630 Lilac Dr. (412-528-20581 
W. Middlesex PA 16159 
Located at 1-80 86 Pa. Rt. 18 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
MARTY'S SID FASHIONS 
404 Cherokee Dr. 803-268-0240 
Greenville SC 29615 
S/D Clothing for Men 8 Women 
TENNESSEE 
NICK'S WESTERN SHOP 
245 E. Market & Cherokee 
Kingsport TN 37660 
Phone Orders' 1-615-245-6221 
TEXAS 
FAWCETT'S SID SHOP 
412 W. Sam Houston 
Pharr TX 78577 (512-787-1116) 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
Largest S/D Shop in South Texas 
THE CATCHALL 
1813 Ninth 
Wichita Falls TX 76301 
Square 8 Round Dance Regalia 
Catchall Cust Originals by Chris 
C BAR S S/D Apparel & Records 
5632 East Mockingbird Lane 
Dallas TX 75206 
Send for Free Catalog' 
MARJAC OF DALLAS 
522 S. Montreal, Dallas TX 75208 
Nylon Organdy Petticoats— Best 
Quality: Discount on Group Order 
Wholesale Accts. Also Welcome 
ONELL'S APPARAL 1806-799.1642) 
4818 Louisville Ave. 
Lubbock TX 79413 
Square 8 Round Dance Supplies 








L8-11 U-HUH/AWRIGHT. Clogging/Hoedown 
L8-6 TIL THE END OF THE WORLD 
Flip/Inst by Marvin Boatwright 
L8-9 ON THE ROAD AGAIN. Johnnie Beaird 
RECENT RELEASES: 
LE-1 I'M A LITTLE MAN, Al (Tex) Brownlee 
L8-2 STUART'S DOLLY/CLOG. clog. inst. 
L8-5 BLANKET ON THE GROUND, J. Beaird 
L8-10 DANCIN DOLLY/H.O.T. HIGHROAD. inst. 
TEACH AND DANCE CASSETTE TAPES 
WALK 1T—TALK IT—DANCE IT 
Each cassette contains all the instructions 
necessary for beginners to learn & dance a 
selected singing call. An excellent way to in-
troduce square dancing to friends. Write for price 
& selection. 




PO Box 401695 
garland TX 75040 
214-272-2339 
(MOONBEAM)— Tested and proven In be one of the best TRUE Column Speakers on the market today announces the addition of Iwo 
new speakers JNB-2RB and JNB-3S0S 
JNB-211B: PROFESSIONAL USER COST $148 00 Plus Shipping and Tax (where applicable) 
SPECS 18'h Pl 7"w x 6 d 8 pounds 50 WATTS RMS. 20 Ounces Magnet Weight. Imp 16 Ohms. Frequency Range 
40 15000HZ Two (21 Speakers. Special Design High Effiency Heavy Duly Professional Quality Extended Range Units (Not 6x9 
Auto Speakers) JNB-2RB will meet and exceed the reproductive qualities of competitively priced speakers WITH HI FI STERO 
QUALITY SOUND Try 30 Squares 
JNB-3505: PROFESSIONAL USER COST 348 88 Plus Shipping and Tax (where applicable) TWO SPEAKERS DESIGNED TO 
STACK FOR COLUMN USE OR SPREAD FOR TWO SPEAKER USE OR USE ONLY ONE FOR 30-PLUS SQUARES 
SPECS 36- 'h x 7- w x 	18 pounds 120 WATTS RMS. MAGNET WEIGHT 56 OUNCES (STACKED) 
18'h x 7-- 2 x 6 d. 9 pounds 60 WATTS RMS. MAGNET WEIGHT 28 OUNCES ISinglel 
Frequency Range 40- 18000HZ Impedence 8 Ohms (Slacked) and 16 Ohms 'Single) 
Each Cabinet contains TWO 121 SPECIAL DESIGN HIGH EFFICIENCY HEAVY DUTY EXTENDED RANGE PROFESSIONAL 
QUALITY UNITS I Not 6x9 Auto Speakers) 
Eliminate Listener Fatigue with JNB SOUND REPRODUCERS— Dancers do know the difference' 
All JNB SOUND REPRODUCERS are compatible with all amplifiers and will extend the range of your amplifier by making it possible 
to add speakers without overload 
JNB-1 (MOONBEAM): PROFESSIONAL USER COST $258 88 Plus Shipping 8 Tax (where applicable) 
SPECS 100 WATTS RMS 15 5 pounds. 28''h x 	6' - d Magnet Weight 46 5 ounces. Frequency Range 40- 15000HZ Impe- 
dance t2 Ohms 8 40 Ohms (Matching Switch provided for Impedance Selection). 8 Ohms Speaker Outlet allows use of 5 
JNB- I's hooked parallel when at the 40 Ohm position. Five 151 Speakers. Special Design High Ettrency Heavy Duty Profes-
sional Quality Extended Range Units (Not 6x9 Auto Speakers) JNB-1 was tested on 2/23/81 at one of the world's leading 
Sound 8 Hearing Research Centers Results were Sound dispersion 120 Degree Horizontal 8 30 Degree Vertical Usable 
Sound. Audio Oscillator Sweep (Multiple Tests) Revealed smooth flat sound from 40HZ to 7000HZ with a slight. gentle 
even slope to 15000HZ (virtually eliminating the need for equalization JNB- t was tested bare (no electrical damping) and 
conclusions were Excellent. Smooth Flat Sound to 15000H2 with Multiple Unit Use Providing an Honest 40HZ Bass Test 
F.1.14.1.. ilei i,irpd the JNB 1 II' 1,1,1 true tolunin ,,oeadei te,led In dale 
CABINETS: JNB1 JNB-2RB and JNB-3SOS are covered with attractive durable black Texileather 	They are portable with heavy duty 
carrying handles with feet opposite the handle as well as legit at the base for upright use JNBs are equipped to accept the standard 1 
speaker stand The speakers are protected first by a heavy duty black speaker cloth and then with a satin finish aluminum grill and 1', 
aluminum trip Back corners are protected with Stainless Chrome Corner Covers 
WARRANTY: TWO YEARS FROM DATE OF PURCHASE With the exceptions of acts of God obvious misuse or abuse detective units will be 
replaced with new units 
RETURN PRIVILEGE: THIRTY DAYS FOR PURCHASE PRICE REFUND 
CREDIT TERMS ARE AVAILABLE ON PURCHASES OVER $250 00 
SPEAKING OF SPEAKERS by J. Mooney and J. Ward...Cost $2.00 




ARMETA— Dept. B 
Original Fun Club Bsdgas 
PO Box 22221 
Milwaukee OR 97222 
Free List On Request 
CENTURY CLUB 
Merit Badge of Distinction. Join today. 
PO Box 57 
Westfield MA 01086 
Cost: S1.50 plus 30' postage 
JIM & BONNIE'S 
4420 Tennyson 
Denver CO 80212 
303.477.1594 
Activity & Club Badges 
MARMAC SPECIALTIES 
6713 Kennedy Lane (703-241-0870) 
Falls Church VA 22042 
Free Fun Badge Catalogue 
PAULY'S (715.845.3979) 
PO Box 72 
Wausau WI 54401 
Engraved and Jeweled Badges 
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO. 614-471.3735 
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps from our 
Design or Yours— Harold & Roberta Mercer 
2585 Mock Rd.. Columbus OH 43219 
GRAND SQUARE ENTERPRISES 
1827 Sentinel Point Rd. 
Sebring FL 33870 
Chuck Leamon, Caller & Owner 
Send for tree flyer. 
KA-MO ENGRAVERS 
PO Box 3447 
Albuquerque NM 87110 
3D Club & Fun Badges 
Free Catalogue 
Send for Catalog 
LINCOLN SIGN AND PLAQUE CO. 
10 Woodlawn Dr. 
No. Warren PA 16365 
Badges. License plates, Belt Buckles 
AIR TRONICS (612-522.6222) 
1716 Victory Memorial Drive 
Minneapolis MN 55412 
Send SASE for Fun Badge List 
Club Badges — Mini Badges 
ARIZONA 
MAIL ORDER— MASTER RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 7176 
Phoenix AZ 85014 (602-279-5521) 
Square, round. ballroom, pop labels 
Specializing in mail .4 phone orders 
FLORIDA 
ROCKIN' RHYTHMS 
Re Box 528 




PO Box 41042 
Chicago IL 60641 
Square. Round, Folk 8 Contra Records 
Record Dealers 
INDIANA 
B-BAR-B RECORD SERVICE (317.241.0008) 
6313-15 Rockville Rd. (1-465. Exit 135) 
Indianapolis IN 46224 
Mail Orders Invited & Guaranteed 
Records shipped same day 
MICHIGAN 
THE ALLEMANDE SHOP 
1574 Hasletl Rd. 
Haslett MI 48840 
The Place Designed with People in Mind 
MINNESOTA 
RECORDS 
1724 Hawthorne Ave E. 
St. Paul MN 55106 
612.774-5732 
FAIR 'N SQUARE RECORD SHOP 
Division of Palomino 5/13 Service 
7738 Morgan Ave. South (612-869.9501) 
Minneapolis MN 55423 
NORTH CAROLINA 
RAYBUCK'S Record Service Callers Supply 
Route 1, Box 212 
Advance NC 27006 
Ballroom. Some Pop Labels 
A / Spec Orders Cabehos, Petticoats 
OHIO 
F & S WESTERN SHOP 
1553 Western Ave. 
Toledo OH 43609 
TEXAS 
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
Box 17688 - 1835 S. Buckner 
Dallas TX 75217 (214-398-7508) 
VIRGINIA 
BIG "0" RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 786 
Springfield VA 22150 (703.971.2586) 
WASHINGTON 
DECKER RECORDS 
504 N. Sargent 
Spokane WA 99206 
509-924.9161 
Fast Mail Order Service 
Special 
SID TOURNAMENT OF ROSES PARADE FLOAT 
Publicizes square dance year round. Be a part of 
this art. Send $1.00 and receive a Rose for your 
badge. SQUARE DANCERS OF AMERICA. Box 2, 
Altadena CA 91001 
FUNDAMENTALS OF SQUARE DANCING 
Instructional Albums, Calling by Bob Ruff 
Levels 1.2.3. $8.95 ea; Add S1 per record for mailing 
Free Catalog, Write to Bob Ruff. 
8459 Edmaru Ave., Whittier CA 90605 
THE SQUARE DANCE POSITION GAME 
$8.95 (plus $1. postage & Handling) 
for Callers, Teachers, All Level Dancers 
Mass Residents add 404 Sales Tax 
Order from: Russell I. Hoekstra 
67 Forest Olen, Rm. 321, Longmeadow MA 01106 
16th ANNUAL ALASKA STATE StliR/D FESTIVAL 
AT Anchorage. July 1-4.1982. Squares by Jerry Schat. 
zer. Rounds by Wayne & Norma Wylie. For more 
information, contact: Norman & Jean Farmer, 6808 
Mink Ave., Achorage AK 99504. Ph. 907-333-4682. 
THE THRILLING 23rd TAR HEEL SQUARE UP, March 
26 8 27, 1982; M.C. Benton Jr. Convention & Civic 
Center. Bob Fisk, Bill Peters. Art Springer, Carmen & 
Mildred Smarrelli. Write Ken Springs, 2600 Starnes 








There is available to you a wealth of material in our 
most usable "Square Dance Callers Reference 
Notes." Easy material, new material, old material, 
all written by and four our members. $1 Million 
Liability Insurance! For a tree mailing, send postcard: 
S/D CALLERS ASSN. OF SO. CALIFORNIA 
3328 Lire Oak, Huntington Park CA 90225 
TEN GREAT WEEKS OF DANCING: Spring Fling.Swap 
Shop, Rebel Roundup, Accent on Rounds with 
Squares, Fun Fest and Fall Jubilee. For details write 
Ten Brownlee, Fontana Village resort, Fontana Dam 
NC 28733. 
ROYAL HOLIDAY Square/Round Dance Weekends-
Spring and Fall: National Callers at Interlaken Resort 
Village. Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. Write Bill & Jacque 
Blevins, 1257 Franklin Lane. Buffalo Grove IL 60090. 
SUPPLEMENTAL NOTES 
Trent Keith, 3510 Denver St. 
Memphis TN 38127 
12 issues yearly, S11.00- Free sample 
NEWS 'N NOTES 
Al Deuce Earl Ed 
PO Box 2223 
Vernon CT 08066 
SCVSD CALLERS NOTES 
Bill Davis 
1359 Belleville 
Sunnyvale CA 94087 
MAINSTREAM FLOW FOR CLUB CALLERS: 
Gene Trimmer, Rt. 1, 9 La Pesca 
Mercedes TX 78570 
For the Club Caller & Teacher 
Send 154 stamp for sample copy 
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES 
Warren Berquam 
3775 County Rd. 92 N. 
Maple Plain MN 55359 
TORONTO & DIST. SID ASSOCIATION 
Dept. SDM 1 
30 Kingswell Crescent 
Scarborough Ont. Can. M1L 3E1 
Books 
TDS BOOKS: Our square dance books illustrate every 
call and every part of every call- the only books that 
do this. Ed Foote, a nationally known and respected 
caller edits our books for accuracy and up-to-date call 
variations. All of our square dance books present the 
Callertab lists of calls. 
SID FOR LEARNERS, 96.50 (B, MS) 
MAINSTREAM PLUS, 96.50 ( + 1, + 2, OS) 
ADVANCED & CHALLENGE, $8.50 (Al,. A.2, C•1) 
EXTENDED CHALLENGE, $7.50 (02, C-3 concepts) 
RID CUE SHEET SERVICE- Send for brochure. 
Send check or money order to; Technical Documenta-
non Services, 56 S. Patterson #108, Santa Barbara CA 
93111. 
SIGHT CALLING SIMPLIFIED- An easy and simple 
system for new sight callers. Based on the premise 
that anyone can sight call. Price $6.50. Order from 
Whitey Aemot, 918 3rd Ave.. SE, Waseca MN 56093. 
DANCE•A•ROUND AND HAVE FUN- $3.10 by mail. 
Abbreviations, Positions, Symbols & Terms written in 
easy-to-understand words. Order from Betty & Clancy 
Mueller, 112 Hollybrook Dr., New Whiteland IN 46184. 
DIRECTORY OF SINGLES SQUARE DANCE CLUBS: 
Compiled especially for single dancers by Single 
Square Dancers USA, INC The Directory lists singles 
clubs throughout the USA, their places of dance. the 
day of the week and a telephone contact number.  
Price: S3.50. Quantity discount to clubs and associa-
tions. Send order to Yellowrock Directory, Go Jane L. 
Youngkin, PO Box 1033, Bethlehem PA 18016. 
AFTER PARTY FUN: 93.50 plus 50e milling. Contains 
two books combined into one, with new material that 
will put life into your club or festival. Edited by the 
man who originated after party fun at dances and 
festivals. Order from Ray Smith, Helen Moore Rd., Rt. 
1 Box 372, San Benito TX 78586. 
SQUARE DANCERS ENCYCLOPEDIA: $8.00; 3500 
movements listed. Terms, etc. plus supplements. 
MINI-BOOK, $4.50, Basics thru C-3, 5"x8". 
ADVANCED DIAGRAMS, $6.50. Plus 1 thru 
EXTENDED DIAGRAMS, $5.50, C-3. 
DIAGRAMMED GUIDE, $4.50. Basics thru Plus 2 and 
top movements of 77-78-79-80. Order from Jean 
Burleson, 2565 Fox Ave., Minerva OH 44657. 
STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS (78 exer-
cises) 65.50 ppd. 10-week dancer-proven course, 
dance positions, RID terminology, mixers, basic styl-
ing hints and helps on teaching. Order from Frank 
Lehnert, 2644 S. 109th St., Toledo OH 43611. 
YOU CAN SIGHT CALL- A Collection of Hints on 
Sight Calling gathered through the years by Harold 
Bausch. An easy approach to learning sight calling. 
$5.50 ppd.; Overseas, add 51. more. Harold Bausch, 
2120 Jaynes, Fremont NE 68025. 
SEW WITH DISTINCTION: "Promenade" Guide to Bet-
ter Sewing; published by Toledo Area SID Callers 
Association. Cost: $2.00 plus 254 handling. Order from 
Clarence & Ruth Reneger, 136 N. McCord Rd., Toledo 
OH 43615. 
THE TWO POCKET DICTIONARIES OF SQUARE 
DANCE CALLS- Book 1. Mainstream and Plus 1 & 2, 
book II. A-1 and A-2 Plus 1 & 2. To order, Send $3.00 to 
Pocket Dictionary, PO Box 2223. Vernon CT 06066. 
Speci/y which book you are ordering. 
CLOGGERS DO IT WITH ENTHUSIASM! Bumper 
sticker, $1.00 ppd. from Rockin' Rhythms, RI. 1 Box 
528, Casa Vista Dr., Palm Harbor FL 33583. 
ED FOOTE TAPES. Mainstream 8 Plus Dancing; 
Advanced 8 Challenge Teach. Workshop. 8 Dancing. 
Excellent sound. Teach 8 Workshop tapes rated beat 
In country. Write for literature: D. M. Garlock, 2107 






Among the world's friendliest S/0 Clubs 
- 7.1 1. • 
—  
CONTACT GAIL SWINDLE 
PO Box 2516, Smyrna GA 30081 
Phone 494-436-3664 
S/D Products 
SQUARE DANCE SEALS (Since 19651 Five color, eye-
catching Seals on your correspondence are an "invita. 
lion to square dancing." Order from Bill Crawford, Box 
18442, Memphis TN 38118 Samples on Request. One 
sheet (50 sells), 505 + 254 pstg. & hndlg.; 3 sheets, 
$1. + 25t p&h; 10 sheets, 83. + 50c p&h: 20 sheets. 
$5. + 50c p8h. Write for prompt details and samples 
YAK STACK—Sound Columns for Callers 
Write PO Box 184. Wenham MA 01984 
Call: 617.468-7338 
YAKETS (Plastic Record Covers) 
Per 100, Includes shipping, $7.50 
CALIFONE Turntable Amplifiers, Speakers, 
Microphones, Records and Record Preview Tape Ser. 
vice. Bob Mason, Box 205A, Almond NY 14804: Phone 
607.276.2442. 
GREETING CARDS FOR 7 DANCERS 
GET WELL — BIRTHDAY — MIXED 
$2.50/Box of 12, plus 4% Tax in Indiana 
Order from CadoBrand, 3002 Schaper Dr. 
Ft. Wayne IN 46806 
SNAP FASTENERS— Create unique western wear 
with our wide selection of pearl and metal snap 
fasteners. Duality sewing supplies. Send for Free 
Catalog. The Campau Company. BVox 20632AD 
Dallas TX 75220. 
EMBLEMS CUSTOM EMBROIDERED, Minimum 10 
Thread-Letter Emrboidery Corp CB. 1929 E 52nd St 




Weekends & Festivals 
SISSY PANTS—S6.75 ea., N20 Nylon, S.M.L, Mid. 
thigh $7.75 ea., N-24 Nylon, N21 Poly-cotton, S.M•L. 
Kyles Engraving & Square Dance Fashions, 2021 Burk 
Drive, Kingsport, TN 37660 Add $1 00 handling. 
Tennessee Residents add 6% tax. 
j r; Dick Tlaum.0 
Mattelaestet, CGaW. 
U L.driJin Street 
06040 
Square Dance Address Labels, 500 for $3.00; Square 
Dance Napkins. Beverage or Luncheon $1.201pkg.: 
Coasters, 65t/pkg.: Place Mats. S1.00/pkg.: SID Sta-
tionery, BSc/pkg.: S/D Greeting Card Asst., 10 for $1.95; 
Dancing Couple Key Tag. 65e ea; Leather boot Key 
Case. 755 ea: Name Tags w/Dancing Couple, 12 for 
704, Colorful Dancing Couple Decal. 555 ea: Crossed 
Squares Decal, black or white, 455 ea. Please enclose 
51.00 for Postage & Handling with each order. Send 
for FREE Brochure and Samples. Dealer Inquiries In. 
sited. SQUARE SPECIALTIES, PO BOX 1065, Man. 
chaster CT 06040. 
NEW CATALOGUE AVAILABLE— $1.00. Here's where 
you'll find what you're looking for! Complete square 
dance service. PALOMINO SID SERVICE, 7738 Morgan 
Ave.S.. Minneapolis MN 55423. 
Distributors 
TWELGRENN ENTERPRISES 
PO Box 216 
Bath OH 44210 
Member NASRDS 
Come Dance With Us! 
Saturday, February 20 
Harry McColgan 
Tuesday, February 23 
Webb Mills 
Saturday, March 6 
Don Williamson 
Sunday, March 7, Anniversary Dance 
Don Williamson 
Tuesday. March 9 
Randy Dougherty 
WAGON WHEELERS HALL 
Floating Maple Floor 
Capacity: 30 Squares 
Summit Street Hill 
Jackson, Ohio 
DATE-LINE e - big mac 
RECORDS 
PRESENTS 
M Color Sleeve I S 




RUFFLED FORMAL SHIRT 
For Square Dancing Elegance 
PERMANENT PRESS 
$2498 
Colors: 04 Lilac, 13 Maize, 23 Mint, 38 Blue. 






P.O. BOX 26 
AVON LAKE, OH. 44012 
Please add $2.00 shipping charge per shirt. 
Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. Ohio residents add 5% sales t 
Neck Sixes 
L XL Name  
Street 
Minnesota— Rochester Holiday. Feb 19-21 Holiday Inn. 
Rochester Jack Igel 8 Jerry Murray Bob 8 Dee Voshell Write 
1817 16th St NW Rochester MN 55901 
Louisiana— 3rd Mardi Gras Festival SeeSaws al Lafayette. 
Thonias Park lafayette. Feb 19-20. Jerry Haag. Dave 8 Nita 
Smith Write Meryle 8 Bonnie Guildry PO Box 53764 OCS. 
Lafayette I A 70505 
South WORM— 26th Annual Carolina Capers Festival. National 
Guard Armory. Columbia. February 26-27. Chuck Myers. Tony Ox , 
endure Charlie 8 Madeline Lovelace Write Julian 8 Jean Howell 
32t6 Blossom Street Columbia SC 29205 
01110— Western Whirlers Winter Whirl. Kent State University 
Ballroom. Kent. March 7 Tony Oxendine Randy Dougherty 
George Eberhart Lou Lucius (Price includes hot bullet I Write 
Ralph Hagmann 3349 Hudson Dr Cuyahoga Falls OH 44221 
Minnesota— Rochester Holiday. Holiday Inn Rochester. March 
12-14 Jerry Murray Jack 01. Bob 8 Syvilla Hewitt Write 1817 
161h SI NW Rochester MN 559131 
Virginia— Roanoke Valley Special. William Fleming H S 
Roanoke. March 13. Don Williamson Call Margaret 8 Jack Price 
703- 7 74 -896 7. 
Alabama— 29th Azalea Trail Festival. Municipal Auditorium 
Mobile. March 12-13. Gary ShOemake Tony Okendine Elmer 
Sheffield. Hap 8 A J Wolcott. Jim 8 Dottie McCord. Bdi Damson 
Write Verson 8 Eunice Folmar 19 Rossmere Dr Mobile Al 36609 
Big Mac 039 KEEP YOUR FEET ASMOKIN' 
by Mac McCullar. San Luis Obispo. Cal. 
qf CFNl H111ASP, 
RM038 DREAM ON— Jay Henderson 
BM037 TEXAS COWBOY NIGHT— Ron Mineau 
EIM1136 DON'T THINK LOVE OUGHT TO BE THAT WAY. Will Eads 
BM035 PRISONER OF HOPE. Jeanne Briscoe 
8M034 RAINBOW STEW. Ron 
EIN1033 DIXIE ON MY MIND Jay Henderson 
BM030 GRAND OLD FLAG. Mac McCullar 
0M024 MR SANDMAN— Jay 
BM021 WAIT FOR ME— Jay 
BM019 YOU VE GOTTA BE THE GREATEST— Jeanne 
SC643 ANGELINE— Ron 
SC639 DO YOU EVER THINK OF ME— Wes Wessinger 
SC631 SWEET SUE— Clyde ()mere 
SC621 ANNIVERSARY SONG— Bill Donahue 
Box 1448, San Luis Obispo CA 93406 
Tel: 805-543-2827 
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EXPERIMENTAL BASIC 
FA E 0 
ASO PULSE POLL 
EXPERIMENTALS 
CAUTION Not recom 
mended for dancers 
prior to Plus level 
activity. 
(DASD— Not a Callerlab level 
• 
1 .   
• 	 • • • •••••••••••:44:4:: 
Z-coordinate 




See list of Callerieb 
programs, July 1981 
Issue (centerfold). 
PLUS ONE 
Anything and roll 




Extend the tag 
Flip the diamond 
Load the boat 
Peel the top 
Single circle to a wave 
Spin chain the gears 
Teacup chain 
Track two 
Trade the wave 
Triple scoot 
Triple trade 
Turn and left thru 
PLUS TWO 
All eight spin the top 
Crobafire 
Dixie grand 
Explode the wave 
Follow your neighbor 
Grand swing thru 
Relay the deucey 
Remake the ttiar 
V. tag the line 
CALLERLAB APPROVED EXPERIMENTALS 
Dixie derby 
Linear cycle 
Ping gong circulate 
Release recycle 
Star the route 
Chain down the line 
Hinge and flutter 









Three Tier with Over Ruffle 
Waist Sizes 24-25-26-28-30-32 
All Patterns Hand Cut 
On Tissue Paper 
Send for 36-page Catalog 
Patterns and Catalog 	 40440 27th Street W. 
$1.50 Each Plus 50cc Postage 
	
Palmdale, CA 93550 
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Round Dance 
SQUARE DANCERS' ROUNDS 
	
CLASSICS (As Voted by Roundalab) 
1.  Piano Roll Waltz EASY 
2.  Elvira 1 Dancing Shadows 
3.  Good Old Girls 2. Tips of my Fingers 
I. Could I Have this Dance 3. Mexicali Rose 
5. Calahan 4. Walk Right Back 
6. Diamond in the Rough 5. Tango Marmite 
7. Suzette 6. Frenchy Brown 
8. Maple Leaf rag 7. Street Fair 
9. Debutante 8. Hot Lips 
10 You're the Cream in My Coffee 9. Take One Step 
10. Sleepy Time Gal 
ROUND DANCERS' ROUNDS TOP ROUNDS 
INTERMEDIATE 
1. Birth of the Biues 	11 
2. Answer Me 	 12 
3. Folsom Prison Blues 13 
4. Feelin' 	 14 
5. My Love 15 
6. Continental Goodnight 
7. Dream Awhile 
8. Green Door 
9 Roses for Elizabeth 
10. Spaghetti Rag 
Hold Me 
Moon Over Naples 
Neapolitan Waltz 




Begin the Beguine 
Write Myself A Letter 
(Courtesy Carousel Clubs) 
ADVANCED HIGH INTERMEDIATE 
3 Whispering 1 Pepilo (Rother) 1 	Lazy Sugarfoot (Procter) 
4 Lazy Sugarloot 2 Smoke Gels In Your Eyes (Landoll) 2. Sealed With A Kiss (Kannapel) 
5. Til Tomorrow 3 Fortuosity (Rother) 3. West Of The Moon (Palmquist) 
6. Corredo 4. I Love You Rumba (Palmquist) 4 Begin The Beguine (Wolcott) 
7 Hallelujah 5. Roadhouse Blues lEasterday) 5. Jealous (Barton) 
8 Every Day of My Life 6. Kiss Me Honey Cha (Rother) 6. Whispering (Roberts) 
9. Foxy Lady 7 Aphrodisia IWardi 7 Happy Medley (Sheridan) 
10 Memories 8. Dream Lover (Palmquist) 8. Every Day Of My Life (Lawson) 
KA LOX- Edca-Longhorn 
NEW SQUARES ON KALOX. 
K-1266 THE STORY OF YOUR LIFE IS IN YOUR FACE 
Flip/Inst. by John Saunders 
K-1265 FOOTBALL HERO QUADRILLE, Flip/Inst. by C.O. Guest 
K-1264 SQUARE C ROMP/WHUP WHUP 
K-1263 JOHN'S PATTER, Flip by John Saunders 
NEW SQUARES ON LONGHORN 
LH-1035 LOVE POTION NO. 9. Flip/Inst. by Josh Frank 
LH-1034 IF YOU KNEW SUSIE. Flip/Inst. by Guy Poland 
NEW ROUNDS ON BELCO 
B302 PRIMROSE LANE/TINY BUBBLES 
B301 I'M A BELIEVER/DON'T BE CRUEL 
John Saunders 
NEW SQUARES ON CROW RECORDS 
C-002 OKLAHOMA HILLS. Flipinst. by Bill Crowson 
C-001 CALENDAR GIRL, Flip/Inst. by Bill Crowson 
KALOX RECORD CO. 
2832 Live Oak Dr., Mesquite TX 751149 
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Ilk CALLER NOTE SERVICES 
In National Callers Report, Kenn Reid and Don 
Pfister extol the virtues of teaching square danc-
ing to students in schools. They recommend you 
try it if you never have. "Although youngsters 
have an exuberance that can be disconcerting at 
times. they also have an appreciation of things 
they enjoy which is very rewarding. It is. of 
course. up to you to ensure they do enjoy what 
you are presenting." Kip Garvey presents z-co-
ordinate. 
SODS declares. we see no stigma that should 
be attached to any group that desires to dance at 
any level. The only thing that can deter and 
separate us as square dancers is if we feel we are 
'right' and they are 'wrong.' no matter where we 
may desire to remain. This is a challenge to us as 
callers. to use our talents and desires to present a 
'quality' program at whatever level we call without 
attempting to 'rate' it against another other group 
of dancers and/or callers. Each of us should at-
tempt to give our dancers the best program possi-
ble under any set of given circumstances without 
critiquing others. 
Ideas explored are star thru the clover. chase 
the windmill, zing a ling. linear Ferris wheel andhp 
flop. 
From So. Cal. Callers Note Service come some 
questions to consider: Why do we unnecessarily 
inflict pubishment on ourselves by droning on 
through endless. and often meaningless. for-
malities (at callers' meetings) when we could be 
spending the time more profitably in professional 
development and good fellowship? If a committee 
obviously has nothing to report. don't ask for a 
report. Unfortunately. some committee people 
lake a long time to tell you they have nothing to 
say. Don't give a caller a microphone it you don't 
want him to use it. Do you have a program as part 
of your meeting? Are newer members and callers 
encouraged to speak up and participate. or is the 
meeting dominated by the "old pros"? 
The December ROM is "Piano Roll Waltz. 
Bob Casio has a cute sequence for lines of 
three: 
Head ladies chain three-quarters 
Side gents courtesy turn em 
Roll away halt sashay. forward six 
And back with you, lonesome boys do-sa-do 
Lonesome boys pass thru. turn right 
Walk behind three people. hook on ends 
Lines of tour pass thru. wheel and deal 
Lead couple U-turn back. do-sa-do 
Then swing thru. boys run. right and left thru 
Half square thru. U-turn back 
Right and left grand 
Art Springer in News 'N Notes from Connecticut 
discusses leadership: "You have set a goal for 
yourself of being a professional square dance 
caller. so you must assume that you will welcome 
the job of leadership as well All dancers hold the 
expectation that callers will be leaders. Leader-
ship is a skill you can learn from others in the field 
by watching and listening. You don't have to be a 
born leader: leadership is a talent you can learn 
and develop as you gain experience and con-
fidence. 
"As a caller and leader. if you set your goals high. 
you will become involved in all phases of the 
square dance activity— both large and small func-
tions. You must always consider what is best tor 
the activity and for the majority of people atten-
ding the event. Some phases of leadership you 
might get involved in are: club caller...caller run 
club and/or dances...local, state and national of-
fices. 
The ROM for the Toronto and District S&R/D 
Association Notes is "Waltzing to Seattle... In a 
recent clinic presented by Howard Philps at the 
callers' meeting. he made some interesting com-
parisons of commonly used turntable amplifiers as 
follows: 
Philp-APG-400-400 w peak 
Hilton AC-300A-150 w peak 
Hilton AC-300_-150 w peak 
Hilton 75A-75 w peak 
Clinton "Boss"-240 w peak 
Swing and sway, double down and set your 
pace were workshopped. 
Jack Lasry reports inNotes for Callers that 95% 
of callers feel it would be a good idea for new 
graduates to dance MS for a year. then think 
about the plus program. While most feel it is a 
good idea. most feel that it is impossible. The 
reasons are quite obvious but that still leaves us 
with the problem. Most clubs and callers feel it is 
Continued on Page 80 
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The Micro-75A is truly handsome! Charcoal case with chrome trim, jet black chassis 
with sparkling white lettering, gleaming iridescent mylar control panel. 
Convenient to set up and operate — remove the lid and it's ready for use. Slanted front 
panel puts controls at the most comfortable angle for operation. 
ADDED FEATURES 
The Micro-75A will play your 78 RPM golden oldies! Separate tape jacks have been add-
ed to the front panel to permit stero taping, voice on one track and music on the other. 
HILTON SOUND QUALITY AND DEPENDABILITY 
Sound by Hilton is recognized everywhere as the finest in the square dance field. The 
Micro-75A sound system is backed by the Hilton guarantee of satisfaction or your 
money back, and by our two-year warranty against equipment failure. 
LIGHT WEIGHT AND COMPACT SIZE 
Carrying weight is only 13 pounds. Overall dimensions including spring feet and handle 
51/4 by 13 by 151/2 inches. 
For full information write or phone: 
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS 
1033-E Shary Circle • Concord CA 94518 • (415) 682-8390 
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August 8-12, 1982 
Square Dancing in Las Vegas 
The Callers are: 
	 Jerry Haag 
Ken Bower 
	 Lee Kopman 
Wade Driver Rounds by: 
Bob Fisk 
	
Harmon & Betty Jorritsma 
* Five nights and 6 days in fabulous Las 
Vegas. Nevada. 
* With deluxe accommodations at the new 
Tropicana and Marina Hotels. just across 
from each other on the exciting Strip 
* Pools and other special features of the 
hotels at your service. 
* There will be an American Breakfast. 
special food discounts. a champagne party 
and many other extras given to each couple 
* A Gala Festival Poolside Party to climax 
the week of dancing and excitement. 
* Dancing all five days and nights. Square 
dancing attire required at all dances. 
* Five of the country's top callers. plus a 
very special couple for Round Dancing. 
* The levels of dancing: 
Mainstream 2 
Advanced 1 & 2 
Challenge 1 & 2 
Higher levels on request 
Round Dancing 
Round Dance Workshop 





Charles H SLinin I vet 0, 
JACKPOT FESTIVAL '82 
924 Niblick Drive I.as Vegas Nevada 89108 
Yss. I want to be among the first to attend the JACKPOT FESTIVAL.82 August 8-12. at the Tropicana and Manna Hotels in Las Vegas. Nevada 
My deposit of $75 00 i per couplet is enclosed Please make check payable to JACKPOT FESTIVAL '82 Cancellation may be received up to 30 
days prior to arrival with lull refund of deposit Any cancellation received after the cut-oft period will forfeit the deposit 
My preference for dancing is Mainstream 	Advanced 	Challenge 






P.O. Box 7015 
Harlingen, Texas 78550 
512-428-5381 
`at LiLKC 0' 
4." 





SRR1009 YOUR MAN LOVES YOU HONEY Whitey Aamol 
SRR1010 FAIS DO DO Jerry Rash 
SRR1011 YOUR MEMORIES Sara Aamol 
SHR1012 MULE SKINNER BLUES Jerry Rash 
SRR1013 MORE THAN I CAN SAY Tom Mohney 
SRR1014 SUMMER SOUNDS. James Pettus 
SFIR1015 CROSS OVER THE BRIDGE Jerry Rash 
SRR1016 WONT YOU WEAR MY RING. Bob Poyner 
SRR1017 OLD FASHION FEW. Whitey Aamot 
SRR1018 ROLLING IN MY SWEET BABY S ARMS Jerry Ra, '. 
SR0001 GOODTIMES ROLL cued by Ed Carr. 
SRR0002 WALTZ ACROSS TEXAS cued t., 
31st NATIONAL, Continued 
there is no designated housing for sing-
les. It is important to register as a 
"single," wear the "singles" ribbon, and 
dance in the "singles" dance hall some 
time each day to be counted in the sta-
tistics. Arrangements made on behalf of 
single square dancers must be proven a 
necessary part of a national square 
dance convention. 
REGISTRATION UPDATE 
Most recent figures show a registra-
tion of 6,036. with only Idaho and 
Delaware as unrepresented states. 
PROGRAM BOOK 
The program book is a necessity when 
attending a national convention, with its 
listing of all callers and cuers, its hour-
by-hour schedule for dancing, its listing 
of education seminars. exhibitions, sew-
and-save demonstrations, fashion show, 
times. exhibitors' booths. The eye-
catching ads will give you places of in-
terest to visit. Order one now, with your 
registration number. If you are just 
registering. be sure to order your book at 
the same time: supplies will be based on  
the number of books pre-ordered. Write 
to PO Box 35285. Detroit MI 48235. 
THE CANADIAN SIDE OF THE BORDER 
The clubs on the Windsor side of the 
Detroit River are planning a Welcome to 
Canada Trail-In Dance on June 23 at the 
Athletic Complex of the Univ. of Wind-
sor. 25 couples are involved in planning 
and working with the Ontario govern-
ment to supply information packages. 
travel guides. souvenirs and fund raising 
dances to pay the expenses. 32 women 
under the direction of Lorna Layman 
have made two queen-sized quilts which 
will be raffled off to meet expenses. Fur-
ther information may be obtained from 
Phyllis Norris. 13 Poplar Drive. 
McGregor, Ontario NOR 1J0. 




ME-103 AFTER THE BALL— Rob iGreat Hoedownl 
ME-105 SLIPPING AWAY— Harold 
ME-107 LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN— Jerry 
ME•108 CAN T WAIT ANY LONGER— Harold 
ME•109 DON JUAN— Danny 
ME-110 WE BELIEVE IN HAPPY ENDINGS— Rob 
ME.112 THAT S ALRIGHT-- Rill 
ME-I13 LISTEN TO A COUNTRY SONG-- Aaron 
ME-114 Y ALL COME— Bill Went, 
ME-115 WANDERING EYES— Aaron Lowder 
ME-116 MELODY HOEDOWN/BLUE RIDGE MT CLOG 
MELODY RECORDS. INC.. Rt. 8. Boa 259AA. Lancaster SC 29720 
NOTE We are distribu-
ting our own records 
Dealers should contact 
us. Ph 803-285.0314 
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PO Box 880 
Lynn Haven FL 
32444 
Ph 904-265.2050 
RECENT BEST SELLERS 
RH104 BREEZIN' EASY. Patter 
RH103 PICKER PATTER, Patter 
96210 CHAIN GANG OF LOVE. Darryl 
RH304 SWEET FANTASY, Bill 
RH504 PRETTY WOMAN. Tony 
RH701 ANGELINE. Keith 
RH21 I MIRACLE EXPRESS. Darryl 
RH305 SHADOWS OF LOVE. Bill 
RH601 I FEEL SORRY Darryl & Tony 
RH602 SWEET DESIRE Darryl & Tony 
NEW RELEASFS 
RH212 HOSES IN THE SNOW. Darryl McMillan 
RH306 DON'T TOUCH THAT DIAL. Bill Terrell 
RH505 I'VE GOT THE MUSIC IN ME. Tony Oxendine 
RH603 OH BABY MINE. Darryl & Tony 
RH604 IT DON'T GET BETTER THAN THIS. Darryl & Tony 




LS-101 ARE THERE ANY COWBOYS—Lee Swain 
LS-102 TWO DOORS DOWN—Lee Swain 
LS-201 I AM A DREAMER—Mel Roberts 






FLIP SIDES, SQUARE, Continued 
figures: it is only on the tag lines. Gary and Karen 
alternate with the figure on the called side and 
sing together on the tag lines. FIGURE. Heads Huller 
wheel, sweep a quarter. double pass thru. track two. swing thru. 
boys run, wheel and deal. eight chain lour. swing. promenade. 
I'LL FLY AWAY— Thunderbird 221 
Caller: Bob Bennett 
The instrumental is holding to the Thunderbird 
tradition of good sound and danceable beat. Bob's 
figure was interesting but had a slight timing pro-
blem. We've said it before: there are just too many 
good songs to make square dance singing calls 
from, so why use religious or spiritual songs? 
FIGURE. Four ladies chain, heads square Ihru spin chain thru. 
girls circulate once and a hall boys circulate once and a hall. girls 
turn back. promenade 
FALLING AGAIN— Bee Sharp 116 
Caller; Perry Bergh 	 Key: E 
The instrumental on this release is very well done 
with a nice smooth beat. Perry's figure was a 
standard star figure and danced well. It did seem 
as though he were rushed at the beginning of 
each figure. without an easy transistion from one 
figure to the next. FIGURE Heads square thru. right hand 
star tell hand star. right and tell thru. swing Ihru swing thru. 
swing promenade 
PATTER RECORDS 
MELODY HOEDOWN/BLUE RIDGE MT. MEMO-
RIES— Melody 116; Melody Hoedown (tradi- 
tional): lead guitar. banjo. drums, steel, bass, 
piano: Blue Ridge Mt. Memories (clog): steel, 
banjo. bass. fiddle. 
GLOGGING LEATHER BRITCHES/RAGTIME ANNIE 
Blue Star 2152: Clogging Leather Britches (Key 
0): fiddle, banjo. bass. rhythm guitar: Ragtime 
Annie (Key GI: fiddle. banjo. bass. 
UNDERLINING, Continued 
a must that the new dancer push on to make it into 
the club with no regard for their skills, fun or 
frustration. A group of callers in N.C. call only 
MS. then more into the plus 1 and later in the 
evening into Plus 2 basics. Worth a try? 
Jack also explores down the line flutterwheel/ 
reverse flutter, 
Mainstream Flow's Gene Trimmer says that One 
night stands are the most important dances we 
call. This may be the only time you will get the 
chance to expose many people to the activity and 
it is important that the exposure generates fond 
memories. If. for instance, the participants feel 
they enjoyed it enough to want more of the same 
then you have done your job well. A few will enter 
into modern western square dancing but more im-
portant is the favorable talk from the others which 
will help the modern square dance image. Gene 
also "revisits" some old time calls: pick up two, 
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Raisin Cain in Texas 
Without Love 
Little Bundle of Southern Sunshine 
It You Just Win on Time 
She Thinks I Still Care 
Morning Sky 
You Can Bel Your Heart On Me 
Clogging Records 
Available with Routines 
Tommy Russell Chuck Meyer 
Bud Whitten 
II anyone is having trouble ob 
taming Thunderbird Records 
please COntacl the company 
TB1I7 BLUE EYES CRYIN IN THE RAIN Bud 
TB7I8 WORKING ON THE MUDDY MISSISSIPPI LINE— Tommy 
18219 TEXAS TEA— Art 
182/0 WHEN THE CALLER PACKS HIS CASE Mike Seastrom 
13721 ILL FLY AWAY— Rob B 
FI1021 FOGGY MT BREAKDOWN/THUNDERBIRD JUMP 
STRAIGHT TALK. Continued 
Xi.' nui Uldwn Sul :DO Jilt; 
'Next more dancers are turned off by the 
trust me phrase which callers throw out. than 
by any other words emitting from the caller: s 
mouth 
'Third. most dancers aren't interested in just 
how high a level a caller can call. but in his or her 
own level of dancing. and just how high the level 
can be and still be enjoyable Showing oft to a 
group of dancers with the old l can call 
something you cant dance' . routine. doesn't earn 
the caller any brownie points. 
'Finally. dancers are turned oft completely by 
private contests between callers who attempt to 
turn their calling into a private tournament. just 
for sell-satisfaction. and at the expense 01 the 
dancers 
For a good dance. it takes three things a good 
floor. a good understanding. and good en-
thusiastic dancers 
In this day when we struggle to maintain 
numbers in our clubs. we find ourselves losing 
more young. inexperienced dancers because of 
the attitude of the caller than tor any other reason. 
Even experienced dancers are turned off. but 
manage to survive More often than not. the 
young graduate will not 
If callers arena wise enough to see this in the 
number of idle squares on the floor then they 
should be told about it in a diplomatic way 




RIP AND SNORT. Sally Goodin. Birdie in the Cage. 
Nine Pin Reel. dip and dive six. grapevine twist. 
Texas star and others 
Bill Davis in Santa Clara Valley SDC Assoc. 
Notes announces the new OS calls for advanced 
and challenge levels: zing and mini busy for the 
advanced level. and change the apex and triangle 
identification for the challenge. A good singing 
call using the new Callerlab OS. hinge and flutter 
Head two couples promenade half round the ring 
Down the middle and pass the ocean there 
Extend the tag and then trade the wave. my friend 
Hinge and flutter. move along and then 
Pass the ocean. trade the wave 
Then recycle there. my friend. swing the corner 
And promenade (add two-line tagl 
ffi 
"Whispering Pines Records" 
le
Amallan—_, NE W RELEASES 
. 	 . 	WP-01 WHO'S CHEATIN 
by Gary O'Connor 
WP-02 BLACK MOUNTAIN RAG 
(Flip Plus II Hoedown) by Gary O'Connor 
WHO 
WP-03 I CAN LOVE YOU BETTER 
by Gary 0 Connor 
WP-04 LOUISIANA SATURDAY NIGHT 
by Gary 0 Connor 
WP-05 HUSH-A-BYE HARDTIMES 
by Gary O'Connor 
Produced by Whispering Pines Rec.. Box 434. Estes Park CO 80517 
Dist. by Corsair-Continental Corp.. Box 644. Pomona CA 91769 
Twelgrenn Enterprises. Box 216, Bath OH 44210 
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SQUARE & ROUND DANCE 
VACATIONS — 1982 
1. WORLD RENAISSANCE— Cruise 
to the Lower Caribbean 
March 27— One Week 
Larry & Bernice Prior 
2. EUROPE— SPECIAL SALE 
May 2-16, Limited 
8 Countries 
Meals, Tours, Special Air Fares 
Larry & Bernice Prior 
Joe & Carol Prystupa 
3. BERMUDA CRUISE 
Sails from Jacksonville, Fla. 
8 Days, 7 Nights to 
Hamilton, Bermuda 
World Renaissance 
Join Sam & Betty Mitchell 
May 20-27 
4. ALASKA CRUISE 
New Ship: Tropicale 
Vancouver, Ketchikan, Juneau 
Glacier Bay, Sitka 
Great Week. June 5-12 
Special air fares from all US cities. 
5. SPAIN— SQUARE DANCE FIESTA 
Meals. Tours, Air from New York 
Sept. 12-19 
Bob & Dee Barnes 
John & Bee Hendron 
Joe & Carol Prystupa 
Madrid & Canary Islands 
Extensions Available 
* * 
6. HAWAII— 10th Anniversary Tour 
Larry & Bernice Prior 
October 5-19 
Great Tour with many options 
7. PANAMA CANAL CRUISE 
TSS Fairwind Sitmar— Oct. 23 
11-Day Cruise from Ft. Lauderdale 
Save with Joe & Carol Prystupa 
Free Air Fare— Most Cities 
8. BAHAMAS— 5 day, 4 night Cruise 
to Nassau & Freeport; Nov. 15.19 
with Marty & Byrdie Martin 
Dale & Maxine Eddy 
S.S. Dolphin 
9. FLAVIA Cruise to Freeport/Nassau 
5 Days, 4 Nights 
Join Tex & Jean Brownlee 
November 29-December 3 
10. SWING THRU FLORIDA TOUR 
7 Days, 6 Nights 
Square & Round Dancing 
Hotels, Transfers, Many Attrac- 
tions. Various Callers & Departures 
FOR BROCHURE, CIRCLE THE NUMBER YOU WISH TO 












434 RIDGE ROAD 
PORT RICHEY, FLA. 33568 
813/847.2307 — 847-2324 
 
GROUP 
TOUR CAi/k1  
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All premium hand-stained walnut English Kip 
leathers highlighted with a delicate, deep 
embossed Square Up design. An exclusive of 
Squared Away, this Square Dancing Duo is 
beautifully crafted from deluxe matched-grain 
pelts for a lasting sheen and mellow softness. 
The Men's Trifold is organized with 8 credit 
card/picture pockets and 3 leather 
ID/misc pockets. 
The Ladies Clutch has plenty of room for 
everything with a check book panel, snap 
change pocket, 6 picture/credit card 
pockets and much more. 
Squared Away Guarantee--If you're not 
completely happy with your purchase, send 'em 
back for a full and prompt refund 
24-Hour Insta-Ship—Out the door the day your 
order arrives! That's 24-Hour Insta-Ship at 
Squared Away 
Delivery Charge Chart—(Includes Shipping, 
Handling & Insured Delivery) 
1-2 Items  	$149 
More  $1.99 
SEND TO 	Squared Away 
Dept. 61 
12116 Brenlyn Lane 
Minnetonka, MN 55343 
(612) 938-5344 
His Nude  
HerClutch • 
Price Ea.  
Name 









Delivery Charge 	 
iSquarrakIr 	 (MN Residents Only) 5% Sales Tax  
Grand Total 	 
Lim" 
	  City 	  







Augusta GA;Feb. 17. Dan & Mary Martin 
Carrollton GA; Feb. 18. Jimmy Moore 
Columbus GA; Feb. 19. James & Judy Medlock 
Montgomery AL; Feb. 20. Charlie Waller 
Chippewa Falls WI; Feb. 28. Don & Jean Wellsandt 
Madison SD; March 1, Don Nugent 
Boca Raton FL; March 3. Jerry & Pat Seeley ' 
Okeechobee FL; March 6, Bill & Donna Vroman 
Titusville FL; March 7, Dale McCrary (aft.) 
Arcadia FL; March 9, Everett & Jenny Martin (1/2 ) 
Plainwell MI; March 17. Howard & Juanita Cowles 
St. Louis MO; March 18. Otto & Emily Schepers 
Los Alamos NM; March 20. Bob & Marilyn Gill 
Alamogordo NM; March 21, Hap & Robin Pope 
Mission TX; March 22. Dr. Dean Robinson 
Birmingham AL: March 23. Jim & Tracy Hudgins 
Tyler TX; March 24. Allen & Shirley Garrett ('41 
Carlsbad NM; March 27. James & Thelma Lowery 
Columbus OH; March 28, Dick & Roberta Driscoll 
Ogden UT; April 8. Walt & Louise Cole (1/2 ) 
New Slrawn (Topeka) KS; April 9. Dave Wilkins 
Kennewick WA; April 13, Bill Cooke (1/2 ) 
Lolo (Missoula) MT; April 14. Ray & Afton Granger i'.a) 
New Dancers Hoedown 
Bristol VA (7H-cities); April 19. Wayne McDonald 
Nashville TN; April 20. Gary & Ann Kincaid 
Charlestown WV; April 21, Erwin Lawson 
Altoona PA; April 22, Emil & Ruth Corte 
Millville NJ: April 23. Ralph & Lois Trout 
Cincinnati OH; April 29, Jerry Daniels 
Parkersburg WV; April 30. Keith & Karen Rippeto 
Staunton VA; May 1. Cecil DePriest (1/2 ) 
Springfield MO; May 2. Bob & Mona Carmack 
nmore ND; May 6. Frank Zettinger 
monroe MI; May 12, with Ron Shaw 
Elko NV: May 14. Phil & Betty Araguena 
Rapid City ND: May 16. Ray & Lois Anderson (aft I 
Dalton (Sydney) NE; May 18, Mal & Shirley Minshall 
Grand Island NE: May 19. Virginia Busboom 
Auburn (Seattle) WA; May 23. Carl & Sandie Smith 
Eureka CA; May 25. Bob & Jean Jackson 
ton GA; May 28. Ed & Wilma Hawkins 
yetteville NC: May 29. Charles & Kathy Luther 
nancaster SC; May 31, Laverne & Barbara Harrelson 
York PA: June 3. Joe & Mary Roth 
Memphis TN; June 9. Eddie & Sally Ramsey 
Mountain Home AR; June 10, E.A. Loomis 
Sandy Lake PA; June 12, Karl & Kay Ruhlman 
Perry Oh; June 13. Barry & Judy Barrows 
Charlotte NC; June 18. Bill & Betty Wentz ,I 
Granada MS; June 19. Charles & Sara Lahore 
Minerva NY; July 7, Bill & Mary Jenkins 
Salida CO: July 9, Edith & Paul Brinkerhoff 
Lolo (Missoula) MT; July 11. Ray & Afton Granger 1,4) 
St. Albans VT; July 24, Mike Trombly 
Wilmington NC; Sept. 3. Howard & Alice Worthington 
Pekin IL; Sept. 10, Dean & Sharon Larimore 
Johnstown PA; Sept. 12. Richard Knavel 
Berea (Cleveland) OH; Sept. t3, Lou & Al Jaworski 
Wausau WI; Sept 22. Bob & Pauline Holup 
Park Forest (Chi.) IL; Oct. 4, Donna & Duane Rodgers 
Wyoming MI; Ocl. 5. Joanne Humbarger 
Cumberland MD; Oct 9, Bob Boswell 
Belleville IL; Oct_ 15, Joe & Marilyn Obal 
Ogallala NE; Ocl. 17, (aft.) Bernard Beckius 
Columbia SC; Oct. 29, Barbara & Laverne Harrelson 
Monroe LA: Oct. 30. Tom & Dawn Perry 
Toledo OH; Oct. 31. Jack & Lil May 
Anderson SC; Nov. 5 
Berlin PA; Nov 21 (att.). Roy & Ruth Romesburg 
London, Ont; Nov. 26, Ken & Mary Brennan 
Deerfield FL; Jan 2. Jerry & Pat Seeley 
Gainsville FL; Jan 3, Paul & Amanda Greer (1/2 ) 
Virginia Beach VA; Jan 21. Contact to be named 
Carlsbad NM; Jan. 22, James & Thelma Lowery 
01,5-34 	c4c,51:**17-tiocAPLI:AMP75.:446' 
NEW BOOK NEWS: 
A much-needed. especially valuable new book at the pre-publication rate of $6 (plus $1. postage) is 
available NOW before Mar. 1 from ASD. entitled Show and Sell- Modern Square Dancing, including 
hundreds of ideas for promoting. interpreting and communicating what square dancing is all about. Save 
$2. Order now. 
TNT166 THE MORE I SEE YOU by Lee Kopman 
TN1167 GAL IN CALICO by Mike Trombly 
INT168 YOU RE THE ONE RD by Bill Hopkins 
INT169 I O LIKE TO DANCE by Garland Kind 
TNTI70 THIS OLD WORLD by Bob Van Antwerp 
TNT171 NOTHING WITHOUT YOU RD by Vernon Porter 
RFD 02 Rt . 7 	TNTI72 MENTION MY NAME IN SEATTLE by Gene Trimmer 
St. Albans VT 0547E TNT173 STALLION GREY (Paller) by Mike Trembly 
TNT174 LITTLE BIT OF COUNTRY RD by Dave Fleck 
TNT175 WROTE ME A LETTER by Hank Hanke 
TNT176 WALK RIGHT BACK '81 RD by Ted May 
INT177 STRAWBERRY BLONDE by Wynne Mahler 
TNT178 JUANITA JONES by Mike Trombly 
TNT170 LET IT SNOW. RD by Slan Bieda 
TNT180 ROGER TWO STEP RD by Gene Trimmer 
TNT181 WALKIN CHA CHA RD by Vern Porter 
TNT1B2 THE MATADOR by Hank Hanke 
TNT183 LOVE IN YOUR HEART by Jack 0 Leary 
Dave & Shirley Fleck 
Al Brundage 	Gene Trimmer 
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on First Order 
Wholesale & Retail 
( Book 
Nook  
by Mary Jenkins 
THOROUGHBRED FAVORITES 
The Recipe Book for the 32nd National SID Convention, Louisville, Kentucky, 1983 
Good food and square dancing seem 
to go together. Square dancers tend to 
be either (or both) superb cooks or 
superb eaters! 
This collection of recipes is dedicated 
to two great couples, Roy and Marita 
Davis and Ed and Alice Colin for "their 
dedication. leadership and friendship to 
the square dance movement." 
The 320 pages are arranged in chap-
ters under the titles of Winner's Circle 
(recipes from famous people and 
places), Bookies' Best Bets (recipes by 
men), Starting Gate (appetizers, beve-
rages, soups, breads, miscellaneous), 
Post Time (salads and dressings), Run 
for the Roses (meats, sauces and more), 
Home Stretch (vegetables), Finish Line 
(desserts), Hot Tips (abbreviations, 
equivalents, substitutions, helpful 
hints). 
Many recipes are included in this book 
that we have found in no other recipe 
book. There is no alphabetical list of 
recipes so allow extra time to find the 
one you wish to use. 
Don't wait for the 1983 convention. 
Order your book now and enjoy using the 
recipes and eating the results. Send 
$7.50 per copy plus $1.50 to cover 
postage and handling to: 32nd National 
SID Convention, Bob & Claudine Yates, 
PO Box 14, Pendleton KY 40055. 
3509 Central N.E., Albuquerque NM 87106 
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SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE 
CALLERC 
MID 	alms BOOKS AVAILABLE ARE 
EASY SING-A-LONG CALLS 53.00 
PROGRESSIVE WORKSHOP 53.00 
CALLER CLINIC 	  56.00 
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS 	 56.00 
SET-UP AND GET-OUT 	  S6.00 
MAINSTREAM SQUARE DANCING 	 51.00 
PLUS ONE AND TWO 	 53.00 
MODERN CONTRA DANCING 	 53.00 
TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE 53.00 
WINDMILL SYSTEM 53.00 
FIRST STEPS TO CONTRA 53.00 
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING $4.00 
WHEELING AND DEALING. 33.00 
HOEDOWN HERITAGE.  S3.00 
MATCH A MELODY 54.00 
MODERN MODULE MODE 53.00 
ALLEMANDE LEFT with the 
Mentally 	Handicapped S5.00 
SOLO DANCES 57.00 
LEADERSHIP-SHAPE Si 00 
SOUNDING THE HALL 53 90 
TEACHING CLOGGING 57.00 
S/D STYLING 54.00 
PARTY 	LINE 	1111 56.00 
EASY LEVEL. 56.00 
Inquire about Quantity Prices 
CLIP ART I 53.00 
CLIP ART II 54.00 
CLOGGING 54.00 
THE FUNNY WORLD OF SOUARE 
DANCING (Cartoons) 	 54.00 










IN-forms (guides, helps) 	 35t/1 
(Ask for complete list & quantity prices) 
POSTAGE 
$1.4.99 $1.00 pstg. 
55-9.99 .$1.50 pstg 
$10 & up .$2 00 pstg 
ORDER FROM AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE 
P.O. Box 488 	HURON OH 44839 
* * 	 fr. • 	.ior .*::•:.*.:*:' 	 • .•.. 
PC el 	 ‘‘1 t 	 e  
You cannot push anyone up the ladder 
unless he is willing to climb himself. 
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GROUP DISCOUNTS 
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 
DOT KROENING 
BILL KROENING 
A Div1/1011 OF 
K.R.C. 
II1DU/TRIE/ 
WORKIAD FOR A /OVID FUTURE 
5865 /1411AL DR. C01uM811108. 41227 
614 857 7255 
KROENING'S FASHION MAGIC 
Ns. 200 EERIER— NYLON ORGANDY 
No 	240 	— 	40 yards—Single layer $28 95 
No. 260 — 60 yards—Single layer_ 32 95 
37.95 
No. 270 	— 	70 yards—Double layer_ _ 40.95 
No. 260 — 80 yards—Double layer 42 95 
No 	290 	— 	90 yards—Double layer 46 95 
No 2100-100 yards—Double layer 	54.95 
Add $10.00 for multi— your selection of colors 
Send for color swatches 
Prices sublect to change without notice 
MANUFACTURERS OF 
SQUARE DANCE PETTICOATS. PETTIPANTS 
DRESSES. JUMPERS AND SKIRTS 
(Color Swatches on Request) 
2315 Hollins Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21223 
Phone: (301) 566-0800 
I 
HALPO irmufTRIE/ 
MITY MITE IPEAKER 
• 22 POUI1D/ 	• 4 OHM 
•75 WATT RM/ 
	
0 	•COVERAGE TO 30 IOUAREI 
•FULL RAME /PEFIKERf 
4• 	 LIGHT WEIGHT ITAIIIV 
•I2 LBI 	• FOLD TO 36 - 
Write or call us for more details or contact 
Marcus Mix 400 Frisbee Santa Rosa CA (707)-584-8843, Cal Golden, 
Stan Burdick, BnB Records 54 Johnson St. Springfield MA 01108 
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'•Our caller said the Callerlab levels are Beginner. Mediocre and Advanced He says I'm past beginer 








The Best Sound Column You Can Buly! 
Vinyl Covers Available — Write tor Prices 
For Information. Call or Write 
Prices are suthect to change without notification 
253 W. Covered Bridge Ct., 
Fenton, Missouri 63026 
SUPREME AUDIO 
BOB OR SHIRLEY 
(314) 343-5465 
Price 5258.50 Plus Shipping 
Price $150.00 plus Shipping 











    
There once was a caller of note 
Who never could read what he wrote 
To those who complain 
His dancers explain 
When he says "bxta shrdlu 
LOAD THE BOAT! 
Said a dancer to his wife. 'I hear 
That this caller's decidedly queer. 
I've noticed before 
He has two feet on the floor 
But there's a third 
in his mouth. I fear." 
Every time I think 
Of real true lovin' I cry... 
That dance was just recorded 
By some other guy. 
Tell St. Peter at the Golden Gate 
High Level dancing begins at eight' 
A caller very carefully expounds 
That taping his dance is out-of-bounds. 
When up speaks the dancer 
With ego crushing answer 
• *0. I don't want the squares— 
/us? the rounds." 
Look what he's done to my song—
How could he call it so wrong! 
There'll be a hot time 
In the old town tonight. 
They're doing relay the top 
Left and right. Square dance taws are wearing 
Long skirts for awhile, 
But please don't let it bug you, boys. 
They're puttin' on the style! 




• AA r‘ gr,  
  
     
A dancer of the finest appearance 
Promoted such a male adherence 
That when the boys did run 
Their spouses spun 
To grant her a 
nine-foot clearance.  
Before the dance they went to dine. 
Then circled and squared to a caller fine. 
They loaded the boat 
And through rounds did float. 
She was his lifetime Valentine. 
It seems on February fourteen 
In a square-dancer-filled scene. 
Love is all around. 
In the contra, square and rouno 
So at a dance it may be wrong 
To leave your partner for very long 
'Cause you may be overcome by the shock 
Of your corner's friendly Yellow Rock! 
A smart choreographer named Bill 
Showed dancers quite genuine skill. 
But sure as shootin' 
For all 	scootin' 
There more drill 
w,  
than ladrille.  
Hello Dolly, On Hello Dolly 
It s nice to have you back where you belong 
You're looking swell. Dolly. 
I can tell. Dolly, 
You goofed the set 
right at the start of the song 
44 
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